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ABSTRACT

Quantum Mechanical Studies of Charge Assisted Hydrogen
and Halogen Bonds
by
Binod Nepal, Doctor of Philosophy
Utah State University, 2016

Major Professor: Dr. Steve Scheiner
Department: Chemistry and Biochemistry
This dissertation is mainly focused on charge assisted noncovalent interactions
specially hydrogen and halogen bonds. Generally, noncovalent interactions are only weak
forces of interaction but an introduction of suitable charge on binding units increases the
strength of the noncovalent bonds by a several orders of magnitude. These charge assisted
noncovalent interactions have wide ranges of applications from crystal engineering to drug
design. Not only that, nature accomplishes a number of important tasks using these
interactions. Although, a good number of theoretical and experimental studies have already
been done in this field, some fundamental properties of charge assisted hydrogen and
halogen bonds still lack molecular level understanding and their electronic properties are
yet to be explored. Better understanding of the electronic properties of these bonds will
have applications on the rational design of drugs, noble functional materials, catalysts and
so on. In most of this dissertation, comparative studies have been made between charge
and neutral noncovalent interactions by quantum mechanical calculations. The
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comparisons are primarily focused on energetics and the electronic properties. In most of
the cases, comparative studies are also made between hydrogen and halogen bonds which
contradict the long time notion that the H-bond is the strongest noncovalent interactions.
Besides that, this dissertation also explores the long range behavior and directional
properties of various neutral and charge assisted noncovalent bonds.
(396 pages)
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PUBLIC ABSTRACT

Quantum Mechanical Studies of Charge Assisted Hydrogen
and Halogen Bonds
by
Binod Nepal, Doctor of Philosophy
Utah State University, 2016

Major Professor: Dr. Steve Scheiner
Department: Chemistry and Biochemistry
Like cement bridges one brick to another, noncovalent forces also bridge two or
more molecules together to form a molecular crystal or molecular cluster. Although weaker
than the covalent bond, the existence of noncovalent forces can be seen everywhere from
liquid water to construction of complex biomolecules like DNA, RNA, proteins etc. An
introduction of suitable charge; positive or negative, on the binding units can increase the
strength of noncovalent interaction by several orders of magnitude. The primary aim of
this dissertation is to explore some fundamental properties of such charge assisted
noncovalent interactions which will be helpful for the rational design of molecular crystals,
drugs, catalysts and many more. Besides that, this dissertation also makes parallel study
between H-bond and halogen bonds and contradicts the long time notion that the H-bond
is the strongest noncovalent interaction.
(396 pages)
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.

The covalent bond, which is defined as the bond formed by the sharing of electrons
between atoms, is largely responsible for the construction of individual molecules.
Although, some properties of the substance come from the intrinsic properties of the
molecule, some of the properties on the other hand are dependent on how these individual
molecules get arranged in a bulk. A very interesting example for this is; properties of 5Methyl-2-[(2-nitrophenyl) amino]-3-thiophenecarbonitrile molecule, also known as ROY.
This molecule in the bulk can have the color red, orange or yellow depending on the
arrangement of the molecules in the crystal structure.1,2 Similarly, a large number of drug
molecules exhibit polymorphism which is observed as different solubility, stability and
even the different activity inside the body depending on the crystal structure.3-5 The
arrangement of the molecules in a bulk is always dictated by the interaction of one molecule
with others which is called intermolecular interaction or noncovalent interaction. The
noncovalent interactions not only exist in the condensed phase like solids or liquids but
also in the gas phase. The formation of various types of aerosols in the atmosphere are
examples of this. The noncovalent interactions are not only intermolecular. If the molecule
is big enough, generally in case of organic and biomolecules, noncovalent interactions
might be possible within the same molecule and in such a case the noncovalent interaction
might affect the conformation of the individual molecules.6-9
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The collection of noncovalent interactions is very diverse and hence can be
classified into various types.10-12 Among all, the H-bond is undoubtedly the most popular
and the most studied one with a history of almost a century.13-15 Classical definition of the
H-bond once proposed by Linus Pauling16,17 around 1930 is too narrow and is limited to
the most electronegative atoms F, O and N as depicted in Fig 1-1 which is still being taught
in undergraduate level chemistry.

Figure 1-1. Classical depiction of the H-bond.
It was a long time before many experimental as well as quantum mechanical
evidences suggested the involvement of less electronegative atoms like P, S, Cl or even the
C in a H-bond.18 For example, the H-bond formed by S-H hydrogen in aryl mercaptans
was reported in 1939.19 The crystallographic evidences of C-H···O hydrogen bonds were
already published in 1962.20 The ether hydrochloride complex was already described as Hbonded complex in 1938 where Cl acts as the H-bond donor.21 Surprisingly, it took so long
to formally revise the definition of the H-bond which was done just in 2011 to cover all
sorts of observed H-bond interactions.22
The newer added member in noncovalent family is the halogen bond in which
halogen atom bridges the donor and acceptor atoms as does hydrogen atom in H-bond.23-25
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It is amazing to see that halogen bond is being developed as the stronger rival of H-bond
in terms of energy as well as in applications.26-30 Although, the experimental evidence of
halogen bond was discovered nearly two centuries ago by a chemist Jean-Jacques Colin in
a mixture of iodine and ammonia solution, it took almost 150 years for a complete
description of the complex.31 The proper description of the complex was made possible by
the separate efforts of Robert Mulliken’s and Odd Hassel.32,33 Unfortunately, the halogen
bond was then forgotten for a long time and it has not been more than 15 years or so, the
research on halogen bond restarted again. Since then, an overwhelming amount of research
both experimentally and theoretically is going on in this field. To date, the halogen bond
has been successfully exploited for a number of useful applications like, crystal
engineering, anion receptor chemistry, catalysis, drug design, sensing applications and
much more.34-36 The halogen bond was perplexing for a number of chemist as it was not
easy to explain why an electronegative halogen atom might be attracted to another
electronegative atom.33 But quantum mechanical calculations provided a very clear picture
and molecular level understanding of the halogen bond. The covalently bonded halogen
atom when bonded with more electronegative atom forms a positively charged region along
the σ bond which is also called σ-hole.37,38 This positively charge σ-hole can undergo
electrostatic interaction with other electronegative atoms or with source of π electrons
which is the primary source of attraction for the halogen bond. The type of σ hole
interactions is not only limited to the Gr 7A elements of the periodic table. Groups 4A, 5A,
6A or even the 8A elements when covalently bonded with another more electronegative
atom can undergo σ hole interactions with another more electronegative atom and such
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types of bonding are called tetrel, pnicogen, chalcogen and aerogen bonding
respectively.38-42
This dissertation is mainly focused on the charge assisted noncovalent interactions
mainly hydrogen and halogen bonds. These bonds are often called ionic hydrogen or
halogen bonds and they play critical roles in ionic clusters, acid-base equilibria, ion
solvation, molecular recognition, ion transports, protein folding and many more.43 As
previously explained, noncovalent interactions are only the weak force of interactions. For
example, the H-bond energy of the water dimer is only about 4.9 kcal/mol.44 Lots of
experimental and theoretical research has confirmed that once the charge is introduced into
the noncovalently bonded systems, the strength of bonding can be increased by several
orders of magnitude.45-47
There are mainly three ways of introducing the charge into the noncovalently
bonded systems as depicted in the Fig 1-2, which exemplify in the case of H-bond and
halogen bond. In the first case, the negative charge is present in the acceptor atom or
acceptor group. Such types of bonds are called anionic H-bonds or halogen bonds. In the
second case, the positive charge is present in the donor group and such types of bonds are
called cationic H-bonds or halogen bonds. The third case is the combination of both where
positive charge is developed on the donor group and negative charge on the acceptor group.
Similar to the H-bonds or halogen bonds, charge assistance is also possible in case of
chalcogen or pnicogen bonds where A and D atoms interact directly with no bridging
atoms.

5

Figure 1-2. Charge assisted H-bond and halogen bond. a) corresponds to anionic H-bond
or halogen bond and b) corresponds to cationic H-bond or halogen bond c) corresponds to
H-bond or halogen bond assisted by both charges.
Although, ionic H-bonds have been studied for a long time,48-52 we can find some
controversies in the literature in the categorization of some of the charge assisted H-bonds,
whether they are truly hydrogen bonds or just some electrostatic interactions. For example,
Dougherty’s group defined the interaction of benzene and ammonium ion or tetramethyl
ammonium ion as purely electrostatic interaction and clearly said that there is no indication
of any NH···π or CH···π interactions.53 But we can find similar kinds of complexes in the
literature being characterized as H-bonded systems.54,55 These were the cases when the
charge is present in only one of the monomer units. But if the charges are present in both
of the monomer units, it will even be more difficult to characterize the type of bonding
whether it is H-bond (or halogen bond) or the ion pair interactions. For example, in room
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temperature ionic liquids (RTILs) which are generally composed of organic cations and
inorganic anions, it is not that easy to characterize the types of noncovalent interactions
whether it is H-bond or mostly other types of interactions like coulombic interaction.56
Although, experimental techniques like microwave spectroscopy, IR or NMR provide a
certain degree of understanding for such charge assisted noncovalent interactions, a
complete molecular level understanding still might not be possible no matter how advanced
instruments that we have access to. Thanks to the development of quantum mechanical
methods and powerful supercomputers we have an important tool for molecular level
understanding and electronic properties of such noncovalent complexes. Although, a
massive number of publications are available in the topic related to charge assisted
hydrogen and halogen bonds, many facets of this topic are still devoid of proper
understanding. So the primary purpose of this dissertation is to fulfill some of these gaps
in the understanding of charge assisted noncovalent interactions mainly hydrogen and
halogen bonds. In this dissertation, the electronic properties and the energetics of the charge
assisted hydrogen and halogen bonds are compared with their respective neutral analogues.
Besides the fundamental properties of the charge assisted hydrogen or halogen bonds, some
applications aspects of these bonds especially in anion receptor chemistry, are also
discussed. In most of the cases, hydrogen and halogen bonds are studied in parallel. A
brief overview of each of the chapters in this dissertation is presented below.
Due to the prevalence CH hydrogens in almost all organic and biomolecules, the
carbon donating hydrogen bonds represents one of the most important branches of H-bond
in chemistry and biochemistry. But these H-bonds are much weaker than their classical H-
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bond analogues.57,58 It is quite obvious that the presence of positive charge in the proton
donor or the negative charge in the proton acceptor can substantially enhance the H-bond
energy. Such types of charge assisted CH···O and CH···N hydrogen bonds are studied
quite well.47 But similar type of studies in case of CH···π hydrogen bonds is completely
lacking. Chapter 2 of this dissertation is focused on the detailed investigation of the
influence of positive charge on these H-bonds in comparison to their neutral analogues in
terms of energy as well as other electronic properties. A series of different π electron
sources, ethylene, acetylene, butadiene, benzene, phenol, imidazole and indole are taken
as proton acceptors which are paired with both positively charged and neutral CH proton
donors molecules, trimethyl amine and tetramethyl ammonium respectively.
One of the important applications of C-H H-bond donor molecules is in the field of
anion receptor chemistry. Over the past few years, a number of promising experimental
results have been published in this field.59-62 But some of the fundamental questions about
these C-H···anion H-bonds were still lacking. For example, can these be categorized as
truly H-bonds or are they mainly an ionic interaction? How does the strength of these
anionic H-bonds vary with amount of charge on the anion? Similarly, is there any
substantial effect of the number of acceptors atoms in the anion on the H-bond energy?
Chapter 3 is the detailed investigations of such issues on C-H···anion H-bonds.
Water is regarded as the universal solvent and is capable of solvating wide ranges
of substances. The excellent solvation properties of water are due to its polar nature and its
H-bonding capacity. Since C-H···anion are quite strong H-bonds,63-65 it’s not surprising to
think that such types of H-bonds can be involved in solvation of anions. But such types of
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studies at microscopic level are still lacking in the literature. Chapter 3 tries to fulfill this
gap and explores several other questions on this topic. For example, how does the
magnitude of charge, size, number of the acceptor atoms on the anion affect the energetics
solvation? Is this solvation thermodynamically feasible? Can these CH donor molecules
form a well-defined solvation shell around the anions?
Normally, particular type of covalent bond has particular bond length and that
doesn’t vary much from compound to compound. But noncovalent bond lengths vary a
good deal from system to system and energetics of the interaction depends on the bond
length. The H-bonded or other noncovalently bonded systems are at the equilibrium bond
distances when there are no restrictions. Most of the properties of noncovalent interactions
are studied at equilibrium bond distances. But the questions always arise, how does the Hbond or other types of noncovalent bond energies vary with distance? Among different
types of noncovalent interactions like hydrogen, halogen, pnicogen or chalcogen bonds
which one is the most sensitive to bond stretching from their equilibrium geometries? Is it
possible to fit this distance dependence to certain equations? How does the charge assisted
H-bond differ from its neutral analogue in this respect? The binding energies of
noncovalent complexes are normally composed of electrostatic, induction and dispersion
components. It will be very interesting to see how do these individual components actually
vary with bond distance? Our research group took the first initiative to answer these
questions and the results are presented in chapter 5 of this dissertation.
Similar to the covalent bonds, the noncovalent bonds like hydrogen, halogen,
chalcogen and pnicogen bonds have certain degree of directional property and they tend to
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have linear bond angles as much as possible.66,67 So most of the properties of the
noncovalent bonds are extracted only from the equilibrium bond angle geometries. This
type of linearity might not always be possible due to certain restrictions in the molecular
systems or due to multiple interactions. Previous study from our group compared the
various types of noncovalent interaction in terms of their energy barriers of the bond angle
distortion from their equilibrium geometries.68 But there is still a gap in this issue in case
of charge assisted H-bonds. How do the charge assisted H-bonds differ from their neutral
analogues for bond angle distortion from their equilibrium geometries? Chapter 6 is a
detailed investigation of this question. A number of C-H and N-H hydrogen bond donor
systems with both charged and uncharged systems have been studied to address this issue.
Normally, in most of the literature, the H-bond has been reported as the strongest
noncovalent interaction. But some of the recent investigations have confirmed that that is
not the case. For the analogous systems, halogen bond with iodine is stronger than the Hbond. This discovery leads to replacement of the H-bonds by halogen bonds in a large
number of experimental applications like anion receptor chemistry, drug design, catalysis,
sensing applications, crystal engineering and many more.26 Especially, bidentate anion
receptors have been very popular at this stage due to their effectiveness in anion binding.6971

Despite, an availability of large number of publications, there is still an intriguing

question jumbling around the chemist mind, what makes these halogens bond stronger than
hydrogen bond and how do they compare with each other in terms of electronic properties?
To answer this question, a detailed comparative study of H-bond vs halogen bond is
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essential. The effort has been taken to answer this question and the results are presented in
chapter 7 of this dissertation.
As already mentioned, halogen bond has been widely utilized to capture selective
anions from the aqueous solution. One way of increasing the binding capacity of anion
receptor systems is introducing electron withdrawing groups like -NO2, -COOH, -CHO,
>C=O in the system. But electronic effect of such substituent groups on energetics of the
binding of the halides is not still not available in the literature and there are also several
other fundamental questions regarding this issue. For examples, do the substituents groups
have similar effects in H-bonded systems and halogen bonded systems or different?
Similarly, the bidentate anion receptor molecules can be cationic or neutral. Which systems
will show the higher sensitivity for the substituent? These questions need to be addressed
before utilizing the substituent groups in the receptor system for anion binding. All of
these fundamental questions have been studied by quantum mechanical methods and
results are presented in Chapter 8 of this dissertation.
Quinones are an important class of organic compound which help in electron
transfer reaction in many biochemical reactions like photosynthesis and respiration.72,73
They are also being used as oxidizing reagent in many organic reactions.74 Many
experiments have confirmed that quinones can be activated for reduction by the use of Hbond donor molecules.75,76 Such activation is described in terms of the stabilization of
semiquinone anion radical by charged assisted H-bonds.77 But one biggest unanswered
question in the scientific community is why are electron rich quinones activated more
efficiently than electron deficient quinone by H-bond donors. The mystery of this puzzle
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has been solved by the quantum mechanical studies on some selected model systems. The
results from this study are presented in chapter 9.
The majority of halogen bonds that are studied experimentally or theoretically have
carbon as the donor atom. This is not surprising because most of the halogenated organic
compounds have halogen atom bonded to the carbon atom. As N is more electronegative
than C, it is not difficult to assume that N-X···Y halogen bonds are stronger than C-X···Y
halogen bonds where X and Y are the halogen and the acceptor atoms respectively. Few
experimental results are available where N-X···Y halogen bonds have been used for crystal
engineering.78-80 One of the very interesting questions on this topic is how do these NX···Y halogen bonds compare with N-H···Y hydrogen bonds in terms of energetics as well
as electronic properties? Similarly, how stronger are the N-X···Y halogen bonds compared
with C-X···Y halogen bonds? The detailed comparative investigations on these issues are
carried with the model systems saccharin and the N-succinimide as the H-bond donor. The
systems are modified to halogen bond donors by replacing H atom by halogen atom. A
ranges of molecular systems containing O, N, F lone pairs as well as having π electrons
sources are employed as H-bond or halogen bond acceptors. The results are presented in
chapter 10 of this dissertation.
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CHAPTER 2
EFFECT OF IONIC CHARGE UPON THE CH∙∙π HYDROGEN BOND1
2.

Abstract
The CH∙∙π hydrogen bonds (HBs) between trimethylamine (TMA) and an
assortment of π-systems are generally weaker than those in which CF3H serves as proton
donor, despite the larger number of CH groups available to serve as donors in the amine.
The added positive charge of tetramethylammonium (TMA+) enhances the binding energy
by a factor between 4 and 7. The strongest such interaction for TMA+ occurs with indole,
bound by 15.5 kcal/mol. Changing from ionic CH∙∙π to NH∙∙π further strengthens the
interaction. Conjugation of the π-system improves its proton-accepting capacity, which is
further enhanced by aromaticity. Dispersion plays a major role in CH∙∙π HBs: It is the prime
contributor in the neutral HBs of TMA, and comparable to Coulombic forces for CF3H and
even in ionic CH∙∙π HBs of TMA+. Many of the results can be understood on the basis of
a combination of electrostatic potentials and charge transfers.

2-1. Introduction
Among an assortment of noncovalent interactions that have been recognized over
the years,1-2 hydrogen bonds (HBs) are generally considered the most widespread and
important.3-4 The original consideration of N, O and F as HB donor and acceptor atoms in

1

Coauthored by Binod Nepal and Steve Scheiner. Reproduced with permission from J. Phys. Chem. A

2014, 118, 9575-9587. Copyright 2014, American Chemical Society.
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a DH∙∙A arrangement has been expanded over the years to include other less
electronegative atoms like S, Cl, and C.5-10 Of these, the ability of CH to serve as proton
donor has been perhaps most extensively scrutinized, and this growing recognition of
CH∙∙O HBs has spawned a diverse literature database that has informed a wide swath of
chemistry and biochemistry.11-18
In addition to lone pairs, the source of electrons may reside instead in the π-electron
system of the proton-acceptor group. Although generally weak, the CH∙∙π HB makes its
presence felt in a large number of instances.19-23 As one example, Brandl et al24 studied a
set of more than a thousand different protein structures which were found to contain over
30,000 C-H π interactions which contribute significantly to the overall stability of the
proteins.
Under most circumstances, CH∙∙π HBs are weaker than their classical analogues.
For example, the binding energy of methane with the benzene ring, primarily attributed to
dispersion, is only around 1.4 kcal/mol.25-26 On the other hand, in other types of HBs the
introduction of a positive charge into the proton donor, or negative on the acceptor, can
very substantially enhance the interaction.27-31 For example, calculations32 found a complex
between trimethylammonium ion and the O acceptor atom of methylacetate that relied
solely on CH+∙∙O HBs was bound by 13 kcal/mol. More recently, this research group
showed33 that the introduction of positive charge on the proton donor substantially
enhanced the binding energy of several CH∙∙O HBs, by a factor of 4-9. It is tempting to
presume that a similar charge-induced magnification might be operating in CH∙∙π HBs as
well. Indeed, Dougherty’s group synthesized a large number of host molecules34 which can
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extract cations from aqueous solution employing ionic CH∙∙π and NH∙∙π HBs. But there
has been little detailed scrutiny of this issue, so a quantitative assessment of the potential
strength of CH∙∙π HBs is lacking and perhaps overdue.
Information about this topic ought to have implications for biological systems,
including stability of proteins,35 biochemical reactions,36 controlling stereochemistry in
organic synthesis,37 and molecular crystal structure.38 For example, there is a preference
within proteins for cationic amine sidechain groups as in lysine and arginine to be
oriented39 toward a nearby aromatic side chain so as to engage in NH+∙∙π HBs with them.
But the charge exerts its effect further along the chain, as in lysine-tryptophan interaction,
where the CH2 group adjacent to the NH3+ participates in a CH∙∙π interaction. In another
example, D-dopamine binds to the D-2 receptor site36 via CH∙∙π HBs involving the
methylene protons β to the NH3+.
Even though a good deal of experimental data reinforce the important role played
by ionic CH∙∙π and NH∙∙π bonds in a variety of natural phenomena and chemical reactions,
there remain a number of unanswered questions. What factors influence the strength of
these bonds, and what is the limit on such strength? How does a single π-bond as in ethylene
compare with a series of conjugated π-bonds, or an aromatic system? Is a single CH∙∙π HB
preferable to bifurcated or trifurcated arrangements? From a fundamental perspective, is
the CH∙∙π pairing a true HB or is it merely a simple Coulombic interaction? Precisely how
does charge affect the nature and strength of each interaction, and what are the effects on
the preferred geometry?
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Quantum mechanical techniques offer an essential means of addressing these
questions. In this work, a variety of both CH and NH proton donors are considered for
purposes of comparison. CF3H is a small and relatively simple molecule whose three F
atoms impart a fairly strong polar character to the CH bond, making it a potent proton
donor. The CH bonds in N(CH3)3 are less polar, but their number might make up for the
weakness of any one individual CH∙∙π bond. This molecule also facilitates a detailed
comparison of single vs bifurcated and even trifurcated HBs. The effects of adding a charge
can then be easily isolated and studied by consideration of the very similar N(CH3)4+ ion.
Comparison with the NH donor groups of NH4+ reveals any intrinsic differences between
NH and CH HBs.
In terms of proton acceptors, a variety of π systems were considered. Ethylene and
acetylene both contain a single C-C connection, whereas 1,3-butadiene presents
conjugation between a pair of C=C bonds. This conjugation is more complete in the
aromatic benzene molecule. The effects of substitution to the aromatic ring are considered
by adding an external -OH group to form phenol, or by way of the N atoms in the
heteroaromatic imidazole. Lastly, the fusion of a pair of aromatic rings, one of which is
heteroaromatic, leads to the indole species. It should be noted that the benzene molecule
serves as a model of the Phe residue in proteins; likewise phenol, imidazole, and indole
simulate Tyr, His, and Trp, respectively, so the results ought to have implications for
noncovalent bonds within proteins.
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2-2. Computational Methods
All calculations were carried out using the Gaussian-09 software package.40 The
MP2 method was applied in conjunction with the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set. This level of
theory has been found to provide excellent results for these sorts of interactions.41-51 The
binding energies of the complexes were calculated as the differences in energy between the
complex and the sum of the monomers in their optimized geometries, corrected for BSSE
using the counterpoise procedure.52 The potential energy surface of each heterodimer was
thoroughly searched in order to find all minima, which had no imaginary frequencies.
Dimers were examined via the Natural Bond Order (NBO) procedure53-54 embedded in the
Gaussian program. Symmetry Adapted Perturbation Theory (SAPT)55-56 was carried out
via the Molpro suite of programs.57
2-3. Results
2-3.1. CHF3 as proton donor
The binding energy of complexes of CF3H with the various π electron systems is
reported in the first column of Table 2-1. In some cases more than one minimum was
obtained for a particular pair of monomers. Only the most stable complex of the CH∙∙π
variety is displayed in the table and in Fig 2-1. The proton of CF3H approaches the π system
of each electron donor, although not directly head-on in all cases. The reasons for these
deviations are discussed in some detail below.
The interaction with the simple ethylene and acetylene is the weakest, with binding
energy of 1.6 kcal/mol. In the case of butadiene, the CF3H proton is drawn toward the two
terminal C-C bonds rather than to the central bond. This proclivity can be understood first
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on the basis of the normal Lewis structure of butadiene wherein it is the two terminal C=C
bonds that involve a π-bond. This pattern is reinforced by the electrostatic potential which
is most negative above these terminal C-C bonds, as illustrated in Fig 2-2c. The binding
increases along with the size of the donor, up to 3.7 kcal/mol for benzene and 3.9 kcal/mol
for phenol. This quantity rises above 4 kcal/mol when heteroatoms are added to the ring,
as in imidazole and indole. The intensity of the negative electrostatic potential, indicated
by the extent of the red regions in Fig 2-2, correlates nicely with the binding energy.
Turning next to phenol, the CH∙∙π bond in Fig 2-1e is significantly distorted from
linearity. The θ(CH∙∙c) angle, where c refers to the center of the phenyl ring, is 147.8°. This
bending presumably takes place in order to accommodate an electrostatic attraction
between the negative potential around a F atom of CF3H and the positive region around the
OH group of phenol (see Fig 2-2e). One might have anticipated that a CH∙∙O HB to the
oxygen of phenol, or OH∙∙F, ought to be stronger than the CH∙∙π bond in Fig 2-1, but this
is not the case. Fig 2-10 illustrates five secondary minima for the CF3H/phenol complex.
Structure a is quite similar to the global minimum, with a nearly equal binding energy,
differing only in a slight rotation of the proton donor molecule about its C-H axis. Structure
b is higher in energy, stabilized by a CH∙∙O HB coupled with OH∙∙F in a cyclic geometry.
The CH∙∙O HB appears again in c, and is replaced entirely by a OH∙∙F HB in d. The highest
energy dimer e contains no HB at all, with a binding energy of only 1.1 kcal/mol. In this
particular pair of molecules, it would appear then that a CH∙∙π HB is more stabilizing than
CH∙∙O or OH∙∙F, either singly or in combination.
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In the case of heterocyclic imidazole, the high basicity of N leads to an energetic
preference for the CH∙∙N over CH∙∙π, especially as the former HB can be reinforced by a
weaker CH∙∙F as in f and g in Fig 2-10. The CH∙∙π structure in Fig 2-1 has a binding energy
of 4.1 kcal/mol, about 1 kcal/mol smaller than the two former minima. Note the angular
distortion of the CH∙∙π bond, with a θ(CH∙∙c) angle of 134°. This angular distortion is again
a result of electrostatic forces since Fig 2-2f shows that the most positive region of the
imidazole electrostatic potential surrounds the NH group, attracting the F atoms of the
CF3H. (Indeed there are similar angular distortions present for all of the heterocyclic rings
with θ(CH∙∙c) between 134° and 149°.) Somewhat less stable are minima h and i in Fig 210, both of which contain NH∙∙F HBs, followed finally by structure j with a binding energy
of less than 1 kcal/mol, containing a single weak CH∙∙F HB.
In connection with indole, note that there is a stronger interaction with its larger
six-membered ring, although the N atom is located in the smaller ring. The electrostatic
potential of Fig 2-2g helps explain this distinction, as there is a more intense and extensive
negative potential above the larger ring. Without an unprotonated N atom as occurs in
imidazole, indole cannot readily engage in a CH∙∙N HB, leaving the CH∙∙π interaction in
Fig 2-1 as the dominating attractive force. A secondary minimum was found which
contains a NH∙∙F HB, but this structure lies some 3 kcal/mol higher in energy than the
global minimum, and another wherein the CF3H floats above the indole plane, but with its
CH turned away from the π-system.
It is frequently observed that the r(CH) bond undergoes a contraction when forming
a CH∙∙O HB, and that its stretching frequency is shifted to the blue, both of these patterns
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in contrast to trends in HBs in general. The first column of Table 2-2 shows that the CH
bond of CF3H fulfills this pattern, undergoing a small contraction upon formation of the
CH∙∙π complexes, on the order of 1-3 mÅ. Consistent with this contraction, the next column
shows the CH stretching frequency is shifted to the blue. The largest of these changes is
associated with benzene, with ∆r(CH)= -3.1 mÅ and ∆ν(CH)= 51 cm-1, even though
benzene does not form the strongest CH∙∙π bond. Likewise, imidazole induces the smallest
shifts even though it represents one of the strongest CH∙∙π complexes; changes for indole
are also generally small. The largest changes for benzene may be associated with its near
linear CH∙∙π arrangement (see Table 2-1).
Another means of understanding the above trends emerges from NBO analysis.
E(2) represents an estimate of the energy involved in a given charge transfer between two
specific orbitals. For the CH∙∙π complexes, there is a sizable transfer from the π orbitals of
the unsaturated molecule to the σ*(CH) antibonding orbital of CF3H. These quantities are
listed in Table 2-3, and are generally in the range between 2.3 and 4.1 kcal/mol, with the
maximum occurring for benzene. This maximum coincides with the largest ∆r(CH) and
∆ν(CH) in Table 2-2. Given that E(2) is dependent upon the overlap between the donor and
acceptor orbitals, one may surmise that the smaller magnitudes of E(2) for the heterocyclic
rings are likely due to the aforementioned angular distortions of the CH∙∙π systems.
A partitioning of the total interaction energy into its component parts provides
another window into the nature of the interaction. The SAPT components are listed in Table
2-4. In most cases, the electrostatic (ES) and dispersion (DISP) terms are comparable to
one another, followed by a smaller but still significant induction (IND) energy. The
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exceptions are the simple ethylene and acetylene which have a disproportionately smaller
dispersion contribution. Each of these components tends to grow in magnitude from top to
bottom of Table 2-4, so follow a trend much like the total interaction energy itself. One can
thus characterize this set of CH∙∙π bonds as containing roughly equal stabilization from
Coulombic and dispersion attractions for the conjugated systems, but with a smaller
dispersion component for the simpler C2Hn molecules.
Pictorial representations of electron redistributions offer a valuable window into
the nature of noncovalent interactions. Such plots are generated as the difference in total
electron density between the complex on one hand, and the sum of densities of the
individual monomers in the same locations. Fig 2-3a illustrates such a redistribution for the
F3CH∙∙C2H4 dimer where green represents a loss of density upon formation of the complex,
and gains are indicated by purple. The green loss around the bridging proton is typical of
H-bonds, and the H-bonding interaction with the ethylene π-system is verified by the purple
density increase in that area. The diagram looks much the same for F3CH∙∙C2H2. Whereas
the distances in Fig 2-1 suggest that the proton ought to interact approximately equally
with the two C=C bonds of butadiene, the density in Fig 2-3b indicates otherwise, that the
interaction with one of these two bonds is much stronger. The equivalence of the six C-C
bonds in benzene is manifest in the symmetry of the F3CH∙∙benzene redistribution diagram
in Fig 2-3c, as is the case for phenol. This symmetry is broken in the case of imidazole,
where it is the π-region above the unprotonated N atom and its neighboring two C atoms
that exhibits the bulk of the purple density increase. The interaction with the 5-membered
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ring of indole involves the entire ring with the exception of the NH group, and the 6membered ring resembles the benzene pattern.
2-3.2. N(CH3)3 donor
Another potential CH donor arises when three methyl groups surround a central N
atom. The electronegativity of the N imparts a certain level of acidity to the methyl groups,
which are then capable of participating in CH∙∙π HBs with π donors. On the other hand, the
single N atom of trimethylamine (TMA) is not expected to match the three highly
electronegative F atoms of CF3H in terms of polarizing the CH bonds, so weaker CH∙∙π
interactions are anticipated. As an added issue, TMA permits the formation of multiple
CH∙∙π bonds simultaneously, involving protons either from a single methyl group, or from
several individual methyls. One can thus address the question of the relative strengths of a
single CH∙∙π bond as compared to several bent bonds of the same sort.
As may be noted by comparison of the first and third columns of Table 2-1,
trimethylamine (TMA) forms somewhat weaker interactions with the various π-donors
than does CF3H. Given the presence of multiple CH donors on TMA, many of the minima
are stabilized by more than one CH∙∙π HB. In the case of acetylene, for example, Fig 2-4
show that three H atoms, all from the same methyl group, are attracted toward the π system,
constituting a distorted trifurcated HB. (In fact, NBO analysis in Table 2-3 suggests this
complex is stabilized not by CH∙∙π HBs but rather by a transfer from the π orbitals of
acetylene into the σ*(CN) antibonding orbital.) Only slightly less stable is a similar
configuration, except that each of the three H atoms is associated with a different methyl
group. This structure is in fact stabilized purely by CH∙∙π bonds, with no possibility of a
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π→σ*(CN) transfer. Of course, the N atom of TMA can serve as a strong proton-acceptor,
so some of the most stable minima contain CH∙∙N HBs. Acetylene is an example, wherein
the global minimum contains such a CH∙∙N HB.
The minimum for ethylene is bifurcated in that the two CH groups of TMA
interacting with the π system are spread apart such that one is above, and the other below
the ethylene plane. This bifurcated arrangement is only very slightly more stable than the
trifurcated structure, whether from a single or three separate methyl groups. It might be
noted that there are no local minima for either ethylene or acetylene which contain a single
CH∙∙π HB. The NBO values in Table 2-3 suggest that the charge transfer from the π orbitals
into the σ*(CH) antibonds are considerably smaller here than for CF3H, even when all are
summed together, suggesting very weak CH∙∙π HBs, not only for ethylene and acetylene,
but for most of these complexes as well.
Some of the symmetry is lost in the case of conjugated butadiene. The minimum
shown in Fig 2-4c has a single CH∙∙π HB, with H∙∙c distance of some 2.88 Å. This weak
HB is supplemented by a small amount of transfer, from the butadiene π system to the
σ*(CN) antibond of TMA, a sort of tetrel bond. There are two other minima with similar
energy, containing respectively 1 or 3 CH∙∙π HBs. As in most of these cases, the global
minimum for this pair is stabilized by a HB wherein the N lone pair acts as electron donor,
to a C-H bond in butadiene. There is a single CH∙∙π HB in the global minimum of TMA
with benzene, barely favored over the approach of 2 or 3 separate CH groups toward the
molecule’s center. Another sort of structure, slightly less stable, has the N atom approach
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the benzene from above. There is no appreciable charge transfer here, and this geometry is
probably stabilized primarily by a dipole-quadrupole interaction.
The OH∙∙N HB is a strong interaction by its very nature, so it is not surprising that
the global minimum of TMA with phenol contains such a bond. However, there are also a
number of minima characterized by CH∙∙π interactions, all with binding energies of 2.5 2.7 kcal/mol, depending upon whether there are one, two, or three such bonds. Just as the
OH∙∙N HB of phenol is a dominating interaction, so too is the very strong NH∙∙N HB in
which the NH of imidazole serves as proton donor. But again, there are a number of stable
minima containing CH∙∙π HBs, the most stable of which is illustrated in Fig 2-4f as held
together by a pair of CH∙∙π HBs, as well as a CH∙∙N interaction. This structure represents
the most strongly bound such complex with TMA, with a binding energy of 4.5 kcal/mol,
even more tightly held than another structure which contains three CH∙∙N HBs. As in the
case of imidazole, the NH group of indole is also a potent proton donor, so it is not
surprising to see a NH∙∙N HB in the global minimum. With the exception of this structure,
the most stable complex between TMA and indole includes 2, or arguably 3, CH∙∙π HBs,
spanning both rings.
In a molecule like TMA which has nine tightly coupled CH stretches, it is difficult
to distinguish the CH stretching modes that correspond to H-bonded protons from those
that do not. On the other hand, it is possible to consider any changes of individual CH bond
lengths. The CH bonds participating in HBs are generally contracted relative to the isolated
TMA monomer. These reductions vary from about 0.6 mÅ for acetylene and indole, up to
4.0 mÅ for the single CH∙∙π bond with benzene, as reported in Table 2-2. Again, it is
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emphasized that benzene has a combination of a strong CH∙∙π bond and a nearly linear
CH∙∙c arrangement.
Results of SAPT dissection of the binding energy of the various complexes with
TMA are reported in Table 2-5. Taking benzene as an example, the electrostatic component
of -5.3 kcal/mol for CF3H is reduced to -3.1 kcal/mol for TMA; likewise for the induction
energy, reduced from -3.0 to -2.6 kcal/mol. On the other hand, the dispersion term becomes
more attractive, increasing from -5.2 to -7.2 kcal/mol. This pattern is in fact typical of the
transition from CF3H to TMA: reduced ES and IND, but enhanced DISP. The net result is
that the TMA complexes are bound primarily by dispersion, which is generally twice as
large as ES, which is in turn larger than IND.
The CH∙∙π HBs for TMA exhibit certain differences in electron density
redistributions from those involving CF3H. Whereas most HBs show roughly equal regions
of loss around the proton and gain in the lone pair of the proton acceptor, the former losses
outweigh the latter gains for TMA. The dominance of the green vs purple regions is
exemplified in the cases of benzene and imidazole in Figs 2-3e and 2-3f, respectively. This
pattern is common to all the complexes of TMA.
2-3.3. N(CH3)4+ donor
The ability of a molecule to donate a proton is greatly enhanced by the presence of
a positive charge. The tetramethylammonium N(CH3)4+ species (TMA+) thus offers a
means to isolate this enhancement for study by comparison with the very similar neutral
N(CH3)3. The minima formed by this cation with the various π-systems are presented in
Fig. 2-5, from which it may first be noted that the CH∙∙c distances are considerably shorter
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than those of the neutral analogues in Fig 2-4. For example, these HB distances are 3.1 Å
for the complex of ethylene with TMA, but shortened to 2.9 Å for TMA+. The energetic
magnification of the binding energies is even more dramatic in Table 2-1 where these
quantities are 4-7 fold larger for TMA+. The values of 5-17 kcal/mol rank these CH∙∙π HBs
among some of the strongest noncovalent interactions in the literature.
In terms of geometry, both ethylene and acetylene engage in trifurcated CH∙∙π HBs,
although one of these three HBs is somewhat longer in the case of acetylene. Trifurcation
involving three separate methyl groups is again preferred to participation of a single methyl
group. The interaction with benzene is dominated by a single CH∙∙π HB, rather short at
2.275 Å. The binding energy exceeds 10 kcal/mol for the other aromatic systems. The
hydroxyl of phenol serves as proton acceptor, rather than its role of donor for neutral TMA,
supplementing the CH∙∙π, and leading to a total binding energy of 11.4 kcal/mol. Note that
the CH∙∙c distance is shorter than R(CH∙∙O) by 0.12 Å in the global minimum of Fig 2-5e.
In the case of imidazole, the CH protons prefer to engage with the N lone pair rather than
with imidazole’s π system. Also, the electrostatic potential of imidazole is most negative
in its molecular plane, serving as a powerful pull on the TMA+ cation. Consequently, the
CH∙∙π type structure in Fig 2-5 was optimized by forcing the TMA+ to remain above the
Im plane; specifically, the N of TMA+ was held directly above the center of Im. Even so,
the CH∙∙π complex in Fig 2-5f is bound by 11.3 kcal/mol, with one CH∙∙π interaction
considerably stronger than the other two. There are a pair of CH∙∙π HBs in the complex
with indole, a single such bond to each of the two aromatic rings, and both shorter than 2.3
Å.
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The stronger interactions involving TMA+ are reflected as well in the NBO charge
transfer energies in Table 2-3. The values of E(2) for TMA+ are between 2 and 20 times
larger than the same quantities for neutral TMA. A comparison of the effects of
complexation on the C-H bond lengths for the neutral and cationic proton donors in Table
2-2 is intriguing and perhaps surprising. Despite the much greater strength of the
interactions in the cationic dimers, these bonds undergo a generally smaller perturbation.
As in their neutral counterparts, these bonds are usually but not always contracted.
However, the degree of reduction is generally smaller for the cations. Taking ethylene as
an example, r(CH) contracts by 1.0 mÅ when complexed with neutral TMA, but by less
than 0.2 mÅ with TMA+. The 4 mÅ contraction of TMA with benzene is reduced to less
than 1 mÅ for TMA+.
The added charge enhances the electrostatic component of the interaction energy
by a factor of 3 to 6, as is evident from a comparison of the SAPT data for TMA and TMA+
in Tables 2-5 and 2-6, respectively. There is a similar magnification of the induction
energy. Dispersion also undergoes an increase albeit by not quite as dramatic a factor. In
general, these ionic CH∙∙π complexes are bound by electrostatics and dispersion in roughly
equal measure, with IND only slightly smaller.
The density redistribution patterns for these ionic complexes look very much like
those for typical HBs, including density loss around the bridging proton, and gain in the
region of the π-orbital donors. The purple gain region extends over the entire π system,
whether just one C=C bond as in TMA+∙∙C2H4 of Fig 2-3g, or the full ring as in the case
of larger π systems such as benzene (Fig 2-3h).
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2-3.4. NH4+ donor
NH4+ switches the proton donor atom from C to N, while retaining the potency of
a cationic proton donor. The effect of this switch upon the binding energy is evident in the
comparison of the two final columns of Table 2-1, where NH4+ indeed forms tighter
complexes, by roughly a factor of 2, than does TMA+. Indeed, the strongest complex
examined in this entire study combines NH4+ with indole, with a binding energy of 25
kcal/mol. A single NH∙∙π bond occurs for ethylene and acetylene, as indicated in Fig 2-6,
but the interaction is of the bifurcated sort for the larger acceptor molecules, although one
of the two NH∙∙c HBs is typically significantly shorter and presumably stronger than the
other.
The complex of NH4+ with benzene offers a comparison of the different possible
modes of binding. The bifurcated arrangement is the global minimum, bound by 18.7
kcal/mol. A single CH∙∙π geometry is less stable, but by only 0.8 kcal/mol, and a trifurcated
structure 0.6 kcal/mol higher still. It would appear then that there is nearly free rotation of
the NH4+ cation above the benzene ring, a quasi-isotropic interaction potential. This
behavior contrasts with that of the simpler ethylene π-system. In this case NH4+ prefers a
single NH∙∙π bond, with a bifurcated structure less stable by 2.7 kcal/mol, followed closely
by the trifurcated geometry; a similar pattern is noted for acetylene. As in the case of
TMA+, the lone pair of the N atom of imidazole acts as a very strong draw on the NH4+
cation. So much so that the NH∙∙π complex displayed in Fig 2-6 is not a true minimum, as
it would decay to a NH∙∙N type complex, where the ammonium lies in the imidazole plane.
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The structure in Fig 2-6f was obtained only by insisting that the ammonium N atom lie
along the perpendicular of the imidazole plane, as was necessary for TMA+/imidazole.
The NH4+ cation behaves more like a classical HB donor than the various CH
donors in a number of ways. Unlike the r(CH) contractions of the other systems, the NH
bond elongates when participating in a HB. Table 2-2 shows that these stretches are of
large magnitude, between 14 and 23 mÅ. The longest stretches are associated with the
ethylene and acetylene complexes, likely due to the presence of only a single, but linear
NH∙∙π bond. Also increased over the CH analogues are the charge transfer stabilization
energies E(2) which climb to as high as 23 kcal/mol. Note that the latter value is associated
with the complex of NH4+ with ethylene, one of the weakest interactions with this cation,
but again one which is characterized by a single, linear NH∙∙π HB. The NBO values of E(2)
are also disproportionately raised in the NH∙∙π complexes, as compared to CH∙∙π, as is
evident in the last column of Table 2-3.
The SAPT dissection of these ionic NH∙∙π complexes in Table 2-7 points to
induction and electrostatics as the prime contributing factors, with dispersion playing a
smaller, but certainly not insignificant role. A comparison with the data in Table 2-6 shows
that the transition from ionic CH∙∙π to NH∙∙π raises both the ES and IND components, but
has the reverse effect of a small diminution in the dispersion contribution.
The electron redistribution patterns in these HBs looks much like those for typical
HBs with a green loss region surrounding the bridging proton, and purple gain in the area
of π system of the electron donor. It is interesting to note a pattern of patterns, as it were.
Specifically, as the HB gains strength, progressing from TMA as the weakest proton donor
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to NH4+ as the strongest, the loss around the proton diminishes while the gain in the π
system expands.
2-3.5. NMR Chemical Shifts
Whether red shifting, as are most conventional HBs, or blue-shifting which is true
of many CH∙∙O HBs, the NMR chemical shifts of the bridging protons 58-64 appear to make
no distinction of that sort. Formation of a HB robs this proton of some of its surrounding
electron cloud, and thus reduces its chemical shielding. The change in this chemical
shielding is reported in Table 2-8 for the bridging proton in each complex. Focusing first
on the simple systems in the first two rows, the loss of shielding is evident by the negative
values of ∆σ. The magnitude of this change is roughly proportional to the strength of the
HB, smallest for TMA and largest for the NH∙∙π HBs of NH4+. The situation is somewhat
different for butadiene which exhibits no change for CF3H and a very small positive change
for TMA; the two cationic proton donors show the expected deshielding.
The values in the last four rows of Table 2-8 are all positive. This distinction is
easily explained by the ring currents within these four aromatic systems, which produce a
magnetic field that effectively shields any atom poised above their center. (Similar trends
were observed earlier 64 in the case of OH∙∙π interactions.) The value of ∆σ varies between
3.1 and 4.6 ppm for CF3H, and is not simply related to the binding energy. The values for
TMA are somewhat smaller, in the 2.6 – 3.3 ppm range, but again not directly proportional
to ∆E; TMA+ shifts are comparable to those of CF3H, even though the binding energies of
the former are much greater. The shifts for the very strongly bound complexes of NH4+
with the aromatic systems are positive, but only barely so.
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One interpretation of these trends rests on two opposing effects. On one hand,
formation of the HB pulls density away from the bridging proton, tending to make σ
smaller. But its presence above an aromatic system and its accompanying ring currents
pushes σ in the opposite direction. The latter shielding effect wins out in most cases, so ∆σ
is positive. But the very strong deshielding of NH∙∙π HBs for NH4+ more effectively
counter the effects of aromatic ring currents, and a smaller positive value of ∆σ ensues.
Indeed, examination of density shift maps like those in Fig 2-3 reinforce the idea of greater
loss of electron density around the bridging proton of NH4+ than of the other donors.

2-4. Summary and Discussion
The interactions with the various π-donors follow a pattern in that TMA is the
weakest proton donor, followed in order by CF3H, and then by the two ions TMA+ and
NH4+. This pattern may be visualized via Fig 2-7 which displays the binding energies of
the various complexes. The much stronger binding of the cations, and of NH4+ in particular,
is plainly evident. It is also clear that there is a relatively small margin between F3CH and
TMA, less than 2 kcal/mol.
This order may be understood to some degree on the basis of electrostatic
potentials, illustrated in Fig 2-8. The potentials range between +0.03 (blue) and -0.03 (red)
for the two neutrals in a and b, where it is clearly evident that the potential around the CH
in CF3H is considerably more positive than the same areas in TMA. With respect to the
two cations, the potential is positive in all directions, so the contours shown vary between
+0.15 and +0.22 au. It is clear that the blue positive region is more intense around the
protons of NH4+.
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Comparison of the various contributors to the total interaction energies in Tables 47 also reveals some interesting trends. Consistent with the electrostatic potentials, the ES
contribution rises steadily as: TMA < CF3H < TMA+ < NH4+. Not surprisingly, the IND
energy follows a similar trend. The dispersion energy, however, is different. First with
respect to the two neutral proton donors, there is more dispersion energy in complexes of
TMA than with CF3H. Another reversal occurs in the two cations, where TMA+ DISP is
larger than the same quantity for NH4+. In fact, the dispersion associated with the neutral
TMA complexes is comparable to, and even larger than, the NH4+ dispersion energy. The
disproportionately larger DISP in the TMA and TMA+ complexes may be due to the larger
size of these two monomers, when compared to CF3H and NH4+. Consequently, it is
imperative that any computational study of complexes such as these include accurate
assessment of dispersion energy, since it is comparable in magnitude, and sometimes even
larger than ES or IND.
Despite its importance to the bonding, the NBO values of E(2) for π→σ*(CH)
transfer are not a quantitative indicator of the total binding energy. For example, E(2) for
the TMA+ complexes are only slightly larger than the same quantities for F3CH, even
though the binding of the former is considerably stronger (see Fig 2-7). Also, even though
TMA binds to the π systems almost as strongly as does F3CH, E(2) of the former is much
smaller, almost an order of magnitude smaller in some cases, than for the latter. Neither
does E(2) accurately reflect the induction component of the interaction energy. Again in a
comparison between F3CH and TMA, IND is only slightly smaller for the latter, but E(2)
is much smaller.
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One final point about E(2) concerns its evaluation via localized NBO orbitals. As
such, the π-system of an aromatic molecule like benzene is represented by three separate
C=C bonds, rather than the fully delocalized picture. The NBO charge transfer from
benzene thus arises from these three C=C bonds, each of which overlaps with the σ*(CH)
antibond. In the canonical delocalized picture, the only occupied π-orbital that is not
orthogonal to σ*(CH) is the lowest-energy symmetric one, which could make the
equivalent transfer of charge.
Complexation causes changes in the C-H and N-H bond lengths. The latter grows
longer as is typical of most HBs. The CH bond, on the other hand, contracts. This
shortening is of larger magnitude for the weaker CH∙∙π bonds involving F3CH and TMA,
whereas the bond contraction is smaller for the TMA+ cation, less than 1 mÅ. Given the
observation that charge is being transferred into the σ* antibonding CH orbital, the
contraction of this bond might seem puzzling at first glance. But it must be remembered
that these bond length changes are the product of more than one factor. In addition to this
charge transfer/hyperpolarization, rehybridization of the CH bonding orbital must be
considered as well. A decrease of the p vs s contribution would tend to shorten the bond in
question, according to Bent’s rule 65-69.
And indeed, the first column of Table 2-9 illustrates that such a diminution of pcontribution occurs for F3CH. These changes are large enough to overshadow the modest
bond-lengthening values of E(2) in Table 2-3, and the result is a bond contraction. These
rehybridizations are displayed as the broken blue line in Fig 2-9. Opposing these
contractions are bond-lengthening charge transfers into the σ*(CH) antibonding orbital,
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illustrated in Fig 2-9 as the solid red curve. The combination of these two factors is chiefly
responsible for the observed changes in the CH bond length, indicated by the solid black
curve. It may be noted that the blue rehybridization curve more closely mimics the pattern
of ∆r. The rehybridization of the NH bonding orbital in the NH4+ complexes are even larger
in magnitude, as evident in the last column of Table 2-9. But even these quantities are
overwhelmed by the very substantial values of E(2), between 13 and 22 kcal/mol, leading
to the NH bond lengthening. Between these two extremes lies N(CH3)4+ where the two
forces are more nearly balanced and only small changes in bond length are observed.
Earlier work
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had considered the manner in which adding a positive charge can

affect the magnitude of the binding of a methyl amine to a lone pair. Specifically, taking
TMA as a sample neutral amine, the most stable structure contained a trifurcated CH∙∙O
HB to the carbonyl O atom of N-methylacetamide (NMA). The two molecules were bound
by 2.1 kcal/mol. This quantity exceeds the binding energy of the same TMA to the πsystems of ethylene, acetylene, and butadiene. However, the CH∙∙π bonds are stronger than
CH∙∙O when they engage the aromatic π-systems benzene, phenol, imidazole and indole.
Adding a positive charge to the amine, i.e. changing TMA to TMA+, had magnified by
ninefold the CH∙∙O HB to NMA, bringing the binding energy up to 18.8 kcal/mol. The
charge-induced magnification of the CH∙∙π bonds is again strong, but not quite as dramatic,
raising the binding energy of the various complexes by a factor of 4-7. Consequently, even
the strongest complexes pictured in Fig 2-5 are not quite as strong as the one between
N(CH3)4+ and the O lone pairs of NMA. Comparison of NBO values of E(2) suggest a
greater degree of charge transfer stabilization for O lone pairs as compared to π-systems.
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Whether lone pair or π-system electron donor, dispersion plays the largest role in binding
of the neutral pairs. The situation is different for the ionic pairs: Whereas electrostatic
attraction dominates for lone pair donors, it shares nearly equally with induction and
dispersion for π-system donors.
There are some data in the literature with which certain of our results can be
compared. First with respect to charged systems, experimental measurements70 of the
binding enthalpy of NH4+ with benzene and ethylene are equal to 19.3 and 10.0 kcal/mol,
respectively. These values compare very well with our corresponding calculated binding
energies of 18.7 and 11.0 kcal/mol. ∆H for the TMA+/benzene interaction71 is 9.4 kcal/mol,
also in good agreement with our calculated ∆E of 9.8 kcal/mol.
There are some earlier calculated data on charged systems as well, primarily
computed at the MP2 level with various basis sets. The best of these, 6-311+G**
calculations72-73 yielded binding energies of 8.7 and 16.9 kcal/mol for the complexes of
benzene with TMA+ and NH4+, a bit weaker binding than our own results with the larger
aug-cc-pVDZ, 9.8 and 18.7 kcal/mol, respectively. The TMA+/benzene dimer was bound
by only 7.5 kcal/mol with 6-31+G**.74 A smaller 6-31G** basis75 found a TMA+/benzene
binding energy of 9.1 kcal/mol. These lesser quantities are consistent with the importance
of dispersion, which is typically saturated only with large basis sets such as the aug-ccpVnZ series. This same study75 computed the binding energy of TMA+ with imidazole to
be 16.3 kcal/mol, nearly coincident with a 6-31+G** estimate76 of 16.4 kcal/mol, both only
slightly less than our own value of 16.8 kcal/mol. With respect to the NH+∙∙π bond, a recent
CCSD(T) computation77 arrived at a NH4+/benzene binding energy within 2% of our own
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MP2 result, and confirms the small energy difference between mono, bi, and tridentate
structures.
Turning next to neutral dimers, a high-level calculation has been carried out for the
neutral CF3H∙∙∙benzene pair78 which shows that going beyond MP2 to CCSD(T), and
extending to the basis set limit adds only a small increment (0.5 kcal/mol) to the binding
energy obtained here. The chlorosubstituted version of F3CH binds to benzene by 5.5
kcal/mol in a very high level CCSD(T) calculation at the basis set limit.79 This 1.4 kcal/mol
increment of Cl3CH over F3CH is consistent with an earlier work.78 Further, the calculated
geometry matches nicely with a recent microwave structure,80 which also supports our
finding that the aromatic benzene molecule binds more strongly to this proton donor than
do simple double or triple CC bonds. In the case of another, but related system, the CH∙∙π
HB in NCH∙∙benzene was computed81 to have a binding energy of 4.6 kcal/mol with a ccpVTZ basis, slightly larger than our value of 3.7 kcal/mol for F3CH, consistent with the
greater acidity of the former.
In summary, while normally weak, there are a number of means by which CH∙∙π
HBs can be strengthened. First with respect to the electron donor, there is a trend of
increasing HB strength as the simple C=C bond of ethylene or acetylene is conjugated, as
in butadiene. The aromaticity of benzene enhances the binding, which is further enhanced
by a –OH substituent as in phenol, with even greater effects arising in the heteroaromatic
imidazole or indole. Adding electron-withdrawing agents to the proton donor molecule, as
in CF3H, amplifies its proton-donating power, to the point where CH∙∙π HBs are
comparable to standard OH∙∙O HBs as in the water dimer for example. Even the weaker
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proton donor of trimethylamine can form fairly strong HBs, particularly with the
heteroaromatic imidazole and indole. But the most effective means of strengthening a
CH∙∙π HB is the addition of positive charge to the donor. The binding energy of
tetramethylammonium cation to any π-system is very strong indeed, varying from 4.7
kcal/mol for the simple ethylene or acetylene, up to 9.8 kcal/mol for the prototypical
aromatic benzene, and as high as 15.5 kcal/mol for indole. There is no single source of the
strength of these HBs, which owe their binding to a combination of electrostatic, induction,
and dispersion attraction.
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Tables and Figures

Table 2-1. Binding energies (kcal/mol) of CH∙∙π and NH∙∙π complexes after counterpoise
correction, and angular distortion of CH∙∙π HBs for F3CH as proton donor
proton acceptor

F3CH

θ(CH∙∙ca), degs

N(CH3)3

N(CH3)4+ NH4+

ethylene
1.60
172.7
0.83
4.69
acetylene
1.57
177.8
0.71
4.64
butadiene
2.53
1.66
7.12
benzene
3.72
179.0
2.17
9.75
phenol
3.88
147.8
2.69
11.42
imidazole
4.08
133.9
4.45
11.33d
indole
4.34b, 4.87c 144.5b,149.4c
3.79
15.51
a
c represents center of bond or ring
b
CH poised above 5-membered ring
c
CH poised above 6-membered ring
d
optimized with N of proton donor restricted to the imidazole perpendicular.

11.05
10.50
14.58
18.68
19.15
15.68d
25.04

Table 2-2. Change of r(XH) (mÅ) and ν(CH) (cm-1) caused by formation of CH/NH∙∙π
complexes
proton
F3CH
F3CH
acceptor
∆r
∆ν
ethylene
-0.8
10.9
acetylene -1.0
16.0
butadiene -1.8
21.4
benzene
-3.1
50.7
phenol
-1.9
29.5
imidazole -0.5
9.7
indole
-0.7a, -1.9b 10.8a, 29.8b
a
CH poised above 5-membered ring
b
CH poised above 6-membered ring

N(CH3)3
∆r
-0.98, -0.98
-0.6, -0.58, 0.52
-1.8
-3.96
-1.8, -0.95
-1.56, -1.3
-0.60, -0.56, -0.21

N(CH3)4+
∆r
-0.18, 0.06, 0.06
-0.42, 0.08, 0.08
-0.23, -0.13, 0.37
-0.79, -0.08
-0.85, -0.49, -0.85
-1.18, 0.17, 1.18
-1.15, -0.67

NH4+
∆r
23
19
17,1
14,0
14,0
20, 0
14, 5
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Table 2-3. NBO values of E(2) (kcal/mol) of CH∙∙π and NH∙∙π complexes
proton acceptor

F3CH

N(CH3)3

N(CH3)4+

NH4+

ethylene
acetylene
butadiene
benzene
phenol
imidazole
indole

3.95
3.45
2.283
4.135
3.243
3.373
3.563,9, 3.715,10

0.381
0.493, 4
0.27
1.293
2.161,3
3.311,7
1.945,2

3.722
3.882
5.712,3
5.161,5
6.772,6
7.508
6.431,11

22.50
20.133
18.661,3
12.681,5
12.371,5
20.211,3
13.262,5

sum of charge transfer over two X-H σ* orbitals
sum of charge transfer over three X-H σ* orbitals
3
sum of two π orbitals
4
charge is transferred from CC π to C-N σ* orbital
5
sum of three π orbitals
6
sum of three π orbitals and a lone pair
7
sum of two π orbitals and a lone pair
8
5.32 kcal/mol from C-N bond orbitals, plus 2.32 from N lone pairs
9
CH poised above 5-membered ring
10
CH poised above 6-membered ring
11
sum of four π orbitals
1
2

Table 2-4. SAPT components of interaction energy (kcal/mol) of CH∙∙π complexes
containing F3CH
proton acceptor

ES

EX

IND

DISP

ethylene
acetylene
butadiene
benzene
phenol
imidazole
indole

-3.21
-3.03
-4.35
-5.30
-5.85
-5.87
-6.44

3.54
3.13
5.74
7.09
8.25
6.89
9.07

-1.60
-1.30
-2.84
-3.02
-3.99
-3.09
-4.23

-1.90
-1.70
-4.11
-5.15
-5.94
-5.20
-6.91

EX-IND +
EX-DISP
1.41
1.08
2.72
2.63
3.77
2.79
3.91
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Table 2-5. SAPT components of interaction energy (kcal/mol) of CH∙∙π complexes
containing TMA
proton acceptor

ES

EX

IND

DISP

ethylene
acetylene
butadiene
benzene
phenol
imidazole
indole

-0.82
-0.99
-2.03
-3.07
-3.24
-3.38
-4.46

2.56
2.40
5.22
7.78
8.34
7.09
10.60

-0.58
-0.71
-1.29
-2.57
-2.31
-2.33
-3.45

-2.95
-2.15
-5.07
-7.17
-7.71
-6.14
-9.94

EX-IND +
EX-DISP
0.85
0.97
1.84
3.48
3.11
2.70
4.64

Table 2-6. SAPT components of interaction energy (kcal/mol) of CH∙∙π complexes
containing TMA+
proton acceptor

ES

EX

IND

DISP

ethylene
acetylene
butadiene
benzene
phenol
imidazole
indole

-5.09
-5.41
-7.10
-9.34
-11.15
-11.55
-14.23

6.49
6.28
9.89
12.58
13.64
11.76
17.84

-4.13
-3.62
-5.85
-7.00
-7.42
-3.09
-9.55

-4.37
-4.03
-7.01
-8.95
-9.83
-8.25
-13.04

EX-IND +
EX-DISP
2.80
2.36
3.76
4.62
4.77
4.12
6.28

Table 2-7. SAPT components of interaction energy (kcal/mol) of NH∙∙π complexes
containing NH4+
proton acceptor

ES

EX

IND

DISP

ethylene
acetylene
butadiene
benzene
phenol
imidazole
indole

-11.89
-11.70
-14.25
-15.78
-16.13
-13.60
-20.96

12.79
11.18
15.02
15.61
16.27
14.64
19.23

-14.10
-12.18
-16.19
-16.60
-17.27
-14.98
-20.56

-3.65
-3.33
-5.30
-6.51
-6.76
-5.95
-7.98

EX-IND +
EX-DISP
7.56
6.10
7.50
6.67
7.03
6.04
8.45
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Table 2-8. Change in isotropic NMR shielding, ∆σ (ppm), of bridging hydrogens
occurring upon formation of complex.
proton
CHF3
N(CH3)3
acceptor
ethylene
-0.67
-0.27, -0.27
acetylene -0.85
-0.08, -0.08, 0.05
butadiene 0.00
0.18
benzene
4.44
2.70
phenol
3.80
2.72, 0.35
imidazole 3.07
2.63, -0.4
indole
3.86a, 4.64b 2.94, 3.29, 0.43
a
poised over five membered ring
b
poised over six membered ring

N+(CH3)4

NH4+

-0.54, -0.70, -0.55
-1.05, -1.00, -0.40
-0.34, -0.90, -0.66
-0.23, 3.37
3.29, -0.7, -0.39
-0.25, -1.3, 3.22
-0.21, 4.01, 3.48

-4.98
-4.97
-4.64, -1.58
0.62, 0.53
0.03, 0.34
-0.3, 0.53
1.18, 1.41

Table 2-9. Change in %p character of C spx hybrid as part of C-H or N-H bond of CH∙∙π
and NH∙∙π complexes.

a

proton acceptor

F3CH

NH4+

ethylene
acetylene
butadiene
benzene
phenol
imidazole
indole

-0.78
-0.75
-0.89
-1.76
-1.57
-1.32
-1.41a, -1.74b

-4.31
-4.01
-3.05
-3.27
-2.99
-3.80
-2.42

CH poised above 5-membered ring
CH poised above 6-membered ring

b
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Figure 2-1. CH∙∙π complexes of CHF3 with various π donors. Distances in Å, and
counterpoise-corrected binding energies (kcal/mol) displayed in bold.
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Figure 2-2. Electrostatic potentials on the surface corresponding to 2 x vdW radius. Red
and blue colors indicate negative and positive regions, respectively. Maxima and minima
correspond to ±0.02 au.
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Figure 2-3. Electron density redistributions that accompany formation of the indicated
complexes. Purple regions indicate density gain, and losses are green. Isocontours are
±0.0010 au for a-d, ±0.0004 for e, ±0.0006 for f, ±0.0010 for g and h, ±0.0030 for i and j
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Figure 2-4. CH∙∙π complexes of N(CH3)3 with various π donors. Distances in Å, and
counterpoise-corrected binding energies (kcal/mol) displayed in bold.
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Figure 2-5. Complexes of N(CH3)4+ with various π donors. Distances in Å, and
counterpoise-corrected binding energies (kcal/mol) displayed in bold.
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Figure 2-6. CH-π complexes of NH4+ with various π donors. Distances in Å, and
counterpoise-corrected binding energies (kcal/mol) displayed in bold.
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Figure 2-7. Binding energies for the various dimers.
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Figure 2-8. Electrostatic potentials lying on the surface corresponding to 1.5 x vdW
radius. Colors correspond to +0.03 (blue) and -0.03 au (red) for neutral molecules in a
and b, and +0.22 and +0.15 for cations c and d.
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Figure 2-9. Values of properties upon formation of complex of F3CH with each indicated
proton acceptor. ∆r represents the change in C-H bond length in mÅ, E(2) refers to charge
transfer into σ*(CH) antibond in kcal/mol, and ∆p% represents the change in the p-orbital
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Figure 2-10. Additional minima found for CHF3 complexes. The number in bold represent
the BSSE -corrected binding energies and distances in Å. E(2) is the NBO charge transfer
stabilization energy (kcal/mol) for the indicated interaction shown by the broken line. In
the case of multiple interactions of the same type, E(2) represents the sum.
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CHAPTER 3
ANIONIC CH∙∙X- HYDROGEN BONDS. ORIGIN OF THEIR STRENGTH,
3.

GEOMETRY, AND OTHER PROPERTIES1

Abstract
CF3H as proton donor was paired with a variety of anions, and properties assessed
via MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ calculations. The binding energy of monoanions halide, NO3-,
formate, acetate, HSO4-, and H2PO4- lie in the 12-17 kcal/mol range, although F- is more
strongly bound by 26 kcal/mol. Dianions SO42- and HPO42- are bound by 27 kcal/mol, and
trianion PO43- by 45 kcal/mol. When two O atoms are available on the anion, the CH∙∙OHB is usually bifurcated, although asymmetrically. The CH bond is elongated and its
stretching frequency red-shifted in these ionic HBs, but the shift is reduced in the bifurcated
structures. Slightly more than half of the binding energy is attributed to Coulombic
attraction, with smaller contributions from induction and dispersion. The amount of charge
transfer from the anions to the σ*(CH) orbital correlates with many of the other indicators
of bond strength, such as binding energy, CH bond stretch, CH red shift, downfield NMR
chemical shift of the bridging proton, and density at bond critical points.

1

Coauthored by Binod Nepal and Steve Scheiner. Reproduced with permission from Chem. Eur. J. 2015,
21, 1474-1481. Copyright 2015, Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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3-1. Introduction
Because of its importance and widespread occurrence, the phenomenon of Hbonding has motivated an enormous amount of investigative effort over the years,
culminating in multiple volumes that attempt to summarize a vast amount of data.[1-9]
Following its original inception as involving only very electronegative atoms, the concept
of H-bonding has continued to broaden and become more general.[10] For example, the
proton donor atom can be less electronegative than the usual O, N, or F atoms. In addition
to S or Cl,[11] C has also been shown[12-21] to participate in H-bonds (HBs) as the proton
donor. In an intriguing and initially surprising contradiction of what had appeared to be an
ironclad rule, the C-H stretching frequency of a number of CH∙∙O H-bonds shifts to the
blue.[22]
One facet of HBs that is well documented is the strengthening that occurs when one
of the two subunits is electrically charged. The neutral water dimer, for example, is bound
by some 5 kcal/mol, but if one of the two water molecules is replaced by either OH- or
H3O+, the interaction energy climbs[23] by a factor of 5-8. There is growing evidence that
such charge amplification applies not only to standard HBs of the OH∙∙O variety, but to
their nominally weaker CH∙∙O counterparts. Within the regime of biomolecular structure
and function, the CH of a protonated Lys has been observed to attract a Trp sidechain.[24]
Upon acquiring some charge from a nearby metal cation, the imidazole sidechain of a His
residue forms CH∙∙O HBs with heightened frequency of occurrence, as judged by analysis
of the protein data bank.[25] The large number of CH∙∙O H-bonds around the Cu
coordination site of amicyanin[26] suggest that charge imparted by metal-coordination
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applies more generally to other CH donors as well. Quantum chemical calculations have
provided quantitative assessments of the magnification of HB strength associated with
CH+∙∙O HBs. Estimates in the 8-15 kcal/mol range derive from a number of such
calculations,[27-32] well above the interaction energies of neutral HBs, even conventional
ones. More recently, this research group showed[33] that the introduction of positive charge
on the proton donor substantially enhanced the binding energy of several CH∙∙O HBs, by a
factor of 4-9.
Just as the introduction of positive charge onto the proton donor magnifies the HB
strength, it is logical to suppose the same would be true for a CH∙∙X- HB where a neutral
donor interacts with an anion. This would appear to be the case in that HBs of this type
have been found to be the controlling force in various phenomena in nature including
crystal structure,[34-36] binding interactions in anion receptor systems,[37-41] and
supramolecular chemistry.[42-45] Over the last few years a number of anion receptors have
been synthesized which can capture the anion very efficiently and selectively using CH
hydrogen bonds. Lee et al synthesized a star shaped macrocycle molecule which can
extract certain anions (BF4-, ClO4- and PF6-) in a very efficient manner via CH anion
interactions.[42] From a computational perspective, there are calculations in the literature
that suggest that CH can indeed serve as a potent donor to an anion. Benzene binds to
several anions with a binding energy of 8-9 kcal/mol.[46] Denis and Gancheff applied highlevel calculations and observed[47] strong CH∙∙anion HBs between halides, paraffins,
olefins, and alkynes.
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While clearly suggestive of strong CH∙∙X- interactions, the literature remains rather
sketchy in terms of specific questions. In the first place, how sensitive is the interaction to
the precise nature of the anion? Are small anions like halide more or less effective in this
regard than larger multiatomic species? As the charge on the anion increases it is logical to
presume a progressively stronger interaction. But it is not obvious that the interaction
would necessarily scale proportionately to the charge, e.g. twice as strong for a dianion as
for a monoanion. In the case of an anion such as HCOO-, there are two equivalent proton
acceptor atoms. Would a bridging proton prefer to interact primarily with a single O, or
would a bifurcated arrangement be superior? As noted above, CH∙∙O HBs are known to
shift both to the blue and to the red. Which of these would be characteristic of CH∙∙X- HBs,
and what are the underlying reasons behind this particular shift?
The present work represents an attempt to answer these questions in a systematic
manner. Quantum calculations are applied to systems that employ CF3H as proton donor.
This molecule was chosen first for being a fairly strong donor, due to the three electronwithdrawing F atoms. Secondly, with only one H atom, it will be straightforward to analyze
the single CH∙∙X- HB without the complicating effects of multiple bonds within the same
complex. The single CH bond also leads to only one CH stretching mode, uncoupled to
others, so as to provide unambiguous data about any change in its frequency. A range of
different anions was paired with CF3H. The halides F-, Cl-, and Br- present a comparison
of different size single-atom anions. CN- is a small diatomic, which can potentially interact
through either its N or C atom. The NO3- anion contains three equivalent O atoms, so allows
a comparison of a single CH∙∙O HB with a bifurcated structure. The same is true for HCOO-
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, where comparison with CH3COO - speaks to the inductive effect of the methyl group. The
effect of greater charge can be examined by a comparison of HSO4- with SO42-; likewise
for the H2PO4-, HPO42-, PO43- triad.

3-2. Computational Details
Most of the calculations were carried out using the Gaussian-09 software
package.[48] Dimers were constructed by pairing each anion with CF3H, and the ensuing
potential energy surface was searched for all minima, at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level of
theory. This combination has been found to be suitable and accurate for related systems.
Normal mode analysis was performed to verify the identification of true minima. The
binding energies Eb of the complexes were computed as the difference between the energy
of the complex and the sum of the energies of the monomers in their optimized geometries.
Eb was corrected for basis set superposition error (BSSE) using the counterpoise
procedure.[49] Binding energies were decomposed into various components using
Symmetry Adapted Perturbation Theory (SAPT)[50,51] which was implemented in the
MOLPRO program suite.[52,53] Hartree-Fock (HF) level of theory was used with the same
basis set for SAPT analysis (MP2 is not available). Charge transfer from one monomer to
the other was carried out by the Natural Bond Orbital (NBO)[54] method. The bonding
structure was also examined via Atoms in Molecules (AIM) theory[55] using the AIMAll
program.[56]
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3-3. Results
3-3.1. Binding Energies and Geometries
The geometries of the global minima are illustrated in Fig 3-1, along with the
counterpoise-corrected binding energies. As may be noted by a quick scan of Table 3-1,
among the halides as proton accepter, the binding energy is the highest for F- at 26.1
kcal/mol, followed in order by Cl- and Br –. Only a single minimum was found in the
potential energy surface for each halide. The CH∙∙X arrangement in all three of these
complexes is linear, which maximizes charge transfer from donor to accepter. The R(H∙∙X)
HB length is 1.51 Å for the F- anion, the shortest of any HB in this study.
Two types of complexes are formed with CN- anions, with either N or C acting as
proton acceptor. These two structures have almost the same energy, with the CF3H∙∙NCgeometry the global minimum with binding energy 14.9 kcal/mol (Fig 3-1d), just 0.4
kcal/mol more stable than CF3H∙∙CN-; the HB length is 0.17 Å shorter for the global
minimum. As in the cases of the halides, the CH∙∙X angles are 180° in both. NO3- engages
in only one minimum, a bifurcated structure in Fig 3-1e, albeit not a symmetrical one with
the two R(H∙∙O) HB lengths differing by 0.15 Å. The interaction energies of the CN- and
NO3- anions are both between 14 and 15 kcal/mol.
The HCOO- anion forms a slightly stronger HB with CF3H, just above 16 kcal/mol.
The global minimum in Fig 3-1f is bifurcated, while only one O atom acts as proton
acceptor in the second structure, less stable by about 1 kcal/mol. Adding a methyl group
raises the binding energy by 0.4 kcal/mol, and the complex of CH3COO- with CF3H in Fig
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3-1g is little changed from the formate ion structure. The slightly stronger interaction for
acetate is consistent with the idea of the methyl group as electron-donating.
The presence of four O atoms on the HSO4- anion reduces the binding energy to
12.3 kcal/mol. The global minimum in Fig 3-1h contains a symmetrical bifurcated HB.
There are three other minima with very nearly equal energies. These minima all contain
bifurcated HBs, and differ in only minor respects.
One would anticipate that dianions would form stronger interactions than
monoanions, and that is indeed found to be the case. The binding energy of SO4-2 with
CF3H is 26.7 kcal/mol, more than double that of HSO4-. The minimum in Fig 3-1i contains
a nonsymmetric bifurcated arrangement, with one R(H∙∙O) HB as short as 1.83 Å, and only
19° from full linearity.
The phosphate series comprises charges varying from -1 to -3, and the binding
energies are 13.8, 27.6, and 44.6 kcal/mol, respectively. Four different minima were found
in the potential energy surface of the complex containing H2PO4- but their energies are very
similar, varying within only 1.2 kcal/mol. The global minimum structure (Fig3-1j) is
characterized by a bifurcated structure but one CH∙∙O HB is much shorter and more linear
than the second. The second and third minima are stabilized by a single CH∙∙O HB. The
fourth minimum also has a single CH∙∙O HB which is supplemented by what appears to be
a weak OH∙∙F HB. The global minimum for the dianion HPO4-2 in Fig 3-1k looks very
much like that for the monoanion, albeit with shorter HBs. Also like H2PO4-, HPO42- is also
involved in several other minima with similar energies. The very strong proton-attracting
power of the PO4-3 trianion is powerful enough to pull the proton entirely off of CF3H,
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forming the HPO42- /CF2H- pair, which then repel one another. In order to examine the
CF3H/PO4-3 pair, it was therefore necessary to prevent this proton transfer by freezing r(CH) in CHF3 to 1.16 Å (the projected C-H bond length in the H2PO4-1 and HPO4-2 series).
This restricted optimization led to a single minimum in Fig 3-1l, with binding energy 44.6
kcal/mol. This structure contains a nearly linear single CH∙∙O HB with R(H∙∙O)=1.46 Å.
3-3.2. Perturbations of Internal Properties
While it is typical of conventional AH∙∙D HBs that the A-H bond elongates upon
formation of the bond, and the ν(AH) stretching frequency shifts to the red, it has been
observed that many CH∙∙O HBs behave in an opposite fashion. CF3H, for example, engages
in blue-shifting HBs with a number of neutral proton acceptors. There is some question,
however, as to the behavior of the CH bond when the very strong HBs are formed with
anions.
The second column of Table 3-1 shows that the CH bond stretches in its complexes
with the various anions. These stretches can be as large as 64 mÅ. In concert with these
stretches is a red shift of the ν(CH) stretching frequency, which can exceed 1000 cm-1. The
sole exception to this behavior is the HSO4- monoanion, where a very small contraction of
less than 2 mÅ is combined with a blue shift of 40 cm-1. These trends are not restricted to
the global minima, but are representative of secondary minima as well.
The stretch of the CH bond is commonly attributed to a transfer of charge from the
proton acceptor into the σ* antibonding CH orbital. The energetic consequences of these
transfers are measured by the NBO second order perturbation energy E(2) that is listed in
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the indicated column of Table 3-1. And indeed there is a fairly strong linear correlation
between r(CH) and E(2), with a correlation coefficient R2 of 0.95. In most cases, the
source of the transferred charge is a lone pair of the proton-acceptor atom. However, there
are other orbitals that can make minor contributions as well, as for example the π(CH) bond
orbital of CN-, or a π(PO) orbital of HPO42-.
In addition to this charge transfer, or hyperconjugation effect, another issue which
has some bearing on the CH bond length is the hybridization of the CH bonding orbital.
Pursuant to Bent’s rule, an increase in the s contribution to this orbital will cause a
contraction of the CH bond. The change in the percentage s contribution to this orbital is
listed in the penultimate column of Table 3-1, where it may be seen to vary between 4 and
11%. In most cases, this enhancement of s character is unable to reverse the elongating
effects of charge transfer. For example, even though the percentage s contribution rises by
6.8% in the CF3H∙∙F- complex, the 65.8 kcal/mol charge transfer yields a large bond
elongation of 55 mÅ and red shift of 760 cm-1. It is only in the CF3H∙∙HSO4- case where
the 3.5% increase in s character is able to overcome the small 10.3 kcal/mol E(2), and
produce a slightly shorter CH bond and small blue shift. This small charge transfer is in
turn likely due to the two very nonlinear CH∙∙O HBs, both distorted from linearity by 36°.
In overview, the smallest values of E(2), less than 20 kcal/mol, occur for NO3-,
HCOO-, CH3COO-, HSO4-, and H2PO4-, all of which are anions with a bifurcated structure
and thus no single nearly linear HB. And it is these anions which produce the smallest red
shift in CF3H. When the data for the global minima are combined with those related to
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secondary minima, the general rule emerges that blue shifts are only observed when there
is no HB that is within about 15-20° of linearity.
Another aspect of the footprint of a HB is the downfield NMR chemical shift of the
bridging proton. The last column of Table 3-1 reports the change in isotropic shielding of
the CF3H proton upon formation of each complex. These shifts are indeed downfield, and
their magnitude is roughly proportional to the strength of the HB. σ is linearly related to
Eb, with correlation coefficient R2 = 0.92. There is also a certain degree of correlation
between the shift of the CH stretching frequency and σ, with a correlation coefficient R2
= 0.95. This correlation is perhaps surprising, since these two quantities reflect very
different properties. The change of the IR stretching frequency is the product of a delicate
balance between various factors such as exchange repulsion and electrostatic attraction, or
hyperconjugation vs rehybridization.[57-69] The proton’s NMR shift depends instead on
overall electron density or placement of the proton relative to an aromatic ring.[32,58,70-72] It
is therefore not entirely surprising to observe a small blue shift of ν(CH) for CF3H∙∙HSO4coupled with a downfield shift of the proton’s NMR signal.
3-3.3. AIM Analysis of Bonding
Examination of the electron density and its Laplacian enables the AIM procedure
to identify noncovalent bonds, as well as provide an alternate measure of their strength.
The values of ρ and 2ρ for each HB at the bond and ring critical points are displayed in
Table 3-4. For most of the complexes, there is only one BCP found between the bridging
hydrogen and the anion. AIM supports the idea of a bifurcated HB only for NO3- and HSO4. And in these two cases, there is also a ring critical point present, another indicator of a
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bifurcated HB. The AIM conclusion of a single HB in the complexes of HCOO-, CH3COOand SO42- is at odds with the NBO analysis which indicates a bifurcated HB, even if one is
weaker than the other. The electron density at the intermolecular BCPs are in the range of
0.015 to 0.087 au and 2ρ > 0 both of which are consistent with the HB phenomenon.
3-3.4. Energy Decomposition
The total binding energy of each complex was dissected by SAPT and the results
are summarized in Table 3-2. The electrostatic attractive term ES is the largest, and varies
from a minimum of -16 kcal/mol for HSO4-, up to as much as 76 kcal/mol for PO43-. The
various quantities are displayed as their percent contributions to the total attractive energy
in Fig 3-2. It is immediately clear that ES makes the largest contribution, followed by
induction IND and then dispersion DISP. The Coulombic attractive term is consistently
above 50%, induction between 20 and 40%, and dispersion accounts for 10-15%. It may
be noted that the induction is particularly large for the trianion, almost as large as ES. In
fact, upon increasing the charge on the anion, for example, going from HSO4-1 to SO4-2 or
from H2PO4-1 to HPO4-2 and PO4-3, the electrostatic component decreases by 4-5% and
induction rises by about the same percentage. Fig 3-3 shows that the total binding energies
of the complexes are closely correlated with the electrostatic component with correlation
coefficient 0.97. Induction is not quite as closely correlated with R2 only 0.92.
Another measure of the electrostatic interaction, albeit a more approximate one, is
associated with the molecular potential that surrounds each monomer. In particular, the
potential on a surface that corresponds to a constant electron density of 0.001 au contains
minima, i.e. most negative points. It is these minima which are envisioned to interact with
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the positive potential around the proton of CF3H. The values of these minima are listed in
Table 3-3 and bear a strong resemblance to the full binding energy. A plot of Eb vs the min
ESP of each anion is nearly linear with correlation coefficient 0.94.
3-3.5. Electron Density Shifts
The shifts in electron density that accompany the formation of a HB are rather
characteristic. These shifts are illustrated in Fig 3-4 for the binary complexes of CF3H with
the various anions. Indeed, these maps are fully consistent with what is expected for neutral
complexes. There is a (red) charge loss in the region surrounding the bridging proton,
matched by a (blue) gain in the area to the immediate left of the proton-accepting atom,
whether a single or bifurcated HB. These charge shifts are one visible manifestation of the
inductive effect. It is therefore not surprising that the magnitude of IND in Table 3-2
corresponds to the amount of charge shift in Fig 3-4. The latter can be assessed by the size
of the region encompassed by a given contour. For example, the red and blue regions in
Fig 3-4a for CF3H∙∙F- are larger than the corresponding areas for the other monoanions.

3-4. Summary and Discussion
The binding energies of these CH∙∙A-n interactions are sensitive to the magnitude
of the charge on the anion n, but are less sensitive to the nature of the anion. The various
monoanions are bound to CF3H by some 12-17 kcal/mol, with the exception of the much
stronger HB with F- which amounts to 26 kcal/mol. Within this group of monoanions, the
binding is inversely related to the number of O atoms on which the charge can be dispersed.
That is, formate and acetate with two O atoms, are most strongly bound, and the larger
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HSO4- and H2PO4- with four O atoms engage in a weaker HB; with three O atoms, NO3forms a HB of intermediate strength. The dianions are bound much more strongly with Eb
~ 27 kcal/mol, and the PO43- trianion stronger still, at 45 kcal/mol.
When there are two O anionic atoms available, the CH∙∙O- HB is usually bifurcated,
although one CH∙∙O distance is typically shorter, and presumably stronger, than the other.
This asymmetry is particularly pronounced in the phosphate series (H2PO4-, HPO4-2 and
PO4-3), where the bonding pattern may perhaps better be described as non-bifurcated.
The CH bond is elongated and its stretching frequency red-shifted in these ionic
HBs. These quantities are as large as 64 mÅ, and 1000 cm-1, respectively, and are closely
related to the binding energy. The degree of this shift is reduced in the bifurcated HBs
where neither CH∙∙O configuration is close to linear. This diminution is caused by the
reduction in overlap between the electron donor lone pair and the acceptor σ*(CH)
antibonding orbital, which in turn decreases the amount of charge transferred into the latter
orbital. The formation of the HB also reduces the chemical shielding around the bridging
proton, by an amount between 2 and 12 ppm, and this downshift of the NMR signal is also
correlated with the strength of the HB.
Decomposition of the interaction energy indicates that these HBs are composed
largely of a Coulombic force, with some 52-65% of the binding energy attributed to the
electrostatic component. Another 20-38% is due to induction and a smaller residual to
dispersion. The increase of charge (mono to di to trianion) enhances all components,
especially induction.
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NBO analysis quantifies the amount of charge transfer from the anions to the
σ*(CH) orbital and E(2) correlates very nicely with many of the other indicators of bond
strength. Analysis of the bonding pattern via AIM yields many of the same conclusions,
but there are exceptions. AIM indicates a single intermolecular noncovalent bond in the
SO42-, HCOO- and CH3COO- complexes, whereas there are two HBs within the NBO
scheme. The electron density, and its Laplacian at the bond critical point also correlate well
with the other properties that measure HB strength.
There are some calculated data in the literature with which comparisons may be
drawn. Despite their smaller 6-31+G(d,p) basis set, Kryachko and Zeegers-Huyskens
obtained[73] interaction energies of CF3H with F- and Cl- of 27.7 and 16.6 kcal/mol,
respectively, close to our own values of 26.2 and 15.2 kcal/mol. Their larger values are
likely due to the failure to optimize the geometries of the isolated monomers, which would
inflate the binding energy. The red shifts of the CH stretch also dovetailed nicely with our
own values in Table 3-1. An earlier work[74] had observed that blue shifts occur in the CH
bonds of H3CX, H2CO and H2CF2 when they are involved in bifurcated arrangements with
the Cl− and Br− anions. Another work[75] verified the concept observed here that linear
CH∙∙X HBs are associated with red shifts, while blue shifts are typical of bifurcated
arrangements, using a variety of H2CZn molecules as proton donors. Although the data was
more ambiguous due to the complexity of the HB network, this idea finds additional
support in complexes of 1,4-pentadiene with superoxide anion radical[76], and for a series
of XCH3 donor groups[77] in which the electron-withdrawing ability of X is varied over a
wide range of values. The stretching of the CH bond of CF3H, along with its red shift, when
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involved in a non-bifurcated HB with an oxygen anion has been noted also[78] in a series
of substituted phenoxides. With regard to NMR chemical shifts, our values in Table 3-1
for the complexes of CF3H with F- and Cl- anions match nicely with those previously
computed,[79] albeit with a smaller basis set.
It might be intriguing to ask which of the two varieties of ion-neutral CH HBs are
stronger, cation-neutral CH+∙∙X or anion-neutral CH∙∙X-. The present set of calculations has
placed the range of binding energies of the latter type, all with CF3H as neutral donor, in
the 12-26 kcal/mol range. An earlier work[33] had employed N-methylacetamide as the
common neutral proton acceptor, and observed binding energies to fall within the same
range, viz. 19-21 kcal/mol. With regard to NMR chemical shifts, the bridging proton is
shifted downfield by 2-9 ppm in the monoanion-neutral pairs, which is larger than the
cation-neutral shifts[33] that were 2 ppm or less.
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Tables and Figures
Table 3-1. Binding energy Eb, for complexes of indicated anion with CF3H, along with
CH bond length change Δr(CH), CH stretching frequency change Δṽ(CH), NBO charge
transfer energy E(2) to the CH σ* of proton donor, %s character change of CH NBO bond
orbital, and change in NMR chemical shift of bridging proton.
Anion
FClBrCNNO3HCOOCH3COOHSO4SO4-2
H2PO4HPO42PO43-,d

Eb
kcal/mol
26.15
15.16
13.19
14.89
14.48
16.26
16.66
12.31
26.70
13.76
27.55
44.55

Δr(CH)
mÅ
55.0
10.6
7.6
10.9
2.4
6.8
7.0
-1.8
18.4
5.2
37.0
64.1

Δṽ(CH)
cm-1
-760.2
-156.5
-112.6
-164.9
-22.7
-96.4
-99.0
39.7
-252.9
-78.0
-528.4
-1048.6

a

sum of charge transfer from two O atoms

b

sum of charge transfer from two O atoms and one PO π

sum of charge transfer from one O atom and one PO π

c

d

optimized with fixed r(CH)

E(2)
kcal/mol
65.84
25.60
22.56
24.32
15.92a
15.31a
15.28a
10.25a
31.96a
18.07a
49.79b
101.11Z

Δs
%
6.8
4.4
4.0
4.6
4.1
4.5
4.6
3.5
6.6
4.1
7.2
10.8

∆σ
ppm
-8.64
-4.74
-4.33
-3.59
-3.72
-4.98
-4.86
-2.43
-5.99
-3.36
-7.69
-12.2
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Table 3-2. SAPT energy components (kcal/mol) for interaction of indicated anion with
CF3H
complex
1 F2 Cl3 Br4 CN5 NO36 HCOO7 CH3COO8 HSO49 SO4-2
10 H2PO411 HPO4212 PO43-

ES
-47.25
-22.33
-19.56
-22.50
-19.37
-23.02
-23.62
-16.30
-36.08
-20.32
-42.38
-75.93

EX
37.64
14.08
12.59
13.77
10.32
12.41
12.88
8.413
20.81
12.04
29.31
62.34

IND
-24.53
-11.29
-11.05
-8.14
-6.24
-8.72
-9.00
-5.00
-16.14
-7.04
-21.27
-56.95

DISP
-7.34
-4.17
-3.98
-4.04
-4.17
-4.50
-4.74
-4.01
-6.79
-4.59
-8.02
-12.9

EXDISP+EXIND
13.60
8.25
8.83
4.16
3.45
5.15
5.27
2.92
8.55
3.93
11.80
36.70

Table 3-3. Minimum electrostatic potential of anions on the 0.001 au isodensity contour.
Anion
FClBrCNNO3HCOOCH3COOHSO4SO4-2
H2PO4HPO42PO43-

Min
ESP
kcal/mol
-169.04
-139.13
-131.25
-137.70
-140.68
-152.92
-153.24
-128.49
-235.85
-132.88
-239.00
-334.57
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Table 3-4. ρ and Δ2ρ (au) at the BCP and RCP for complexes of indicated anion with
CF3H
anion

Critical point

ρ

2ρ

F-

BCP

0.0677

0.1980

Cl-

BCP

0.0245

0.0632

Br-

BCP

0.0208

0.0471

CNNO3 -

BCP

0.0290

0.0854

BCP

0.0165

0.0499

BCP

0.0217

0.0623

RCP

0.0154

0.0531

HCOO-

BCP

0.0261

0.0728

CH3COOHSO4 -

BCP

0.0267

0.0752

RCP

0.0131

0.051

BCP

0.0163

0.0481

BCP

0.0163

0.0481

BCP

0.0365

0.1118

H2PO4HPO 2-

BCP

0.0276

0.0874

4

BCP

0.0498

0.1489

PO43-

BCP

0.0872

0.1418

SO4

2-
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Figure 3-1. Geometries of global minima for complexes of CF3H with indicated anions.
Bold number indicates counterpoise-corrected binding energy in kcal/mol. Distances in Å,
angles in degs.
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Figure 3-2. Percent contribution of electrostatic, induction and dispersion to total attractive
energy based on SAPT analysis.
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Figure 3-3. Variations of E(2), electrostatic, and induction energies, and ∆σ of bridging
proton (ppm), as a function of binding energy (Eb). Vertical axis in units of ppm for NMR
data, all others in kcal/mol.
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Figure 3-4. Electron density shift map for the global minimum complexes with contour
value 0.0015 au. Red/blue color indicates electron density loss/gain.
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CHAPTER 4
MICROSOLVATION OF ANIONS BY MOLECULES FORMING CH∙∙X4.

HYDROGEN BONDS1

Abstract
Various anions were surrounded by n molecules of CF3H, which was used as a
prototype CH donor solvent, and the structures and energies studied by M06-2X
calculations with a 6-31+G** basis set. Anions considered included the halides F-, Cl-, Brand I-, as well as those with multiple proton acceptor sites: CN-, NO3-, HCOO-, CH3COO, HSO4-, H2PO4-, and anions with higher charges SO42-, HPO42- and PO43-. Well-structured
cages were formed and the average H-bond energy decreases steadily as the number of
surrounding solvent molecules rises, even when n exceeds 6 and the CF3H molecules begin
to interact with one another rather than with the central anion. Total binding energies are
very nearly proportional to the magnitude of the negative charge on the anion. The free
energy of complexation becomes more negative for larger n initially, but then reaches a
minimum and begins to rise for larger values of n.

4-1. Introduction
Solvation of ions in various media plays a crucial role in a large number of
chemical, biochemical and environmental phenomena. The microsolvation of ionic species
occurs not only in the liquid but also in the gas phase in the form of clusters. A number of

1
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studies [1-3] show that various types of ionic pollutants, both cationic and anionic, are
present in the atmosphere in the form of aerosols causing atmospheric pollution. The study
of microsolvation of ions provides an important tool for understanding their structure,
energetics, spectroscopic properties, and reaction mechanisms and kinetics in the solution
phase as well as in the gas phase. For example, in an ion pair SN2 reaction between sodium
p-nitrophenoxide and halomethanes in acetone [4], the rate of reaction is found to be
drastically affected by the microsolvation of anions by acetone molecules. As another
example, the α-effect in an SN2 reaction has been found [5] to be strongly affected by the
microsolvation of anions by solvent molecules. Additionally, the properties of isolated ions
can be substantially different from their solvated cluster structure. For example, the isolated
(SO4)2- ion is unstable in the gas phase as a dianion due to its very high Coulombic
repulsion; the same is true [6] for PO43-. However, these same ions become stable when
microsolvated by a cluster of solvent molecules, or in the solid state [7,8].
Since water is the most common and the most abundant solvent in nature, most
studies of microsolvation of anions have been centered on aqueous systems. Water interacts
with the ionic species via its strong H-bonding capacity as well as charge-dipole
interactions. On the other hand, a great deal of recent work has shown that the CH group
can serve as a potent proton donor in H-bonds (HBs) in parallel fashion to OH and NH
donors [9-26]. CH∙∙X HBs are quite prevalent in nature, in biological [27-35] as well as
chemical [36-44] contexts. The ability of CH to act in this capacity is related first to the
hybridization of the C atom, in the order sp > sp2 > sp3. The placement of electronwithdrawing substituents on the C atom, e.g. F or Cl, helps to polarize the CH bond, thereby
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strengthening the incipient HB. As with more conventional HBs, a cationic CH donor is
particularly powerful [45-49], with related CH+∙∙X HBs surpassing some of the strongest
conventional HBs. Likewise, one would expect that a CH∙∙X- HB with an anion ought to
be quite strong as well, for which there is some evidence [50-55].
Hence, one would anticipate that a CH-donating solvent could serve in a
microsolvating role, as do OH and NH donors. However, there has been very limited work
to date dealing with clusters in which CH∙∙O HBs play a dominant role. Indeed the first
direct evidence of aromatic CH∙∙O HBs in gas phase clusters did not arise until 2005 [56]
wherein 1,2,4,5-tetrafluorobenzene served as proton donor to a variety of bases. In terms
of calculations, most work has been limited to only small clusters [57-62]. For example,
homo-oligomers of CH3CN up to tetramer were examined [63] so as to measure the degree
of cooperativity, as were clusters of H2CO up to the pentamer level [64]. In a similar vein,
aldehyde clusters up to the octamer [65] all contained CH∙∙O HBs. H2CO was inserted into
cyclic clusters of HF and HOH [66] with a particular interest in the frequency shift of the
CH bonds. But there is little that deals with larger clusters in which a central species is
surrounded by a number of CH proton donors, as a simulation of the first steps of solvation.
And data is even more limited when it comes to the microsolvation of anions by such
donors.
This work is intended to answer a number of fundamental questions on this topic.
As an overarching issue, how effective are CH donors in forming clusters around an anion?
Do these molecules form well defined solvation shells around an anion? How does one
anion differ from another in terms of the structure and energetics of these clusters? Do
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dianions and trianions behave qualitatively differently than do monoanions? For those
anions that have more than one proton-accepting atom, do they engage in bifurcated CH∙∙X
HBs or is there a preference for single, linear bonds?
Quantum chemical calculations have been recruited in an effort to answer these
questions. Such calculations permit the study of a given number of surrounding solvent
molecules without complications of smaller and larger clusters complicating the analysis.
For any given cluster, all minima on the surface can be identified, and ordered with respect
to energy. Analysis of each structure provides unambiguous information about the nature
of the forces that hold it together, those between solvent molecules as well as ion-solvent.
The comparison of data for different numbers of solvent molecules n reveals whether there
is a smooth progression as n increases, or a break in character at some particular cluster
size.
F3CH was chosen as the CH proton donor for a number of reasons. The three
strongly electron-withdrawing F atoms make the CH group particularly polar and a
correspondingly good donor. Indeed, this molecule has been used in numerous studies [6774] for just this reason. Secondly, the presence of only a single CH proton on the molecule
simplifies the analysis, allowing a focus on a particular CH∙∙O HB, as compared to larger
molecules with numerous protons. A number of different anions were taken as proton
acceptors, due in part to their ability to form strong HBs. Secondly, as anions, they would
be unlikely to act as proton donors to the F atoms of F3CH which would complicate the
analysis. The first group of anions selected for study were the halides: F-, Cl-, Br- and I- .
Their simplicity offers a first step, and their varying size provides a gradation of charge
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density. CN- is an interesting anion as both atoms are potential proton acceptors, as is the
π-system that connects them. There are several proton-accepting atoms present in the NO3and HCOO- anions; extension to CH3COO- permits an examination of the effect of an alkyl
group. HSO4- and H2PO4- each present four possible proton-accepting O atoms. It is then
possible to study how increasing the charge on the anion affects the results by including
SO42-, HPO42-, and the triply charged PO43-.

4-2. Computational Details
Calculations were carried out with Gaussian-09 [75], applying the M06-2X [76]
variant of density functional theory, in conjunction with the 6-31+G** basis set. The
LAND2Z pseudopotential [77] from the EMSL basis set library [78] was used for I.
Geometries were fully optimized and assured to be minima via vibrational calculations that
found all positive frequencies. Binding energies were computed as the difference between
the energy of the complex and the sum of the energies of fully optimized monomers. Each
binding energy was corrected for basis set superposition error using the counterpoise
method [79,80], evaluating the superposition error between each pair of molecules within
the cluster, both solute-solvent and solvent-solvent pairs.

4-3. Results and Discussion
4-3.1. Halide Ions
The optimized geometries of the fluoride anion complexes are presented in Fig 41. In some cases, notably for n=4, there was a second minimum encountered, some not
much higher in energy. The solvating CF3H molecules generally adopt the classic
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arrangements around these halides, viz. those that might be predicted by VSEPR. But this
is not always the case, and there are some other geometries that can be quite competitive
in energy in some cases. More specifically, a linear arrangement is preferred for n=2, but
a bent structure occurs for Br- and I-, which is only slightly higher in energy. For n=3, the
planar and trigonal pyramids are both minima for these same two anions, with I- showing
a slight preference for the latter. The tetrahedral and square planar geometries are both
minima for all four halides, with the former slightly favored. A trigonal bipyramid
represents the global minimum for n=5, and octahedral arrangement for n=6.
There are certain perturbations from the standard structures that are noted. Most
notably, the n=2 geometries are not necessarily strictly linear, with H∙∙X∙∙H angles varying
between 163° for F-, 114° for Cl-. Two structures with very similar energies are observed
for Br- and I-, one with a θ(H∙∙I∙∙H) angle of 105-109° and the other with 180°. It may be
noted as well that for n<6, the CH groups point directly toward the central anion, with
θ(CH∙∙X) angles in the neighborhood of 180°. The exception to this rule is the
hexacoordinated F-, where the θ(CH∙∙F) angles for F-(CF3H)6 are around 130-150°. This
disruption of the linear HBs is likely due to the small size of the F- anion. which would pull
the various protons too close to one another without any such distortion.
When n grows larger than 6, the structures become less regular, less symmetric.
The heptameric arrangement around F-, for example, shows R(H∙∙F-) over a range covering
1.985 to 2.192 Å, and 1.997 - 2.221 Å for n=8. Also, the H-bonds grow less linear. Several
of these HBs vary by as much as 70° from linearity for the octamer. In summary, since the
central halide cannot fully accommodate more than 6 HBs, these solvating molecules turn
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so that they engage in HBs with their neighboring solvent molecules. The level of
misalignment with the central halide varies from one molecule to the next: the θ(CH∙∙F-)
angle varies from 168° down to 111°. And indeed, this inter-solvent H-bonding is evident
in the NBO analysis as well, which reveals charge transfers from the F lone pairs of one
molecule to the σ*(CH) antibonding orbitals of another. The same sort of pattern is evident
which illustrate the geometries of the various clusters for the other halide anions.
As the number of solvent molecules rises, they become further separated from the
halide anion, as may be seen by the average R(X∙∙H) distances displayed in Table 4-1. This
increasing distance, shown pictorially in Fig 4-2, is very nearly linearly related to n, and is
most sensitive to the growing solvation shell size for the smallest F- anion, where each
additional molecule elongates the HB distance by 0.10 Å. It is interesting to note that the
linearity of each curve continues beyond n=6, even after some of the solvent molecules
shift their HBs from the central halide to one another.
In concert with the progressively longer HBs, the average HB energy declines
regularly with n. This quantity was computed as the total complexation energy divided by
the number of solvent molecules n. As indicated in Table 4-2 and Fig 4-3, this mean HB
energy decline is nearly proportional to n, with the exception of fluoride where a slight
asymptotic behavior is apparent. The absence of any clear break around n=6 is consistent
with Fig 4-2, and suggests that the complexation energy does not suffer when the solvent
molecules begin to bind to one another.
A more complete treatment of the thermodynamics of binding of F3CH to the
halides is presented in Table 4-3. These quantities were evaluated at 298 K and 1 atm. The
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changes in entropy are negative, and progressively so with larger n, which is consistent
with the process of binding multiple species into a single entity. The favorable enthalpy of
binding is manifested by the progressively larger negative values of ∆H as n increases,
consistent with the electronic energies in Table 4-2. Reflecting the smaller average binding
energies as n increases (Table 4-2), ∆H behaves in an asymptotic manner. After accounting
for the negative entropy change, ∆G is much less negative than ∆H, and even positive for
some of the larger clusters. As illustrated in Fig 4-4, G first becomes more negative as n
increases, reaches a minimum, and then begins to climb. This shape can be attributed to
two factors. First, H does not decrease linearly with n, but rather flattens out, due to the
progressively smaller individual HB energy as illustrated in Fig 4-3. S, on the other hand,
does not flatten with increasing n; in fact the S/n ratio becomes larger as n increases. Thus
S becomes more prominent for larger n, while H plays a diminishing role, accounting
for the curvature of the G curve. ∆G reaches a maximal negative value for small clusters;
n=4 for F- and Cl-, 3 for Br-, and 2 for I-. And consistent with the energetic data, ∆G also
obeys the trend that F- forms the strongest bonds: F- < Cl- < Br- < I-.
4-3.2. CN-, NO3- , HCOO- and CH3COOThe optimized geometries of the CN- complexes with increasing number of CF3H
molecules are presented in Fig 4-5. For a single solvent molecule, a proton can be donated
to either atom of the CN- anion, with near equal energy. When n=2, the two CF3H
molecules can either be located at the two ends of CN-, or both donating a proton to the N
atom, again with little energetic difference between the two. All three solvent molecules
can donate to N for n=3, or only two of them, with the third interacting with the C; the
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latter is favored by 1.5 kcal/mol. The pattern is repeated for larger values of n, wherein
most of the CF3H molecules interact with the N, leaving only a single molecule H-bonded
to C. As n climbs above 3, the total number of minima increases as well. It is only for n=7
that a second solvent molecule interacts with C. It is for n6 that the geometries suggest
appreciable intersolvent H-bonding, which is supported by NBO analysis. As in the cases
of the halide anions, the average H-bond energy declines smoothly as n increases, with no
sharp dropoff at any particular number of solvent molecules.
The same pattern of approximately linear drop of average interaction energy is
noted as well for the NO3- , HCOO- and CH3COO- anions as well, as illustrated in Fig 4-6.
In fact, the quantitative values indicate that there is little distinction between CN- and NO3anions with regard to binding energies. The same is true for formate and acetate, which
form somewhat stronger bonds, than do CN- and NO3-. When the total binding energies are
expanded to free energies, one obtains the pattern exhibited in Fig 4-7. Whereas CN- and
NO3- have very similar binding energies to F3CH, the former corresponds to a more
negative ∆G than does the latter for any value of n; again the HCOO- and CH3COO- anions
display a stronger interaction than do their smaller counterparts. ∆G is most negative for
n=3, as was also the case for Br-.
The presence of 2 or 3 O atoms on each anion creates a tendency for the F3CH
proton to engage in bifurcated HBs, although deviation from this pattern is not terribly
costly energetically. As n increases it is no longer possible for all solvent molecules to
engage in such bifurcated HBs, and single acceptor HBs become more prominent. For
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larger values of n, the plane of the anion becomes more crowded, and the solvent molecules
consequently deviate further and further from that plane.
4-3.3. HSO4-, SO42- , H2PO4-, HPO42- and PO43The presence of four O atoms on the sulfate and phosphate series presents certain
interesting possibilities, as does the differing charge on each of these anions. In the first
place, these anions present a larger set of secondary minima. The patterns of average HB
energy of the global minima in Fig 4-8 reveal first of all that this quantity is highly
dependent upon the total charge. In fact, for any given value of n, the average binding
energy is roughly proportional to the charge on the anion. Taking n=3 as an example, the
average binding energies for H2PO4-, HPO42- and PO43-, are respectively 13.6, 27.1, and
44.1 kcal/mol. It is also intriguing to note that the nature of the anion is largely irrelevant,
in the sense that the SO42- and HPO42- dianions have nearly identical energies, as do the
HSO4- and H2PO4-, monoanions, true for any given value of n. A third point worthy of note
is related to the slopes of the curves. The average binding energies for the anions in Fig 48 decline more gradually with n than is the case for the halides in Fig 4-3, or the
monoanions in Fig 4-6. For example, this quantity declines from 16.2 kcal/mol for CNwhen n=1 to 10.3 kcal./mol for n=7, a drop of 5.9 kcal/mol or 36%. The same quantities
for the HSO4- anion drop from 13.9 to 10.0 kcal/mol, declining by only 4.0 kcal/mol which
is translates to 28%. While the dianions experience a larger absolute decrease (by 7.8
kcal/mol in the case of SO42-) this change is proportionately the same, 27%.
The free energies of binding in Fig 4-9 also present certain comparisons with the
smaller anions. Like the binding energies, ∆G is also very sensitive to the total charge. For
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the monoanions, ∆G can be as large as -11 kcal/mol, comparable to the smaller
monoanions. But for higher charges, this quantity can be quite large, even in excess of 180 kcal/mol for PO43-. It is also interesting to note that the value of n for which ∆G exhibits
a minimum is closely related to the total charge. This minimum occurs for n=3 for the
monoanions, rises to 6-7 for the dianions, and has not yet reached a minimum for the PO43trianion, even for n as large as 10.
The overall pattern for the HSO4-, SO42- series is consistent with the earlier anions
in that the proton of each CF3H molecule prefers a position roughly midway between two
O atoms, in bidentate CH∙∙O HBs. This situation becomes less tenable for larger values of
n, at which point non-bifurcated HBs begin to proliferate. In contrast, the H2PO4-/HPO42/PO43- series displays a propensity for single, linear CH∙∙O HBs, even when this leaves the
proton-accepting ability of O atoms unsatisfied. As a final point, it might be noted that the
very high charge of PO43- induced a spontaneous proton transfer from one of the CF3H
molecules, for n=1-4. In order to avoid this transfer, geometry optimizations were carried
out by fixing all C-H bond lengths to 1.600. (The latter value was chosen based on the
optimized CH bond lengths in the F3CH∙∙∙H2PO4- and F3CH∙∙∙HPO42- series of complexes.)
4-3.4. Perturbations in Monomers
The formation of a AH∙∙D HB is well known to induce characteristic changes within
the participating monomers. Perhaps most notable of these is the traditional elongation of
the A-H covalent bond, accompanied by a red shift of its stretching frequency. However,
in a number of cases which have become well known in recent years, these patterns can be
reversed in the case of a CH proton donor [81]. The changes undergone in the CH bond
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length within CF3H are reported in Tables 4-4 and 4-5 as the average of all the n molecules
within a given cluster. In the majority of cases, this bond is stretched, most notably for the
fluoride anion. Particularly large stretches are also observed for the multiply charged
anions in Table 4-5, again reflecting the strength of the HBs. There is also a clear pattern
that the amount of stretching diminishes as the number of solvent molecules enlarges. This
pattern mirrors that of the average binding energy, although it is more dramatic. In fact, as
n increases further, beyond a first solvation shell, ∆r(CH) reverses sign in certain cases,
reflecting a small contraction. The principal exception to these patterns is associated with
the monoanion, where CH bond contractions occur for all size clusters. This reversal may
be associated with the predilection for bifurcated HBs for this anion.
It is usually anticipated that the stretch of the CH bond ought to be associated with
a red shift of its stretching frequency. This expectation is indeed realized in these clusters,
as may be seen by comparison of Tables 4-4 and 4-5 with the frequency shifts. The largest
red shift, amounting to 1099 cm-1, occurs for F3CH∙∙∙F-, which matches the largest bond
elongation of 84 mÅ. Progressive weakening of the average HB via larger numbers of
solvent molecules is accompanied by reduced red shift. Those CH bonds which contracted
as a result of complexation are also generally characterized by a blue shift of the stretching
frequency.

4-4. Conclusions
Very much like the case of H-bonding solvent molecules such as water, CF3H
which engages in non-classical CH∙∙X HBs, forms a well-structured solvation cage around
anions of various types. Small numbers n of solvent molecules form highly structured
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geometries, with the CH∙∙X bonding molecules disposed in well-defined positions. The
most stable structures are very much akin to standard ideas of VSEPR theory for the simple
halides. For larger anions with multiple H-bond acceptor atoms, the global minima favor
simple HBs in many cases, but in others there is a tendency to form bifurcated HBs wherein
the bridging proton lies roughly midway between two O atoms. Such bifurcated geometries
switch to single proton-acceptor HBs as the number of solvent molecules grows. This
pattern is different for the phosphate series however, where linear CH∙∙O HBs are slightly
favored, even when such a structure leaves the H-bonding capacity of some O atoms
unsatisfied. As n increases beyond 6, steric crowding prevents all of the surrounding CF3H
molecules from forming a CH∙∙X bond with the central anion. As a consequence, some of
the solvent molecules reorient so as to engage in CH∙∙F HBs with one another. This process
is a gradual one in the sense that these solvent molecules tend to retain at least a marginal
engagement with the central anion as well.
The binding energy per solvent molecule undergoes a steady decline as n increases,
accompanied by a parallel elongation of the average distance between the central anion and
the surrounding solvent molecules. There is no sharp change that occurs for n~6, when
solvent molecules disengage from the central anion and form CH∙∙F HBs with one another.
In contrast to the asymptotic decline of ∆E, the entropy loss of formation of the complex
is nearly a linear function of n, even showing a slight uptick for larger complexes. As a
result, the free energy of formation attains its most negative value for a small value of n (24) for monoanions, becoming less favorable for larger complexes. The binding energies
are roughly proportional to the magnitude of the negative charge on the anion. The value
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of n for which ∆G is most negative is larger for di and trianions than for monoanions. It
should finally be stressed that the results described above relate direct to clusters in the gas
phase. Extrapolation to the liquid would involve a much larger number of surrounding
solvent molecules, as well as dynamic treatment of molecular motions.
The results presented here were computed with the 6-31+G** basis set. One might
wonder if a larger set would significantly alter the trends. In order to examine this
possibility, additional calculations were carried out with the much larger and more flexible
aug-cc-pVTZ set, within the context of the originally optimized geometries. As may be
seen from examination of Table 4-6, such an expansion yielded only very small changes in
the binding energies of either a monoanion (F-) or a dianion (SO42-) with any number of
F3CH molecules. Use of the larger set reduced binding energies by only 1-3%. and had no
effect on any of the trends. It may thus be concluded that the results presented above are
quite insensitive to basis set expansion.
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Tables and Figures

Table 4-1. Average H-bond lengths R(H∙∙X) (Å) of the halide complexes with increasing
number n of F3CH molecules.
n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

F1.420
1.614
1.720
1.800
1.867
1.984
2.063
2.146

Cl2.276
2.315
2.350
2.390
2.437
2.474
2.543
2.586

Br2.440
2.492
2.500
2.531
2.550
2.569
2.676
2.723

I2.712
2.743
2.794
2.830
2.873
2.890
2.966
2.988

Table 4-2. Average binding energies (kcal/mol) per F3CH molecule of halide complexes.
n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

F29.31
25.05
22.08
19.66
17.50
15.93
14.60
13.57

Cl16.08
14.98
14.06
12.89
11.84
10.97
10.65
10.51

Br14.01
13.10
12.36
11.50
10.65
9.88
9.29
9.15

I11.69
10.33
9.31
8.47
7.76
7.15
7.12
6.80
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Table 4-3. Thermodynamic parameters for binding of halide anions by n F3CH molecules
at 25 °C and 1 atm. ΔH and ΔG are in units of kcal/mol, and ∆S in cal mol-1 K-1.
F-

Cl-

Br-

I-

n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

ΔS

ΔH

ΔG

ΔS

ΔH

-24.09

-30.71

-23.53

-20.63

-15.89

-46.88

-50.26

-36.28

-48.35

-82.33

-64.75

-40.20

-107.42

-75.50

-147.37

ΔG

ΔS

ΔH

-9.74

-20.58

-13.89

-28.51

-14.09

-43.97

-75.54

-39.29

-16.77

-43.47

-98.75

-47.98

-82.78

-38.84

-130.07

-172.51

-89.20

-37.77

-237.31

-94.34

-286.66

-99.12

ΔG

ΔS

ΔH

ΔG

-7.75

-20.51

-11.53

-5.41

-25.01

-11.90

-44.40

-19.57

-6.33

-74.18

-34.73

-12.61

-70.11

-25.50

-4.60

-18.54

-101.37

-42.33

-12.11

-97.31

-30.40

-1.39

-54.38

-15.60

-127.23

-48.71

-10.78

-118.54

-33.98

1.36

-156.32

-59.72

-13.11

-159.01

-52.72

-5.31

-138.44

-36.84

4.44

-23.59

-212.16

-66.88

-3.62

-219.20

-57.19

8.16

-207.52

-42.29

19.58

-13.65

-270.93

-75.08

5.70

-279.63

-63.75

19.62

-250.42

-45.29

29.37

Table 4-4. Average CH bond length change (mÅ) within CF3H upon complexation of
monoanions with n CF3H molecules (mÅ).
n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

F83.94
29.62
15.98
9.47
6.07
-2.83
0.19
0.50

Cl9.67
6.52
4.41
3.27
2.04
1.35
-1.56
-2.58

Br7.05
5.03
3.28
1.94
1.28
0.48
-2.71
-2.81

I-

CN5.16
3.57
2.73
2.31
1.42
1.46
-0.96
-1.45

10.70
8.96
4.88
2.64
0.02
-0.90
-2.32

NO31.22
0.04
-0.46
-0.46
-1.17
-2.69
-1.40

HCOO-

CH3COO-

3.56
5.85
3.17
3.46
0.57
-0.71
-0.83

4.08
6.66
5.41
2.88
0.65
-0.89
-1.76
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Table 4-5. Average CH bond length change (mÅ) within CF3H upon complexation of
mono-, di- and trianions with n CF3H molecules (mÅ).
n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

HSO4-

SO42-

-3.48
-2.89
-2.80
-2.11
-2.84
-2.69
-2.68

H2PO4-

11.84
7.60
4.36
2.51
1.39
0.86
1.09
0.71
0.02
0.44

4.14
2.42
2.16
-0.18
-0.67
-1.82
-3.11

HPO4241.15
22.85
10.94
12.16
6.21
5.03
4.96
2.82
3.29
2.80

PO4362.67
31.12
24.56
16.83
13.79
9.97

Table 4-6. Binding energies (kcal/mol) of complexes of anions with n CF3H molecules,
calculated by M06-2X method with two different basis sets.
Fn
1
2
3
4
5

6-31+G**
29.31
50.09
66.25
78.65
87.51

SO42aug-cc-pVTZ 6-31+G**
aug-cc-pVTZ
28.79
28.29
28.37
54.86
48.89
54.01
77.72
64.48
76.19
98.47
76.39
96.56
116.96
85.41
114.54
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Figure 4-1. Optimized geometries of complexes with n molecules of CF3H surrounding
the F- anion. Distance in Å, and binding energies in kcal/mol.
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Figure 4-2. Average H-bond length vs number n of surrounding F3CH molecules for
complexes with halide anions.
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Figure 4-3. Average H-bond energy vs number n of surrounding F3CH molecules for
complexes with halide anions.
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Figure 4-4. Free energy of complexation for binding of halides as function of number of
F3CH molecules.
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Figure 4-5. Optimized geometries of complexes with n molecules of CF3H surrounding
the CN- anion. Distance in Å, angles in degs, and binding energies in kcal/mol.
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Figure 4-6. Average H-bond energy vs number n of surrounding F3CH molecules for
complexes with CN-, NO3-, HCOO- and CH3COO-.

Figure 4-7. Free energy of complexation for binding of CN-, NO3-, HCOO- and
CH3COO- with n molecules of F3CH.
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Figure 4-8. Average H-bond energy vs number n of surrounding F3CH molecules for
complexes with HSO4-, SO42-, H2PO4-, HPO42- and PO43-.
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Figure 4-9. Free energy of complexation for binding of HSO4-, SO42-, H2PO4-, HPO42and PO43- with n molecules of F3CH.
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CHAPTER 5
ANGULAR DEPENDENCE OF HYDROGEN BOND ENERGY IN NEUTRAL AND
.
5

CHARGED SYSTEMS CONTAINING CH AND NH PROTON DONORS1

Abstract
The effects of angular distortions on the H-bond energy are computed in both
neutral and ionic complexes. F3CH, NCH, and HNCH+ are taken as CH donors and HCNH,
HCNH+, and NH4+ are NH donors. Ionic complexes are more strongly bound and suffer a
greater loss of H-bond energy upon angular distortion. However, when bending force
constants k are normalized against intrinsic H-bond strength Eb, the k/Eb ratios are similar,
only slightly larger for NH than for CH donors, and with only small perturbations caused
by overall charge. The source of destabilization arising from angular deformation is traced
to exchange repulsion.

5-1. Introduction
After many decades of study, the hydrogen bond (HB) has become arguably the
most thoroughly examined and understood [1-3] of all noncovalent interactions. Because
the HB frequently occurs within the framework of a large system, where it is only one of
many forces that factor into the overall geometry, and is typically not strong enough to

1

Coauthored by Binod Nepal and Steve Scheiner. Reproduced with permission from Chem. Phys.
Lett. 2015, 630, 6-11. Copyright 2015, Elsevier.

control the structure in and of itself, HBs are usually not free to adopt their optimal internal
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geometry. Moreover, the system of interest, whether a large macromolecule or a smaller
system immersed in aqueous solvent, is commonly undergoing rapid fluctuations that
include the distortions and even breakage of HBs. The sensitivity of HBs to deformation,
both stretching and bending, is therefore one of their most important properties.
It is commonly accepted that HBs strive toward linearity, wherein the bridging H
atom lies along the axis between the electron donor D and acceptor A atoms, i.e. (AH∙∙D)
tends toward 180°. The energetic cost of distortion from this optimal geometry has been
examined in a number of studies, which show [4-9] some dependence upon the specifics
of the HB, e.g. the atoms involved, the strength of the bond, and so on. Most of the earlier
work has focused on conventional HBs wherein the bridging proton lies between
electronegative N, O, or F atoms.
With the growing acceptance of the existence of the CH∙∙D HB, where carbon takes
the place of more electronegative atoms as a proton donor [10-12], has come an interest in
the elucidation of its properties and how they might differ from conventional HBs. One
early study [13] suggested that the angular dependence of CH∙∙O HBs is very much like
that of OH∙∙O analogues, at least qualitatively, although certain differences were apparent
as well. This study was hardly representative of such bonds in general, though, as only a
single proton acceptor molecule (H2O) was considered. Some of the differences were
attributed to the weakness of CH∙∙O HBs in comparison to OH∙∙O. However, this factor
can be eliminated if the proton acceptor contains a negative charge, leading to a much
stronger CH∙∙D- HB.
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And indeed, the angular dependence of such strong unconventional HBs has
scarcely been examined to date. The current work represents an attempt to fill in this gap,
considering CH∙∙D- HBs for a variety of different anions. By the same token, a strong HB
can be generated by placing a positive charge on the proton donor, so the study extends
also to CH+∙∙D HBs which can then be compared to their anionic counterparts. Work of
this type would not be complete without comparison to more conventional HBs. For this
reason, comparisons encompassing a range of different NH+∙∙D HBs can identify
fundamental distinctions between HBs involving CH and NH donors, all of which are
strengthened by a charge on one of the species. For purposes of expanding the range of
system types considered, these ionic systems are compared to their neutral counterparts.

5-2. Methods
Geometries were optimized at the MP2 level using the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set, as
implemented in the Gaussian-09 suite of programs [14]. This level of theory is widely used
in the literature and provides accurate data for systems of this sort [15-22]. Interaction
energies were partitioned into separate contributions by Symmetry Adapted Perturbation
Theory (SAPT) [23,24] at the Hartree-Fock level with the same aug-cc-pVDZ basis set as
implemented in the MOLPRO software [25]. Charge transfer from electron donor to
acceptor was measured via the Natural Bond Orbital (NBO) method [26,27], also with the
aug-cc-pVDZ basis set.
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5-3. Results
CF3H represents a simple molecule capable of forming CH∙∙D HBs by virtue of its
three electron-withdrawing F atoms, and has been commonly used [28-38] as a model CH
proton donor in the past. The optimized geometries for complexes combining CF3H with
various anions, each involving a different proton-accepting atom, are displayed in Fig 5-1.
The equilibrium θ(CH∙∙X) angle lies within 5° of linearity in all four cases. The binding
energy Eb was taken as the difference in energy between the optimized complex and the
sum of monomer energies, in their optimized geometries; basis set superposition error was
corrected by the counterpoise procedure [39,40]. This quantity is displayed by the bold
numbers in Fig 5-1.
Another means of examining ionic H-bonds places a positive charge on the proton
donor. The HCNH+ cation can act as donor first through its CH end which serves as a good
point of comparison with neutral CF3H. These same acceptors can also form a HB with the
NH end of HCNH+, offering an interesting and direct comparison between CH and NH
donor groups. The corresponding equilibrium structures indicate NH engages in somewhat
stronger HBs than CH even if the HB lengths do not always reflect this energetics. The
strength of the cationic donor is weakened a bit if the sp-hybridization of HCNH+ is
changed to sp3 in the NH4+ cation.
In order to unambiguously identify the effect of charge upon the HB energetics, a
number of neutral-neutral complexes were considered as well. For example, the
F3CH∙∙∙OH- anionic complex was transformed to its neutral analogue by adding a proton
to the anion: F3CH∙∙∙OH2. Similarly, the cation-neutral complexes were mutated to the
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neutral-neutral by removal of a proton from the donor: e.g. HNCH+∙∙∙OH2 changed to
NCH∙∙∙OH2.
So as to examine the sensitivity of each system to bending of the HB, the
equilibrium angle was changed in small increments in both directions. With this angle
fixed, and the intermolecular HB length also held constant, the remainder of the geometry
was fully optimized, including the internal geometries of the individual monomers. In most
cases, the energy varies quadratically with angular distortion. That is, the energy can be
closely fit to the expression
E = -Eb + ½ k (∆θ)2

(1)

where k represents a bending force constant, ∆θ the distortion of the HB angle from its
optimized value, and Eb is the binding energy of the fully optimized complex. θ was varied
to encompass distortions of as much as ±65° from its equilibrium value in order to fit the
data to Eq 1. The fit of the calculated data points in Fig 5-2 by the corresponding parabolas
can be seen to be quite good for the neutral-anion systems containing F3CH as proton
donor. Similarly good fits were realized for the other systems considered here.
The first two columns of Table 5-1 report the values obtained for the bending force
constant and the optimized binding energy for the ionic complexes, and the corresponding
values for their neutral counterparts are displayed in Table 5-2. The binding energies of the
F3CH∙∙∙anion complexes vary from 14.5 kcal/mol for F3CH∙∙∙CN- up to 24.4 kcal/mol for
F3CH∙∙∙OH-. These values are far higher than the corresponding binding energies of the
neutral complexes involving F3CH again as proton donor, roughly 3 kcal/mol as may be
seen in the first rows of Table 5-2. In fact, comparison of these two tables vividly illustrates
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the magnifying effect of charge on the HB energies, for any sort of donor or acceptor.
Whereas the largest HB energy for the neutral complex is 10.7 kcal/mol, for CNH···NH3,
all of the charged HBs are more strongly bound than this quantity, up to a maximum of
33.1 kcal/mol for HCNH+···NH3.
Of particular importance here are the bending force constants k which embody the
sensitivity of the HB energy to angular distortion. These constants are generally larger for
the charged systems as well. Using the same pair of systems as an example, k for the neutral
CNH···NH3 system is less than half that for the ionic HCNH+∙∙∙NH3. The force constants
for the systems where F3CH serves as proton donor are particularly sensitive to the
presence of charge. When paired with a neutral acceptor, k remains below 3 kcal mol-1 rad2

, but this value rises to between 10 and 18 kcal mol-1 rad-2 when the acceptor is an anion.
It is generally expected that the more strongly bound complexes will also be more

sensitive to angular distortion. For example, Fig 5-3 illustrates a nearly linear relationship
between Eb and k. As a means of normalizing this overall tendency, the k/Eb ratio provides
a measure of the intrinsic sensitivity of a given system to angular distortion. This ratio is
displayed in the third column of Tables 5-1 and 5-2, where it may be seen that the
magnifying effects of charge upon both HB energy and force constant are largely
neutralized. That is, the k/Eb ratios of the neutral and charged HB systems are much more
similar to one another. For example, this ratio is equal to 1.11 and 1.50 rad-2 for
HCNH+∙∙∙NH3 and CNH···NH3, respectively.
The range of these quantities for each of a given set of systems can be used to better
understand the principles at work. Table 5-3 characterizes each set by the nature of the
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proton donor. Considering F3CH as donor, its HB energy with various anions varies
between 15 and 24 kcal/mol, whereas the same quantity lies in the 3.1-3.3 kcal/mol range
when paired with a neutral acceptor. The range of k is likewise considerably higher for the
anionic acceptors. On the other hand, the ranges of the k/Eb ratio are more similar. For
example, the range for F3CH∙∙∙anion is only a bit larger than that for F3CH∙∙∙neutral. The
other CH donor displays somewhat different behavior in that the ionic complexes with
HNCH+ as donor have a k/Eb ratio a bit smaller than that of its neutral NCH donor analogue.
Whether ionic or neutral, changing from CH donor to NH raises this ratio a small amount.
Like the CH donors, k/Eb is smaller for the ionic NH+∙∙neutral complexes than for their
NH∙∙neutral counterparts, up to a maximum of 1.8 rad-2 for the latter.
As another point of interest, the penultimate column of Tables 5-1 and 5-2 reports
a quantity related to the HB strength. Rather than the total binding energy, E(2) instead
represents an energetic measure of the NBO charge transfer that takes place from the lone
pairs of the proton acceptor atom to the antibonding σ* orbital of the CH/NH bond.
Although there is a general tendency for some correlation between E(2) and Eb, any such
correlation is far from perfect. These deviations suggest that the strengths of these HBs are
due only in part to this measure of charge transfer.
The last column of Tables 5-1 and 5-2 reflects the competition between the acid
and base for the bridging proton. Specifically, Ea-Eb refers to the difference between the
deprotonation energy of the acid on the left, and the protonation energy of the base on the
right. Considering the first row of Table 5-1 as an example, it takes 51.03 kcal/mol more
energy to remove the proton from F3CH than is released when Cl- attracts the proton to
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form HCl. HCNH+ and OH2 are more nearly balanced in that the removal of the proton
from HCNH+ requires almost the same amount of energy as is released when water acquires
a proton to form OH3+.
In summary, ionic HBs are invariably more strongly bound than their neutral
counterparts, and they also have correspondingly larger bending force constants k. Whether
neutral or charged, the NH group tends to form stronger HBs than does CH, although not
necessarily by a wide margin. These patterns are altered, however, when one considers the
normalized sensitivity to angular distortion, characterized by k/Eb. This quantity lies in the
neighborhood of 1 rad-2, but is somewhat smaller for systems containing CH donors F3CH
and HNCH+, and larger for NCH as donor. In terms of this normalized quantity, there is
not a dramatic difference between CH and NH donors.
5-3.1. Energy Components
While it had been an element of conventional wisdom for some time that the
weakening of the HB associated with its bending arises from a reduction in electrostatic
attraction between the two subunits, recent work [41-45] has laid the blame largely at the
feet of exchange repulsion. The bending of the H-bond acts in some cases to destabilize
the electrostatic attraction, and in others to have the opposite effect wherein Coulombic
forces favor a bent structure. Dispersion and induction generally favor a certain amount of
nonlinearity as well. But angular distortions raise the exchange repulsion by a substantial
amount, overwhelming any stabilizing influences of the other components. And indeed this
same principle is not limited to HBs, but is seen in halogen, chalcogen, and pnicogen bonds
as well [41].
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However, there has been little inquiry into the factors that contribute to the
distortion energy of unconventional CH∙∙X HBs, nor of ionic HBs in general. In order to
address this question, the interaction energy of each of the systems was decomposed into
its constituent factors via the SAPT procedure. This decomposition provides not only the
electrostatic (ES), induction (IND), dispersion (DISP), and exchange (EX) energies, but
also the combined exchange-induction (EXIND) and exchange-dispersion (ESDISP)
terms.
The changes in each of these terms that arise when the H-bond is distorted by 30°
are reported in Tables 5-4 and 5-5 for the charged and neutral systems, respectively. While
there is a good deal of variability in the numerical values from one complex to the next,
there are certain features that they share. In the first place, the angular distortion results in
a more attractive (more negative) electrostatic attraction, in some cases by more than 2
kcal/mol. The same can be said of the IND energy, although the quantitative amount differs
from the ES stabilization, sometimes larger and sometimes smaller. The changes in the
dispersion energy are smaller in magnitude, but also consistently more stabilizing as the
H-bond is distorted. The various exchange terms in the next three columns behave in quite
the opposite fashion. All of these quantities become more positive, i.e. more repulsive,
when the H-bond is misoriented, and by quite sizable amounts.
Taking the HNCH+···OCH2 system as an example of the typical system, the ES,
IND, and DISP terms combined would stabilize a 30° bend by 3.6 kcal/mol, but the
combined exchange terms push the energy up by the larger amount of 5.6 kcal/mol. The
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end result of adding together all of these contributions is a 1.95 destabilization, as displayed
in the penultimate column of Table 5-4.
It may be noted that there are certain exceptions to the above trends. In particular,
some of the systems containing F3CH as proton donor show little sensitivity of the ES term
to distortion. The most notable outlier is the F3CH···OH- complex where the bend causes
a loss of not only electrostatic attraction, but also induction energy. And indeed, for this
same system, the exchange terms behave in an opposite way than in all of the other systems,
becoming less positive. This discrepant behavior was traced to a substantial reorientation
of the complex: When the F3CH molecule is rotated 30° away from the O proton acceptor,
the OH- anion undergoes a 27° reorientation such that (C∙∙OH) changes from 121° in the
fully optimized structure to 148°.
These results, qualitatively similar for all of the systems, lead to the conclusion that
it is exchange which is responsible for the weakening of these H-bonds upon angular
distortion. Moreover, this same principle applies to CH and well as conventional H-bonds,
and for cationic and anionic systems as well as neutral complexes. It should be further
stressed that this conclusion comports with the same observation for a variety of other
neutral H-bonds, as well as halogen, chalcogen, and pnicogen bonds [41].

5-4. Conclusions
In summary, all sorts of HBs, whether CH or NH donor, cationic, anionic, or
neutral, suffer a loss of binding energy as angular deformations are introduced into the
geometry of the HB. This loss of energy is very roughly proportional to the intrinsic
strength of the HB, as measured by binding energy Eb. This quantity is in turn much larger
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for charged than for neutral HBs, and NH acts as a stronger donor than does CH. However,
these distinctions are nearly washed out when the HB energy sensitivity to distortion is
normalized by dividing the bending force constant by the optimal binding strength. In
general, the k/Eb ratios are slightly larger for NH donors than for CH, but only slightly so.
Regarding the effect of charge, the ionic F3CH∙∙anion systems are characterized by a
slightly larger k/Eb ratio than their neutral counterparts. On the other hand, the removal of
the positive charge induces a small increase in this ratio for both CH and NH ends of the
HNCH+ donors.
Energy decomposition reveals that the attractive components of HBs, i.e.
electrostatic, induction, and dispersion energies, all become more stabilizing upon angular
distortion of the HB. Outweighing this effect, though, is the even larger destabilization
caused by increasing exchange repulsion, which is thus identified as the major contributor
to the loss of HB energy induced by bending. This phenomenon appears to be a general
one, common not only to the ionic and neutral NH∙∙D and CH∙∙D HBs considered here, but
also to the related halogen, chalcogen, and pnicogen bonds examined earlier.
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Tables and Figures

Table 5-1. Measures of sensitivity of binding energy to angular distortion of H-bond for
anion-neutral and cation-neutral H-bonded complexes. k represents the force constant, Eb
is counterpoise-corrected binding energy and E(2) is the NBO charge transfer.
(Ea-Eb)a
k
Eb
k/Eb
E(2)
kcal mol-1 rad-2 kcal/mol rad-2
kcal/mol kcal/mol
F3CH···Cl11.23
15.16
0.74
25.60
51.03
F3CH···NC
10.45
14.89
0.70
25.61
47.72
F3CH···CN
11.00
14.53
0.76
34.67
29.77
F3CH···OH
17.88
24.39
0.73
64.92
-8.48
+
HNCH ···FH
5.90
11.33
0.52
21.80
72.33
+
HNCH ···OH2
19.06
19.97
0.95
58.19
21.30
+
HNCH ···OCH2
17.14
19.88
0.86
71.42
15.83
+
HNCH ···NH3
22.52
24.40
0.92
57.68
-19.95
+
HCNH ···FH
14.75
14.85
0.99
46.21
54.38
+
b
HCNH ···OH2
24.51
24.00
1.02
56.29
3.35
+
b
HCNH ···OCH2
21.37
23.88
0.90
61.90
-2.12
+
b
HCNH ···NH3
36.60
33.07
1.11
89.96
-37.90
+
NH4 ···FH
4.93
11.12
0.44
14.71
92.28
+
NH4 ···OH2
15.12
19.25
0.79
39.47
41.25
+
NH4 ···OCH2
10.87
19.49
0.56
39.79
35.78
+
NH4 ···NH3
34.10
25.19
1.35
83.45
0.00
a
difference between deprotonation energy of acid and protonation energy of base
b
optimized under restricted condition of fixed r(NH) bond length
complex
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Table 5-2. Measures of sensitivity of binding energy to angular distortion of H-bond for
neutral-neutral H-bonded complexes. k represents the force constant, Eb is counterpoisecorrected binding energy and E(2) is the NBO charge transfer.
(Ea-Eb)a
k
Eb
k/Eb
E(2)
kcal mol-1 rad-2 kcal/mol rad-2 kcal/mol kcal/mol
F3CH···NCH
1.13
3.11
0.36
6.12
210.78
F3CH···CNH
1.41
3.10
0.45
9.62
192.82
F3CH···OH2
1.74
3.26
0.53
6.90
214.13
NCH···FH
2.68
2.61
1.03
5.67
235.39
NCH···OH2
4.13
4.69
0.88
10.16
184.36
NCH···OCH2
6.96
4.27
1.63
9.74
178.89
NCH···NH3
6.94
6.03
1.15
15.50
143.11
CNH···FH
5.78
4.08
1.42
11.43
217.44
CNH···OH2
10.18
7.66
1.33
23.21
166.41
CNH···OCH2
13.26
7.30
1.82
23.82
160.94
CNH···NH3
16.13
10.73
1.50
38.19
125.16
a
difference between deprotonation energy of acid and protonation energy of base
complex

Table 5-3. Ranges of various quantities for types of H-bonds
complex type
F3CH∙∙∙anion
HNCH+∙∙∙neutral
HCNH+∙∙∙neutral
NH4+∙∙∙neutral
F3CH∙∙∙neutral
NCH∙∙∙neutral
CNH∙∙∙neutral

k
kcal mol-1 rad-2
10 - 18
6 - 23
15 - 37
5 - 34
1.1 - 1.7
3-7
6 -16

Eb
kcal/mol
15 - 24
11 - 24
15 - 33
11 - 25
3.1 - 3.3
3-6
4 - 11

k/Eb
rad-2
0.7 - 0.8
0.5 - 0.9
0.9 - 1.1
0.4 - 1.4
0.4 - 0.5
0.9 - 1.6
1.4 - 1.8
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Table 5-4. Changes incurred in various SAPT components of the interaction energy of
ionic systems as a result of 30° angular distortion, as well as change in binding energy Eb.
All quantities in kcal/mol.
complex
F3CH···ClF3CH···NCF3CH···CNF3CH···OHHNCH+···FH
HNCH+···OH2
HNCH+···OCH2
HNCH+···NH3
HCNH+···FH
HCNH+···OH2
HCNH+···OCH2
HCNH+···NH3
NH4+···FH
NH4+···OH2
NH4+···OCH2
NH4+···NH3

ES
-0.23
0.04
-0.04
2.32
-1.02
-1.29
-2.11
-0.85
-1.12
-1.25
-1.71
-0.99
-1.15
-1.07
-2.33
-0.87

IND
-1.70
-0.85
-1.28
2.71
-0.52
-1.17
-0.97
-1.36
-0.66
-1.42
-0.96
-1.96
-0.50
-0.90
-1.23
-1.53

DISP
-0.40
-0.35
-0.35
-0.11
-0.32
-0.46
-0.54
-0.44
-0.45
-0.54
-0.65
-0.65
-0.34
-0.38
-0.64
-0.53

EX
1.74
1.44
1.51
0.42
2.07
3.91
4.56
3.54
3.16
4.41
4.89
5.18
1.84
2.63
3.97
3.84

EXIND
1.79
0.90
1.39
-2.36
0.55
1.15
0.90
1.41
0.91
1.49
1.08
2.13
0.53
0.90
1.03
1.64

EXDISP
0.14
0.09
0.11
-0.12
0.07
0.13
0.11
0.12
0.1
0.16
0.15
0.20
0.07
0.11
0.15
0.18

sum
1.34
1.27
1.34
2.02
0.83
2.27
1.95
2.42
1.94
2.85
2.80
3.91
0.45
1.29
0.95
2.73

Eb
1.31
1.32
1.25
2.45
0.85
2.18
2.70
2.86
1.99
2.47
2.93
4.23
0.11
1.46
1.74
3.81

Table 5-5. Changes incurred in various SAPT components of the total binding energy of
neutral systems as a result of 30° angular distortion, as well as change in binding energy
Eb. All quantities in kcal/mol.
complex
ES
IND
DISP
EX EXIND EXDISP sum Eb
-0.02
-0.08
-0.12
0.25 0.09
0.02
0.14 0.13
F3CH···NCH
0.15 0.16
F3CH···CNH
-0.04
-0.12
-0.12
0.27 0.14
0.02
-0.10
-0.13
-0.17
0.43 0.14
0.03
0.20 0.21
F3CH···OH2
-0.32
-0.14
-0.12
0.62 0.14
0.03
0.21 0.25
NCH···FH
-0.02
-0.12
-0.16
0.60 0.16
0.04
0.50 0.51
NCH···OH2
-0.35
-0.55
-0.75
1.46 0.45
0.10
0.36 0.22
NCH···OCH2
-0.05
-0.23
-0.21
0.94 0.31
0.06
0.82 0.87
NCH···NH3
-0.75
-0.41
-0.27
1.40 0.42
0.08
0.47 0.57
CNH···FH
0.01
-0.42
-0.50
2.10 0.68
0.12
1.99 1.15
CNH···OH2
-2.23
-1.70
-1.40
4.71 1.58
0.32
1.28 1.31
CNH···OCH2
-0.23
-0.64
-0.41
2.14 0.83
0.13
1.82 1.87
CNH···NH3
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Figure 5-1. Optimized geometries of neutral-anion H-bonded complexes with CF3H as
proton-donor. The number in bold indicates counterpoise-corrected binding energy in
kcal/mol. Distances are in Å and angles are in degrees.
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Figure 5-2. Variation of hydrogen bond energy of the neutral-anion complexes in Fig 5-1
with F3CH as proton donor as θ(CH∙∙X) angle deviates from its optimized value. Curves
represent the parabolas that are fit to the data points shown.
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Figure 5-3. Correlation of bending force constant k vs binding energy.
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CHAPTER 6
LONG-RANGE BEHAVIOR OF NONCOVALENT BONDS. NEUTRAL AND
6.

CHARGED H-BONDS, PNICOGEN, CHALCOGEN, AND HALOGEN BONDS1

Abstract
Ab initio calculations show the drop in interaction energy with bond stretch ∆R can
be fit to a common power n, in the functional form ∆R-n. This exponent is smaller for
charged H-bonds, as compared to neutral systems, where n varies in the order pnicogen <
chalcogen < halogen bond. The decay is slowest for the electrostatic term, followed by
induction and then by dispersion. The halogen bond has the greatest sensitivity to bond
stretching in terms of all three components. The values of the exponent n are smaller for
electrostatic energy than would be expected if it arose purely as a result of classical
multipole interactions, such as dipole-dipole for the neutral systems. The exponents are
larger when the fitting is done with respect to intermolecular distance R, rather than to its
stretch relative to equilibrium length, although still not precisely matching what might be
expected on classical grounds.

1

Coauthored by Binod Nepal and Steve Scheiner. Reproduced with permission from Chem. Phys.
2015, 456, 34-40. Copyright 2015, Elsevier.
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6-1. Introduction
Over the years, a great deal of information has accumulated regarding molecular
interactions. Perhaps the most widely studied of these noncovalent forces is the hydrogen
bond (HB), which embodies nearly a century of research [1-15] over the years. The HB
was followed in ensuing years by examination of other related noncovalent bonds. The
halogen bond, in which the bridging H is replaced by a halogen atom, was the next [16-29]
in this chronology. While an attraction between a halogen and another electronegative atom
seemed counterintuitive at first, it was realized that the partial negative charge around a
halogen atom is quite anisotropic and contains positive as well as negative sub-regions.
The electrostatic attraction is supplemented by a transfer of charge from the halogen
acceptor atom to the R-X σ* antibonding orbital, where R represents any atom covalently
attached to halogen X. The catalogue of noncovalent bonds was soon enlarged by the
finding that the halogen can be replaced by other electronegative atoms, most particularly
those of the chalcogen [30-40] and pnicogen [41-51] families.
The vast majority of information that has arisen about these various noncovalent
bonds has been concerned with equilibrium geometries, those structures in which the donor
and acceptor groups are situated fairly close to one another, where component attractive
and repulsive forces balance one another. However, these interactions do not disappear
when the two species begin to separate; they are merely weakened. The rate at which this
weakening occurs has important implications. For example, if the noncovalent bond
strength were to undergo only gradual decline, its effects would be important even if the
two relevant groups were removed by fairly long separations. There is presumably a cutoff
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distance for each interaction, beyond which any lingering attractive forces are small enough
to be comfortably ignored. But what is the cutoff for each sort of noncovalent bond, and
how rapidly does the interaction energy approach this threshold? In a related question, what
is the functional dependence of interaction energy on the separation distance R? The
answers to these questions are especially important to the formulation of empirical
functions designed to incorporate the effects of various noncovalent bonds into force fields
that are used to simulate the dynamics of various systems.
In terms of explicit consideration of noncovalent bonds that are stretched well
beyond their equilibrium separation, the H-bond has motivated a certain amount of limited
study. In most cases, the interaction energy has been traced out, point by point, over a
range of intermolecular distance. However, few of these studies extended this range of
separation beyond 2 or 3 Å. Moreover, there have been scarce attempts to fit these points
to a particular function, particularly at long range. There has been even less work in this
direction addressing charged HBs, either cation-neutral or anion-neutral. And other
noncovalent bonds, most notably the aforementioned halogen, chalcogen, and pnicogen
bonds have been largely ignored [52] in terms of their long-range energetics.
The present work represents an attempt to fill in the existing gaps in our knowledge
of the long-range behavior of the various sorts of noncovalent bonds. The neutral HB is
compared to its ionic analogues, and these systems are then placed in the context of the
halogen, chalcogen, and pnicogen bonds. The focus lies on the long range interaction,
going out to as far as 11 Å stretched beyond the equilibrium separation. Attempts are made
to ascertain which sort of function fits the computed binding energies at these long
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separations, and the results compared to what might be expected on simple physical
grounds.

6-2. Theoretical Methods
Calculations were carried out at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory, as
implemented in the Gaussian-09[53] software package. Each dimer was first fully
optimized with no geometrical restraints. In order to examine the sensitivity to
intermolecular separation, the optimized distance was stretched in fixed increments: 0.1 Å
for the first 6Å, and then 0.2 Å beyond that point. For each intermolecular distance, the
remainder of the geometry was fully optimized. The binding energy at each point was
computed as the difference between the energy of the heterodimer and the sum of energies
of the isolated monomers, again fully optimized. This binding energy was corrected for
basis set superposition error via the counterpoise procedure [54]. The interaction energy
differs from the binding energy in that it is defined relative to the sum of the energies of
the monomers when fixed in the geometry they adopt within the complex. The total
interaction energy was dissected into various components by SAPT analysis using the
MOLPRO [55] program. Kitaura-Morokuma energy decomposition was carried out using
GAMESS [56]. Best fits of the energies to the intermolecular separation were analyzed via
KaleidaGraph software.

6-3. Results
The fully optimized geometries of the heterodimers are illustrated in Figs 6-1 to 64. Neutral H-bond pairs with OH, FH, and CH proton donors were considered. The bold
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numbers in Fig 6-1 indicate the counterpoise-corrected binding energies which span a
range from 1.8 kcal/mol for F3CH∙∙NH3 to 11.6 kcal/mol for FH∙∙NH3. The HBs are
considerably stronger, with binding energies as large as 41.2 kcal/mol, when an anion is
used for proton acceptor, for systems pictured in Fig 6-2. Very strong HBs are also
associated with a cationic proton donor, as in the cases depicted in Fig 6-3, considering
both NH+ and CH+ donor groups. Recent work has focused attention on variants of HBs,
where the bridging atom can be pnicogen, chalcogen, or halogen, which are the subject of
the systems in Fig 6-4. Such bonds can also be fairly strong, as for example FBr∙∙∙NH3
which has a binding energy of 14.2 kcal/mol.
Given the wide range of bond strengths in this diverse set of systems, and the
interest in the manner, or speed, in which this bond is weakened by stretches, the energetics
of stretching were normalized to one another. Specifically, each change in energy arising
from a given bond stretch was divided by the full binding energy in the optimized dimer,
i.e. the bold numbers in Figs 6-1 to 6-4. The binding energy loss is thus represented as a
percent of the full capacity of a given dimer. As an example, the percentage binding energy
loss as the HB is stretched is shown for a set of six cationic HBs containing HCNH+ in Fig
6-5. It is immediately clear that the functional dependence of the binding energy percentage
losses are quite similar, even though the binding energies themselves cover a wide range
of 11-31 kcal/mol. The patterns are also relatively insensitive to whether it is the NH+ or
CH+ end of the cation that serves as proton donor. This similarity is not limited to only this
subset of systems, but is characteristic of all heterodimers.
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The percentage bond energy decrease appears to be more or less linear in the first
1 Å of its stretch. A best fit of this quantity to a linear function in this range leads to a slope
that characterizes the steepness of this energy loss. These slopes are reported in Table 6-1
where a number of patterns can be discerned. First with regard to neutral HBs, the slope is
equal to 60 for conventional HBs HOH∙∙OH2, FH∙∙NH3, and FH∙∙OH2, but 10 units smaller
for the CH∙∙N HB in F3CH∙∙NH3, suggesting a slightly more gradual die-off for the latter.
The ionic HBs have a smaller slope than their neutral counterparts, in the range between
38 to 49. With the exception of FH∙∙F-, the anionic systems show a more gradual fall-off,
but this may be a function of the CH donor. The slopes of the chalcogen-bonded systems
are in line with those of the neutral HBs; pnicogen bonds fall more gradually, and halogen
bonds more quickly. In fact, the halogen bond of FBr∙∙NH3 shows the largest slope and
thus the most rapid loss of binding energy of any of the systems considered here.
As the binding energy loss levels off after the first Å stretch, a linear fit is no longer
appropriate for longer intermolecular separations. A fitting was thus adjusted to an inverse
∆R-n decay. That is, the exponent n was fit to the binding energy loss as R increases. No
single value of n was appropriate for the entire range of stretching. Instead, this power was
fit to individual spans of ∆R, terminating in ∆R=11 Å. In other words, the best value of n
was obtained for a range of ∆R from 1 Å to 11 Å. The same process was then undertaken
for the 2-11 Å range, followed by 3-11 Å, and so on, terminating in the 10-11 Å range.
These best-fit exponents n are listed in Table 6-2 for each set of systems. For example, this
exponent is equal to 1.92 for the 1-11 Å range of the neutral HBs, as noted by the first entry
in Table 6-2. The exponent rises to 2.10 for the 2-11 Å range, and so on, until reaching a
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maximal value of 2.52 for the furthest 10-11 Å range. Note that the values reported in Table
6-2 apply not to a single system, but are instead an average over several. The neutral HB
set is thus an average of the four heterodimers in Fig 6-1.
The optimal values of power n are considerably smaller for the charged HBs in the
next four columns of Table 6-2. The largest values are associated with the anionic systems,
slightly larger than for the cationic HBs. Note that these quantities are consistently larger
for the NH end of HCNH+ than for the CH end. Like the short-range behavior described in
Table 6-1, the powers of n for the other sorts of bonds vary as pnicogen < chalcogen <
halogen bond, again indicating a faster fall-off of binding energy for the latter system, this
time for long range.
The quantities in Table 6-2 may perhaps be more readily understood when
compared graphically as in Fig 6-6. The larger values of n for the neutral as compared to
ionic systems are immediately apparent. Also evident is the order of pnicogen < chalcogen
< halogen bond; the neutral HBs are generally similar to the pnicogen bonds. The slightly
larger values of n for the anionic, compared to cationic, is also clear in Fig 6-6, as is the
smaller values for CH+ compared to NH+.
Although appearing to be reaching for an asymptote, the curves in Fig 6-6 have not
yet reached a point where they are no longer changing. One might anticipate that at very
long range, the only sort of interaction still present is electrostatic. For a pair of neutrals,
the largest lingering quantity at this distance would correspond to a dipole-dipole
interaction, which classically dies off as R-3. While the curves in the upper part of Fig 6
have not yet attained this value, a power of -3 does appear to be their asymptote. Likewise,
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the charged systems in the lower part of Fig 6-6 ought to be striving toward a charge-dipole
interaction at very long range, which should have a power dependence of -2. In any case,
the exponents for the charged systems are roughly 1 unit smaller than those of the neutral
dimers.
6-3.1. Energy Decomposition
The total interaction energy of complexes such as these encompasses a number of
different components. The exchange repulsion is expected to be of very short range, dying
off very quickly as the electron clouds of the two subunits disengage from one another.
Only slightly longer range would be dispersion attraction, typically considered to die off
roughly as R-6. Induction energy wherein the charge distributions of each molecule perturb
the electron cloud of its partner, should extend a bit further out. The longest range
interaction is anticipated to be electrostatic.
Each of these components can be evaluated separately within the framework of
SAPT decomposition. The distance dependence of each component is displayed as an
example in Fig 6-7 for three of the cationic H-bonded systems. Again, each term is
normalized, as a percentage of its value in the equilibrium geometry, so as to maximize the
ability for comparison. Fig 6-7c illustrates the very rapid decay of the dispersion attraction,
losing nearly all of its value in the first 2 Å of stretch. It may also be noted that the manner
of dispersion energy loss is independent of the particular proton donor, as the three curves
in Fig 6-7c coincide. Induction energy loss is also rapid, albeit not as abrupt, as is evident
in Fig 6-7b. The drop in induction energy is slightly steeper for the HCNH+ donor than for
HNCH+ or NH4+. The much slower decay of the electrostatic energy is evident in Fig 6-7a.
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A stretch of some 6 Å is required before this attractive term is diminished by 90%. As in
the case of induction, there is a slightly less gradual drop-off of electrostatic energy for
HCNH+ than for HNCH+ or NH4+. Exchange repulsion is not explicitly displayed as its
very short-range character led to its disappearance for stretches beyond 1 Å.
As was done earlier for the total interaction energy, each individual component can
be fit to a function that dies off as ∆R-n, and the value of n extracted for each region of
stretch ∆R. These powers can be grouped into regions. In this case, the short range is
defined as stretches between 1 and 5 Å, and long range as 5-11 Å. These powers are
reported in Tables 6-3 and 6-4 for each of the heterodimers under consideration, with
average values displayed in the last row of each section.
For example, the uppermost section of Table 6-3 indicates that the electrostatic
component of the neutral HBs, as a group, decays as ∆R-1.53 between 1 and 5 Å, and then
as ∆R-2.41 for the 5-11 Å range. The powers are considerably larger for induction and
dispersion, indicating their more rapid decline with ∆R. Comparison with the charged HBs
in the next two sections indicates the dispersion exponents are little changed by addition
of a charge. Induction exponents, however, are considerably smaller, indicating that the
charge on one subunit or the other leads to a slower decay of this component. Likewise,
the ELST exponents also drop with the introduction of charge, particularly for the 5-11 Å
range. The exponents for the other neutral complexes in Table 6-4 are generally similar to
the neutral HBs. Overall, these exponents rise slightly in the order pnicogen < chalcogen <
halogen-bonded, consistent with the pattern noted earlier for the total interaction energy.
Indeed, among all types of noncovalent interactions, the halogen bond has the greatest
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sensitivity to bond stretching in terms of all three components. The average exponent for
electrostatic, induction, and dispersion energies are 1.78/2.46, 3.86/4.60 and 2.90/4.38,
respectively, for the 1-5 Å/5-11 Å regions.

6-4. Discussion
The calculations described here made use of the polarized double- aug-cc-pVDZ
basis set. The latter is obviously not the largest basis set one can envision. Larger sets
would likely enlarge dispersion energy which tends to correlate with basis set size.
Electrostatic and induction components would also change, albeit in a less predictable
manner, as the basis set is expanded. However, the emphasis in this work is not on the
computation of highly accurate numerical values for each term, but rather the functional
dependence of how quickly each diminishes as the participating units are separated from
one another. It is not expected that this functional dependence will be very sensitive to
basis set size, provided the set is well balanced, and includes polarization and diffuse
functions. Moreover, it is reiterated that a large portion of the error arising from
deficiencies in the basis set were alleviated by the application of counterpoise correction.
Similar considerations apply to the MP2 treatment of electron correlation. Again,
higher orders of perturbation theory would have likely resulted in somewhat different
magnitudes of correlation energy, as would other means of computing this quantity, e.g.
CCSD(T). But the MP2 treatment ought to provide a relatively accurate portrayal of the
way in which correlation affects the rapidity with which each term is diminished with
intermolecular separation, which is at the heart of this work. Moreover, this procedure takes
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on added importance as it represents the most widely used ab initio procedure to evaluate
electron correlation at the present time. (DFT includes correlation as well, but is not an ab
initio method.) Accordingly, knowledge of the functional dependence of interaction energy
is important as it affects the calculation of a large number of intermolecular contacts.
There might have been an initial expectation that the long-range behavior of these
various noncovalent bonds ought to be dominated by electrostatic terms. This does in fact
seem to be the case, as the exponents that characterize the die-off of the ELST term are
considerably smaller than those for induction and dispersion. Taking the pnicogen-bonded
systems as an example, the average exponent in the ∆R = 5 - 11 Å range is 2.24, as
compared to values of 4.42 and 4.31 for IND and DISP, respectively. ELST and IND drop
less precipitously for the charged systems. In the case of the cation-neutral HBs, their
respective exponents in the same range are 1.39 and 2.91. Dispersion energy, on the other
hand, is little affected by placing a charge on one of the two subunits.
Further, focusing on the ELST component, it would be logical to presume that the
long-range electrostatics of the neutral systems ought to reduce to a dipole-dipole
interaction, which classically dies off as R-3. However, a glance at the data in Tables 6-3
and 6-4 indicates the best-fit exponent for the ELST term is smaller than 3 for the neutral
pairs, between 2.2 and 2.5. It would appear then that the long-range behavior of the
Coulombic attraction cannot be accurately reduced to a simple R-3 charge-dipole function.
Along similar lines, a R-2 dependence might have been anticipated for the charge-dipole
interaction of the charged HBs. The long-range ELST exponent for the charged HBs are
1.4 for the cation and 1.6 for the anion, somewhat smaller than the expected value.
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Basis set superposition is a recognized source of error in supermolecule calculations
of the sort that have been applied to evaluate binding energies in these complexes. Of
course, these errors dwindle quickly as the two subunits are distanced from one another,
and are not a source of concern for long-range behavior. On the other hand, it is worth
considering how this error affects the equilibrium geometries and energetics. Geometries
of the various complexes were reoptimized with counterpoise corrections included directly
at each step of the optimization. The changes in the H-bond length R and the H-bond angle
θ show that inclusion of counterpoise alters equilibrium geometries by only a small amount.
The intermolecular distance increases by 0.1 Å or less, and the angle remains within a
degree of its uncorrected value, with the exception of a 4° change for H3N+H∙∙∙FH. Most
importantly, these minor geometrical alterations have virtually no effect upon the binding
energies. The reoptimization causes only minute changes in Eb, less than 0.1 kcal/mol. And
even these minor effects will be reduced quickly as the two subunits are moved away from
one another, especially in the long range which is the focus of this work. The counterpoise
correction of the geometry has only very small effects on this quantity as well.
It is well known that any scheme for partitioning the total interaction energy is
arbitrary to some degree. It would hence be wise to compare the SAPT values to those
computed using a different scheme. The Kitaura-Morokuma (KM) energy partitioning
method [57-59] is one of the first devised and has witnessed extensive use over the years,
and has demonstrated its usefulness and validity. The KM values of the ES and EX energies
are displayed in Table 6-5 alongside the SAPT quantities for the equilibrium geometries of
the indicated complexes. In most cases, the values computed by the two methods are very
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similar indeed. For example, the two ES values are within 0.1 kcal/mol of one another for
the F3CH∙∙∙Cl- complex, and the EX quantities within 0.2 kcal/mol. The SAPT and KM
values of ES differ by 0.2 kcal/mol on average, and the EX energies are within 0.5 kcal/mol.
While the physical meanings of ES and EX are reasonably similar for KM and SAPT, the
second-order quantities are quite different. The SAPT induction energy IND is very
roughly analogous to the summation of KM polarization (POL) and charge transfer (CT)
energies. The last two columns of Table 6-5 indicate that despite these different definitions,
the two partitioning procedures nevertheless yield fairly similar values in most cases. These
similarities of the various components lend confidence that the conclusions discussed
above for the SAPT analysis would likely be confirmed for other energy decomposition
schemes as well.
It might also be stressed that any energy decomposition scheme, and SAPT is no
exception, can begin to break down as the two subunits come very close together, and the
interaction energy climbs. It is thus reassuring that the KM and SAPT components are as
similar as they are even for the most strongly bound complexes, where one subunit carries
a charge. For example, the KM and SAPT values of the electrostatic energy for the FH∙∙∙Fcomplex are -74.96 and -75.01 kcal/mol, respectively. Perhaps more importantly, the
emphasis here is placed on the long-range behavior, where the SAPT procedure is most
trustworthy.
By considering the percent drops in energetic quantities and the stretches of each
intermolecular distance from its equilibrium value, the behavior of the various systems
have been normalized to one another which allows direct comparisons to be made between
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one complex and another, unifying all the different types of H-bonds: strong and weak, and
short and long. However, one might also be interested in the raw data itself. That is one
might consider correlations between the unnormalized binding energies and the
intermolecular distances R, rather than the stretch from equilibrium. In particular, R is
defined as the distance between the electron donor and acceptor atoms.
The fitting of Eb to R for the various systems is also made, corresponding to the fits
to ∆R in the earlier tables. The patterns are generally similar with two exceptions. First,
while the exponents characterizing ∆R-n tend to increase as the range covered expands to
longer stretches, the R-n exponents show a tendency to become slightly smaller. Second,
the exponents n for the fit to R-n are somewhat larger than those for ∆R-n. Taking the
average of the neutral HBs as an example, n reaches 2.52 for the stretching region of
∆R=10-11 Å; the exponent is 3.19 for R. This behavior characterizes all of the neutral
systems, whether H-bonding, or halogen, chalcogen, or pnicogen: n is smaller than 3 for
∆R and larger for R. Similarly, for the anionic HBs where n is less than 2 for ∆R, and is
slightly larger than 2 for R. In the case of the cationic HBs, the exponents are closer to 2.0
for the fit of Eb to R.
With regard to the individual components, the fits to R also provide larger
exponents than do those for ∆R-n. As indicated earlier in Table 6-3, the exponents n for the
electrostatic component fit to ∆R-n are 2.4, 1.6, and 1.4 for the neutral, anionic, and cationic
HBs, respectively. When fit instead to the actual intermolecular distance R, these exponents
rise to the larger values of 3.2, 2.1, and 1.9. Likewise, for the pnicogen, chalcogen, and
halogen-bonded systems where these ∆R-n exponents are in the range 2.2-2.5, and those for
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R-n are between 3.1 and 3.2. Similar increases are observed also for the induction and
dispersion components. The ∆R-n exponents for the neutral systems for the induction
energy are 4.4-4.6, compared to 6.0-6.3 for R-n; the corresponding exponents are 2.9-3.0
and 4.0-4.1 for the ionic complexes. The rate of dispersion die-off is relatively insensitive
to charge; it diminishes as ∆R-4.4 whereas it is more variable for R, with exponents varying
between 5.7 and 6.1. In summary, when fit to R, the electrostatic exponents are closer to
the values of 3 and 2 normally expected for neutral and charged dimers, respectively, even
if a little larger; likewise for the R-6 die-off of the dispersion energy.
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Tables and Figures

Table 6-1. The coefficients of linear function that fits the plots of % decrease of binding
energy from optimal value vs. bond stretching in the region of 0-1 Å.
complex
coefficient
neutral H-bonded complexes
H2O∙∙∙HOH
60.02
FH∙∙∙NH3
59.64
H2O∙∙∙HF
61.37
F3CH∙∙∙NH3
50.17
anion–neutral H-bonded complexes
F3CH∙∙∙Cl37.58
F3CH∙∙∙NC
39.58
F3CH∙∙∙OH
40.33
FH∙∙∙F
48.21
cation–neutral H-bonded complexes
H3N+H∙∙∙OH2
46.47
+
H3N H ···FH
40.20
+
H3N H∙∙∙OCH2
44.26
HF∙∙∙HNCH
49.40
HF∙∙∙HCNH
43.43
H2O∙∙∙HNCH
44.14
H2O∙∙∙HCNH
46.23
HCHO∙∙∙HNCH
42.87
HCHO∙∙∙HCNH
43.99

complex
coefficient
pnicogen bonded complexes
FH2P∙∙∙NH3
54.39
ClH2P∙∙∙NH3
51.08
BrH2P∙∙∙NH3
50.82
chalocogen bonded complexes
FHS∙∙∙NH3
59.16
ClHS∙∙∙NH3
57.17
BrHS∙∙∙NH3
56.63
halogen bonded complexes
FCl∙∙∙NH3
63.81
FBr∙∙∙NH3
66.17
CF3Cl∙∙∙NH3
58.72
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Table 6-2. Average exponents n of the power functions ∆R-n that fit the plots of binding
energy vs bond stretching at different ranges for non-covalent complexes.
Range
Å

H-bond
neutralneutral

H-bond
anionneutral

H-bond
cationneutral
(NH4+
donor)

H-bond
cationneutral
(HCNH+)
NH-donor

H-bond
cationneutral
(HCNH+)
CH-donor

Pnicogen
bond

Chalcogen
bond

Halogen
bond

1-11
2-11
3-11
4-11
5-11
6-11
7-11
8-11
9-11
10-11

1.92
2.10
2.20
2.26
2.32
2.39
2.44
2.47
2.49
2.52

1.31
1.43
1.49
1.52
1.56
1.62
1.65
1.66
1.68
1.69

1.16
1.27
1.34
1.39
1.43
1.50
1.54
1.56
1.59
1.61

1.30
1.38
1.44
1.47
1.50
1.53
1.55
1.57
1.58
1.60

1.18
1.28
1.35
1.39
1.43
1.47
1.49
1.51
1.52
1.54

2.01
2.16
2.24
2.29
2.34
2.38
2.41
2.43
2.45
2.47

2.10
2.28
2.37
2.42
2.47
2.51
2.54
2.56
2.58
2.60

2.23
2.39
2.48
2.53
2.56
2.60
2.62
2.63
2.65
2.66
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Table 6-3. The exponent values n of the functions ∆R-n that fit the plots of different
components of the binding energy (electrostatic, induction, and dispersion) vs the bond
stretching for different H-bonded complexes in different ranges.
ELST
complex

1-5

FH∙∙∙OH2
H2O∙∙∙HOH
FH∙∙∙NH3
F3CH∙∙∙NH3
Average

1.53
1.40
1.79
1.41
1.53

F3CH∙∙∙ClF3CH∙∙∙NCF3CH∙∙∙OHFH∙∙∙FAverage

0.92
0.92
1.10
1.22
1.04

H3NH+∙∙∙FH
HCNH+∙∙∙FH
HNCH+∙∙∙FH
Average

0.81
0.88
0.84
0.84

IND
1-11 5-11 1-5
1-11 5-11
Neutral-neutral H-bonded complexes
1.85 2.33 3.33 3.83 4.63
1.65 2.43 3.30 3.48 4.38
2.11 2.58 3.78 4.25 4.97
1.75 2.28 2.91 3.49 4.41
1.84 2.41 3.33 3.76 4.60
Anion–neutral H-bonded complexes
1.13 1.49 1.94 2.28 2.89
1.13 1.44 1.84 2.21 2.79
1.29 1.60 2.30 2.58 3.07
1.41 1.67 2.62 2.87 3.26
1.24 1.55 2.18 2.49 3.00
Cation-neutral H-bonded complexes
1.06 1.43 1.87 2.29 2.94
1.08 1.37 2.10 2.43 2.89
1.05 1.37 1.95 2.32 2.89
1.06 1.39 1.97 2.35 2.91

DISP
1-5

1-11

5-11

3.13
2.98
3.34
2.70
3.04

3.68
3.50
3.92
3.27
3.59

4.53
4.39
4.75
4.15
4.46

2.88
2.76
3.22
3.76
3.16

3.40
3.30
3.81
4.27
3.70

4.31
4.14
4.60
4.90
4.49

2.88
2.92
2.85
2.88

3.51
3.48
3.40
3.46

4.51
4.25
4.25
4.34
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Table 6-4. The exponent values n of the functions ∆R-n that fit the plots of different
components of the binding energy (electrostatic, induction, and dispersion) vs the bond
stretching for pnicogen, chalcogen and halogen-bonded complexes.
ELST
complex
1-5 1-11
Pnicogen-bonded complexes
FH2P∙∙∙NH3
1.58 1.85
ClH2P∙∙∙NH3 1.57 1.83
BrH2P∙∙∙NH3 1.55 1.81
Average
1.57 1.83
Chalcogen-bonded complexes
FHS∙∙∙NH3
1.69 1.95
ClHS∙∙∙NH3
1.62 1.91
BrHS∙∙∙NH3
1.62 1.92
Average
1.64 1.93
Halogen- bonded complexes
FCl∙∙∙NH3
1.89 2.15
FBr∙∙∙NH3
1.89 2.13
CF3Cl∙∙∙NH3 1.56 1.86
Average
1.78 2.05

IND

DISP

5-11

1-5

1-11

5-11

1-5

1-11

5-11

2.26
2.24
2.23
2.24

3.42
3.34
3.29
3.35

3.80
3.71
3.67
3.73

4.48
4.40
4.37
4.42

2.86
2.82
2.79
2.82

3.47
3.40
3.37
3.41

4.39
4.29
4.25
4.31

2.36
2.36
2.38
2.37

3.81
3.45
3.38
3.55

4.00
3.80
3.74
3.85

4.58
4.45
4.40
4.48

2.99
2.82
2.77
2.86

3.57
3.39
3.34
3.43

4.45
4.26
4.20
4.30

2.56
2.50
2.32
2.46

4.16
4.35
3.06
3.86

4.34
4.43
3.51
4.09

4.80
4.72
4.29
4.60

3.06
3.06
2.57
2.90

3.66
3.64
3.15
3.48

4.58
4.50
4.06
4.38
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Table 6-5. Comparison between SAPT and Kitaura-Morokuma components (kcal/mol)
for equilibrium geometries.

H2O∙∙∙HOH
FH∙∙∙NH3
H2O∙∙∙HF
F3CH∙∙∙NH3

ES
KM
SAPT
-8.48
-8.40
-22.81 -22.45
-14.68 -14.35
-7.76
-7.66

EX
KM SAPT
6.95 6.98
21.47 21.28
12.21 12.24
5.88 5.74

IND
SAPT
-3.34
-2.98
-17.86 -13.10
-8.31
-6.98
-3.25
-2.41

F3CH∙∙∙ClF3CH∙∙∙NCF3CH∙∙∙OHFH∙∙∙F-

-22.44
-22.76
-47.58
-74.96

-22.33
-22.50
-47.19
-75.01

14.29
14.01
40.57
67.05

14.08
13.77
39.26
64.44

-10.72
-12.36
-40.02
-75.91

-11.29
-8.14
-27.78
-52.23

H3N+H∙∙∙FH
HF∙∙∙HNCH
HF∙∙∙HCNH

-13.44
-17.62
-14.12

-13.39
-17.26
-13.92

6.60 6.74
14.02 14.12
7.86 7.85

-6.63
-15.99
-8.44

-5.00
-10.82
-5.78

ClH2P∙∙∙NH3
FHS∙∙∙NH3
FCl∙∙∙NH3

-15.90
-24.55
-36.69

-15.61
-24.33
-35.93

19.71 19.08
31.71 30.96
53.01 51.50

-28.81 -16.79
-54.95 -34.88
102.47 -69.14

KMa
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Figure 6-1. Optimized geometries of neutral-neutral H-bonded complexes. The bold
number indicates counterpoise-corrected binding energy in kcal/mol, distances in Å.

Figure 6-2. Optimized geometries of anion-neutral H-bonded complexes. The bold number
indicates counterpoise-corrected binding energy in kcal/mol, distances in Å.
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Figure 6-3. Optimized geometries of cation-neutral H-bonded complexes. The bold
number indicates counterpoise-corrected binding energy in kcal/mol, distances in Å.
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Figure 6-4. Optimized geometries of pnicogen, chlacogen and halogen bonded complexes.
The bold number indicates counterpoise-corrected binding energy in kcal/mol, distances in
Å.
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Figure 6-5. Percent decrease of binding energy from the initial value vs bond stretching
for cation-neutral H-bonded complexes with HCNH+ as proton donor.
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Figure 6-6. Average exponent n of power function (∆R)-n vs. range of bond stretching for
various complexes. Each value on the x-axis indicates lower value R1 of the (R1-11) Å
range.
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Figure 6-7. Percent decrease of a) electrostatic (ELST), b) induction (IND) and c)
dispersion (DISP) components from their equilibrium values due to bond stretching for
cation-neutral H-bonded complexes.
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CHAPTER 7
COMPETITIVE HALIDE BINDING BY HALOGEN VERSUS HYDROGEN
7.

BONDING. BIS-TRIAZOLE PYRIDINIUM1

Abstract
The binding of F-, Cl-, Br-, and I- anions by bis-triazole-pyridine (BTP) was
examined by quantum chemical calculations. There is one H atom on each of the two
triazole rings that chelate the halide via H-bonds. These H atoms were replaced by halogens
Cl, Br, and I, thus substituting H-bonds by halogen bonds. I-substitution strongly enhances
the binding; Br has a smaller effect, and Cl weakens the interaction. The strength of the
interaction is sensitive to the overall charge on the BTP, rising as the binding agent
becomes singly and then doubly positively charged. The strongest preference of a halide
for halogenated as compared to unsubstituted BTP, as much as several orders of magnitude,
is observed for I-. Both unsubstituted and I-substituted BTP could be used to selectively
extract F- from a mixture of halides.

7-1. Introduction
Although the attractive interaction between a halogen and another electronegative
atom was first pointed out many years ago,[1-4] our understanding of the halogen bond has
recently undergone a rapid acceleration.[5-12] It is now generally understood that when a

1

Coauthored by Binod Nepal and Steve Scheiner. Reproduced with permission from Chem. Eur. J. 2015,
21, 13330-13335. Copyright 2015, Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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halogen atom X is covalently bound to another atom, e.g. C, the electrostatic potential
around X becomes highly anisotropic. While there exists a belt or equator of negative
potential as might be anticipated for an electronegative halogen, a pole of positive potential
develops along the extension of the C-X bond. This so-called σ-hole can attract an
electronegative atom of a neighboring molecule. This Coulombic attraction is
supplemented by the transfer of charge from the neighboring molecule’s lone electron pairs
into the C-X σ* antibonding orbital under the rubric of polarization or induction energy.
Additional attraction arises by way of London dispersion forces. It is worthwhile to note
that this bonding mechanism is not limited to halogen atoms, but has been observed for
chalcogen,[13-21] pnicogen,[12,22-28] and tetrel[29-36] atoms in the eponymous bonds.
Halogen bonding (XB) has been widely recognized and utilized in crystal
engineering over the years.[37-40] But the applications of this phenomenon are diverse,
encompassing catalysis,[41-44] biology,[45-48] macromolecular self-assembly,[49,50] and
transmembrane transport[51] among numerous others. Due to the fundamental nature of
halogen bonding, it may represent an attractive alternative to hydrogen bonding (HB) as a
means of selectively coordinating anions in aqueous solution.[52,53]
Particularly intriguing results[54,55] have recently indicated that the binding of halide
ions to a bis-triazole-pyridinium (BTP+) species in aqueous solution is greatly enhanced
when a H atom is replaced by I on each of the two triazole rings. The authors attributed
this selectivity to the superiority of halogen over hydrogen bonds in this environment.
These results lead to some very interesting questions which have important implications
for the rational design of new halide-binding agents. In the first place, what are the
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geometries of the H-bonded and halogen-bonded complexes with the halides? How much
more strongly bound are the latter as compared to the former in a quantitative sense? How
does the binding depend upon the nature of the halide being captured, and what might be
the effect of replacing the I atoms on the triazoles by smaller halogen atoms Br and Cl.
How important is the charge on the triazole-containing binding agent: would a neutral or
dicationic species function in the same manner? These questions can perhaps best be
addressed by quantum chemical calculations, which is the subject of the present work.

7-2. Computational Details
Most of the calculations were carried out with the Gaussian-09 set[56] of codes,
using the M06-2X functional[57] within the context of the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set. For the
heavy halogen atoms Br and I, the aug-cc-pVDZ-pp pseudo-potential basis set was taken
from the EMSL library.[58,59] Binding energies were calculated as the difference between
the energy of the complex and the sum of the monomers, in their optimized geometries.
Binding energies were corrected for the basis set superposition error via the counterpoise[60]
method. Measures of charge transfer were estimated by the natural bond orbital[61] method
(NBO), as implemented in the Gaussian-09 software. Aqueous environment was simulated
via the Conductor-like Polarizable Continuum Model (CPCM)[62] with water as solvent.
The molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) was analyzed via the WFA-SAS program.[63]
The bis-triazole-pyridine (BTP) binding agents tested here are illustrated in Scheme
7-I. X atoms were varied among H, Cl, Br, and I. The neutral molecule was transformed to
a monocation by placement of a -CH3+ on the pyridine N, and to a dication by addition of
a methyl to each of the two triazole rings, as indicated.
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7-3. Results
In most cases, the optimized geometry of the complex of the anion with the binding
agent placed the anion Y- equidistant between the two binding atoms X. These structures
are illustrated for X=H with the monocationic BTP+ in Fig 7-1. It may be noted that in
these cases, the central CH of the pyridine ring also comes close to the anion, in what may
be described as a trifurcated CH∙∙Y H-bond. Indeed, for the fluoride and chloride anions,
the central HB is shorter than the two peripheral HBs, although the opposite is the case for
the larger anions. On the opposite end of the spectrum, the much larger X=I atoms keep
the central pyridine H from approaching close enough to the anion to engage in a HB, as
is evident in Fig 7-2. In fact, even for the smaller X=Cl complexes, there is no pyridine
CH∙∙Y- HB present. The structures of the complexes for X=Cl and Br are similar.
As illustrated in Scheme 7-I, removal of the -CH3 group from the pyridine ring
leads to an electrically neutral anion binder. The dicationic binder is formed by adding
methyls to each of the two triazole rings. The structures of the resulting complexes are
similar to those of the monocation, but with respectively longer and shorter intermolecular
distances.
The X∙∙Y distances for all the complexes are compiled in Table 7-1 where certain
trends are in evidence. For any given binding agent, the intermolecular X∙∙Y distance
increases down a column, in the order Y- = F- < Cl- < Br- <I-, consistent with the growing
radius of the anion Y. The increasing size of the halogen atom X attached to the BTP does
not have the same effect. In most cases, X=Cl results in a slightly longer X∙∙Y distance than
do X=Br or I, although the latter two are quite similar to one another. Not surprisingly,
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R(X∙∙Y) is considerably shorter when X=H, due to the much smaller radius of the H atom.
With regard to the overall charge on the BTP, the increase from 0 to +1 and then to +2
yields a small but progressive shortening of R(X∙∙Y), indicative of a growing binding
strength.
Indeed, the binding energies in Table 7-2 reflect the stronger complexes formed by
the ionic BTPs. F- is clearly the most strongly bound, with a large gap after which the other
halides obey the order by Cl- > Br- > I-. Unlike the X∙∙Y distances which are relatively
insensitive to the identity of the X atom, the binding energies show that X=I is the most
strongly bound, followed by Br and then by Cl; the X=H systems tend to fall between X=Cl
and X=Br. Overall, the weakest complex is that between the neutral X=Cl BTP and I-,
which is bound by 3.2 kcal/mol. The strongest, bound by 24.1 kcal/mol, connects the X=I
dicationic BTP+2 with F-.
A more complete thermodynamic treatment of the binding yields the quantities
displayed in Table 7-3. In all cases ∆S is negative which reflects the process which takes
two separate entities into a single complex. The values reported for ∆H are similar to the
energies in Table 7-2, differing primarily by the incorporation of vibrational energies into
∆H. The combination of ∆H and ∆S yields the free energies. ∆G is positive for some of the
more weakly bound complexes, for example +5.29 kcal/mol for 2H∙∙I-. It turns negative for
the more strongly bound dimers, peaking at -16.3 kcal/mol when the dicationic BTP+2 with
X=I is paired with F-.
As has been observed in the literature, the replacement of H by I strongly enhances
the attraction of the BTP for halide anions. The enhancement of the binding of each halide
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that results from halogenation of the BTP is reported in Table 7-4. More specifically, the
quantities were calculated as the equilibrium ratio of (2X∙∙Y-)/ (2H∙∙Y-) assuming a
Boltzmann distribution, K=exp(-∆G/RT). It is immediately clear that the replacement of H
in the BTP by Cl has little if any enhancement effect. Indeed, many of the quantities in the
first column of Table 7-4 are less than unity which corresponds to a preference for X=H
over X=Cl. An enhancement is apparent for X=Br, particularly for the iodide anion in the
last rows. But the largest preference of halide for halogenated BTP over H-bonding BTP
is observed for X=I. The enhancement ranges from a factor of 400 up to 1.9 x 107.
It was noted above that F- forms much stronger complexes with any of the BTPs
than do the other halides. These systems could thus be used to selectively bind fluoride in
a competition with the other halides. The level of selectivity, again expressed as a ratio of
equilibrium populations is exhibited in Table 7-5. The X=Cl BTPs show very little
selectivity, with values hovering around unity. X=Br represents an improvement, with
ratios between 40 and 2,000. H-bonding BTPs are superior to Br, but the largest selectivity
is exhibited by X=I. Even the uncharged BTPs are characterized by a F- selectivity of
roughly 5,000. And this quantity grows larger as charge is placed on the BTP.
Consequently, the equilibrium F-/Y- population ratio of the dicationic BTP+2 with X=I is
on the order of 106.
There is a crystal structure with which some of our calculated data may be
compared. When complexed with Cl-, a molecule very similar to our monocation with 2 I
atoms contained a R(I∙∙Cl-) distance [55] in the 3.121 - 3.195 Å range, which compares well
with our optimized value of 3.185 Å in Table 7-1. When its 2 H atoms were replaced by I,
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other measurements showed that the cationic system displayed an enhancement in its
binding of the I- anion in water [54], consistent with our calculated stronger binding.
As mentioned earlier, the replacement of H by Cl weakens the interaction of the
BTP with any anion, while I-substitution leads to a stronger binding energy; the effect of
Br is intermediate between Cl and I. This pattern is not consistent with a purely electrostatic
effect. The molecular electrostatic potential surrounding each of the monocations is
reproduced in Fig 7-3. These maps indicate that the potential is most positive in the
unsubstituted BTP+ monocation; halogen-substitution lessens the positive potential.
Moreover, the potential in the binding region is not obviously affected by the nature of the
halogen, whether Cl, Br, or I. This insensitivity runs counter to the observation of a clear
strengthening pattern as the halogen becomes heavier. The electrostatic potential does,
though, offer an explanation of the preference of the halide anion Y- for a position midway
between the two halogen X atoms of the BTP+; the potential is most positive (blue) in this
region.
These trends can be quantitatively assessed via the evaluation of the maximum of
the electrostatic potential on a fixed isodensity contour of 0.001 au, roughly equivalent to
the surface envisioned in Fig 7-3. Consistent with this figure, Table 7-6 indicates that the
unsubstituted 2H BTP+ has a more positive potential than do the halogenated species. There
is a trend for higher potential in the order 2Cl < 2Br < 2I, although this trend is weaker than
that exhibited by the total binding energies in Table 7-2. Table 7-6 also obeys the expected
pattern that increasing positive charge on the binding agent raises the potential at the
maximum, quite dramatically so. Indeed the placing of a single or double positive charge
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on BTP roughly doubles or triples the potential maximum, respectively. This strong
dependence is not mirrored by the binding energies which rise with increasing charge, but
much less dramatically.
Induction appears to offer a better explanation of the observed behavior of the
binding energy. In particular, the strongest element of the induction in a halogen bond is
associated with charge transfer from the halide lone pairs to the C-X σ* antibonding
orbitals. The energetic manifestation of this transfer can be evaluated by the NBO method,
and is presented as E(2) in Table 7-7. These values properly reflect the progressively
stronger binding from Cl to Br to I. The data also correctly indicate the much stronger
binding of F- than of the other anions, which are not very different from one another. On
the other hand, the charge transfer in the H-bonding systems is disproportionately higher
than that of the halogen-bonded complexes, so one cannot draw the conclusion that the
binding energy is strictly correlated with E(2) for both sorts of bonds. The failure of
electrostatic effects to fully account for the differential binding presents a plausible
argument that these interactions are better represented as H-bonds or halogen bonds, albeit
ionic ones, rather than as simple Coulombic charge-pair interactions.
The results presented here were obtained using a DFT formalism. It would be
worthwhile to insure that the values are consistent with a higher level of theory. For this
reason, the energetics were recomputed at the ab initio MP2 level, with the same aug-ccpVDZ basis set, and also in water as solvent. Geometries were taken from the prior M062X optimizations, and binding energies were again corrected by the counterpoise
procedure. These MP2 calculations were performed for both neutral and monocationic
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chelating agents, for 2H and 2I, with all four halide ligands MP2 binding energies for the
H-bonded complexes were quite similar to M06-2X quantities, in most cases within 5%.
Larger deviations were observed when the H-bonding chelating agents were bound to F-,
where there was a 20% drop. There was also a smaller binding energy of the iodosubstituted
chelating agents at the MP2 level, but this change was a fairly uniform decrease of 18-28%
for all four halides. Most importantly, none of the trends observed with the M06-2X
calculations were altered. The cationic chelator binds the halides more strongly than does
its neutral analogue. The energetic order of binding, whether H-bonding or I-bonding,
remains F- >> Cl- > Br- > I-. Also, the 2I chelator binds each halide much more strongly
than does 2H.
The symmetrical, largely planar, geometries are not the only ones on the potential
energy surface of each complex, although they do generally represent the global minimum.
One sort of structure that appears with the neutral BTP places the anion well out of the
binder’s plane, engaged primarily in a CH∙∙Y- H-bond with the pyridine CH. This HB is a
distorted one, with θ(CH∙∙Y) angles usually less than 150°. (Geometries such as these do
not occur for X=H, however.) Like the neutral BTPs, the monocations also display Hbonded minima. In a few cases, their energies are competitive, or even slightly more stable
than the symmetric structures. Slightly greater stability is restricted to X=Cl, with Y=Cl-,
Br-, and I-, where the energies are within 1 kcal/mol of the symmetrical structures. There
are no secondary minima in the case of any of the dicationic binders.
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7-4. Conclusions
Halide anions generally prefer a location midway between the two H or halogen
atoms of the binding agent, whether the latter is neutral or positively charged. The binding
energy is largest for the dicationic BTP+2, followed by the monocation and the neutral BTP.
The halide binding strength decreases with the size of the anion: F- >> Cl- > Br- > I-.
Replacement of the pair of H atoms of BTP by halogens has a strong effect: the binding is
weakened for Cl replacement and strengthened by I substitution; effects with Br are mixed.
As a result, the binding of BTP, or any of its charged counterparts, to a halide is strongly
enhanced by replacement of H atoms by I. In terms of equilibrium populations, this
enhancement can be as large as 107. These binding agents, whether cationic or neutral,
exhibit a strong preference for F-. The selectivity for F- over other halides can be as large
as 106, for the dicationic BTP+2 substituted by I.
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Tables and Figures

Table 7-1. Optimized distances (Å) from anion to H or halogen atomsa of neutral, singly
and doubly charged BTP with different halide anions. 2H indicates H-bonding anion
receptors and 2Cl, 2Br, and 2I refer to corresponding halogen-substituted systems.
anion
Y-

2H

2Cl

2Br

2I

neutral BTP
F
2.030
2.697
2.612
2.614
Cl
2.579
3.314
3.199
3.226
Br2.729
3.458
3.355
3.390
I
2.955
3.643
3.577
3.610
+
monocation BTP
F
2.652
2.577
2.582
2.013
Cl
3.264
3.166
3.185
2.538
Br
3.416
3.322
3.352
2.695
I
3.536
3.568
2.891/2.942 3.607
+2
dication BTP
F1.075/ 2.835 2.577 2.492
2.519
Cl
2.442
3.109
3.169 3.093
Br
2.657
3.262
3.346 3.247
I
2.903
3.480
3.551 3.458
a
both distances shown for appreciably asymmetric structures
-
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Table 7-2. Counterpoise-corrected binding energies (kcal/mol) for complexes of neutral,
singly and doubly charged BTP with different halide anions.
anion
Y-

2H

F
ClBrI-

9.70
5.44
4.77
4.10

FClBrI-

13.18
7.35
6.42
5.47

FClBrI-

11.12
8.57
7.77
6.74

2Cl

2Br

neutral BTP
4.20
10.18
3.26
6.77
3.24
6.55
3.21
6.30
monocation BTP+
5.93
12.38
4.34
8.22
4.23
7.88
4.10
7.47
dication BTP+2
9.11
16.87
6.11
10.81
5.82
10.28
5.50
9.60

2I

16.02
10.33
9.88
9.37
18.83
12.16
11.59
10.94
24.13
15.49
14.61
13.66
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Table 7-3. Thermodynamic parameters for binding of halide anions by neutral and
charged receptors at 25 °C and 1 atm. ΔH and ΔG are in units of kcal/mol, and ∆S in cal
mol-1 K-1.
2H

2Cl

2Br

2I

neutral BTP

F-

ΔS
-29.63

ΔH
-9.76

ΔG
-0.93

ΔS
-29.07

ΔH
-4.00

ΔG
4.67

ΔS
-28.74

ΔH
-10.09

ΔG
-1.52

ΔS
-34.34

ΔH
-16.29

ΔG
-6.05

Cl-

-27.10

-5.27

2.81

-25.03

-3.31

4.15

-24.88

-6.78

0.64

-31.16

-10.33

-1.04

Br-

-30.07

-5.31

3.65

-23.49

-3.32

3.68

-23.92

-6.52

0.61

-30.45

-9.86

-0.78

I-

-33.48

-4.70

5.29

-23.92

-3.11

4.02

-23.65

-6.23

0.82

-28.39

-9.34

-0.88

monocation BTP+
F-28.13

-13.32

-4.94

-30.04

-5.57

3.38

-27.86

-12.42

-4.11

-30.23

-19.01

-10.00

-23.74

-7.35

-0.27

-26.11

-4.22

3.56

-25.32

-8.07

-0.52

-28.08

-12.18

-3.81

-30.74

-7.05

2.11

-26.25

-4.07

3.76

-22.31

-7.84

-1.19

-27.53

-11.65

-3.45

-33.82

-6.14

3.94

-31.89

-4.57 4.94 -22.02
dication BTP+2

-7.48

-0.92

-26.97

-10.97

-2.92

F-

-24.10

-13.56

-6.38

-33.84

-9.86

0.23

-31.09

-16.83

-7.56

-24.68

-23.66

-16.31

Cl-

-25.85

-8.58

-0.87

-27.16

-5.88

2.22

-26.35

-10.89

-3.04

-22.74

-15.00

-8.22

Br-

-25.49

-7.92

-0.32

-25.39

-5.76

1.81

-25.04

-10.52

-3.05

-20.62

-14.22

-8.08

I-

-18.14

-6.86

-1.45

-24.75

-5.54

1.84

-22.70

-9.92

-3.15

-18.50

-13.20

-7.69

ClBrI-
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Table 7-4. Preference of halide anion for halogenated vs H-bonding agent expressed as
equilibrium ratio.

FClBrIFClBrIFClBrI-

2Cl
2Br
2I
neutral BTP
7.92E-05
2.70E+00
5.62E+03
1.04E-01
3.88E+01
6.60E+02
9.51E-01
1.68E+02
1.76E+03
8.51E+00
1.88E+03
3.30E+04
monocation BTP+
8.07E-07
2.47E-01
5.08E+03
1.57E-03
1.52E+00
3.91E+02
6.19E-02
2.61E+02
1.18E+04
1.85E-01
3.62E+03
1.06E+05
dication BTP+2
1.44E-05
7.31E+00
1.87E+07
5.46E-03
3.88E+01
2.41E+05
2.75E-02
9.98E+01
4.82E+05
3.90E-03
1.76E+01
3.71E+04

Table 7-5. Selectivity of binding agent for F- over other halogen anions, expressed as
equilibrium ratio.

ClBrIClBrIClBrI-

2H
2Cl
neutral BTP
5.48E+02
2.26E+03
3.59E+04
monocation BTP+
2.63E+03
1.46E+05
3.19E+06
dication BTP+2
1.08E+04
2.74E+04
4.08E+03

2Br

2I

4.16E-01
1.88E-01
3.34E-01

3.82E+01
3.63E+01
5.17E+01

4.67E+03
7.24E+03
6.11E+03

1.35E+00
1.90E+00
1.39E+01

4.26E+02
1.38E+02
2.17E+02

3.41E+04
6.26E+04
1.53E+05

2.87E+01
1.44E+01
1.51E+01

2.04E+03
2.01E+03
1.70E+03

8.41E+05
1.06E+06
2.05E+06
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Table 7-6. Maximum of molecular electrostatic potential, evaluated on the 0.001 au
isodensity contour, at the M06-2X/6-311G* level.

neutral BTP
monocation BTP+
dication BTP+2

2H
60.7
129.0
189.8

2Cl
38.2
90.2
151.9

2Br
44.5
96.6
157.6

2I
51.1
101.6
160.5

Table 7-7. NBO values of E(2) (kcal/mol) for interaction of halide anion with
monocationic receptors. Charge transfers from all halide lone pairs to the C-H/X σ*
antibonding orbitals.
anion
FClBrI-

2H
43.19
25.38
22.06
18.50

2Cl
8.64
4.42
4.10
4.10

2Br
21.57
12.91
11.88
11.14

2I
36.82
22.77
21.17
19.98

Scheme 7-I. Diagrams of BTP and its charged derivatives.
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Figure 7-1. Optimized geometries of the complexes of halides with monocationic BTP+
with X=H. The bold number indicates the counterpoise-corrected binding energy
(kcal/mol); distances are in Å.
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Figure 7-2. Optimized geometries of the complexes of halides with monocationic BTP+
with X=I. The bold number indicates the counterpoise-corrected binding energy
(kcal/mol); distances are in Å.
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Figure 7-3. Molecular electrostatic potentials of monocationic BTP+. Potential is
illustrated on an isocontour equal to 1.5 times the van der Waals radius of each atom.
Most positive potential shown (blue) is 0.15 au, and most negative (red) is 0.0 au.
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CHAPTER 8
SUBSTITUENT EFFECTS ON THE BINDING OF HALIDES BY NEUTRAL AND
.
8

DICATIONIC BIS-TRIAZOLIUM RECEPTORS1

Abstract
The effects of substituent and overall charge upon the binding of a halide anion by
a bis-triazolium receptor are studied by M06-2X DFT calculations, with the aug-cc-pVDZ
basis set. Comparison is also made between a receptor that engages in H-bonds, with a
halogen-bonding species. Fluoride is clearly most strongly bound, followed by Cl-, Br-, and
I- in that order. The dicationic receptor engages in stronger complexes, but not by a very
wide margin compared to its neutral counterpart. The binding is enhanced as the substituent
on the two triazolium rings becomes progressively more electron-withdrawing. Halogensubstituted receptors, whether neutral or cationic, display a greater sensitivity to substituent
than do their H-bonding counterparts. Both Coulombic and charge transfer factors obey the
latter trends but do not correctly reproduce the stronger halogen vs hydrogen bonding. Both
H-bonds and halogen bonds are nearly linear within the complexes, due in part to bond
rotations within the receptor that bring the two triazole rings closer to coplanarity with the
central benzene ring.

1

Coauthored by Binod Nepal and Steve Scheiner. Reproduced with permission from J. Phys. Chem. A

2015, 119, 13064-13073. Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society.
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8-1. Introduction
The selective and efficient binding of anions is an important component in a number
of chemical, biological, and environmental processes. There has consequently been a
progression of works that are aimed at understanding the fundamentals of this process, and
thereby improving it, which would have a number of applications in analytical chemistry,
catalysis, and so forth. The majority of anion receptor systems make use of noncovalent
interactions between the receptor and the anion. Hydrogen bonds (HBs) are the most
common1-4 of these binding forces, which are typically strengthened relative to most other
HBs by the presence5-7 of a full charge on the anion.
However, work in recent years has shown a number of other noncovalent
interactions that can be competitive with HBs. For example, highly asymmetric distribution
of electron density around electronegative atoms of the chalcogen and pnicogen families
allows a means for them to interact attractively with the negatively charged region of a
partner.8-23 The halogen atoms are no exception to this behavior and the rapidly developing
exploration19,24-30 of the eponymous halogen bonds (XBs) has found application in
numerous areas of chemistry, such as molecular recognition,31-33 organocatalysis,34-37 and
crystal engineering.37-43
It is no surprise, then, that XBs have found recent application to the field of
selective anion binding.43-49 Many of the binding agents have been bipodal in nature, with
two different halogen atoms connecting to the anion via XBs. These interactions have
typically been further strengthened by the presence of positive charge on the receptor. The
most common groups binding the anions to date have been derivatives of pyridine,48,50-52
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imidazole,53-56 and 1,2,3 triazole.44, 51, 57-61 These binding groups are typically connected to
one another with a spacer group, such as a benzene or pyridine ring.
Recent work from this laboratory62 studied the binding of halides to a receptor
composed of a pair of 1,2,3-triazole species placed on either side of a separating pyridine
ring. The replacement of the H atoms of the two triazoles by halogen atoms altered the
binding, and in particular I-substitution yielded a strong enhancement of the binding of
various halides by changing HBs to XBs. Adding positive charge to the receptor furnished
another increment to the binding, such that the equilibrium constant could be increased by
as much as several orders of magnitude.
However, what this study did not consider at all was how the binding of halides
might be affected by the presence of substituents on the receptor. And indeed, this issue of
substituent effects represents a gaping hole in our present understanding of differential
halide binding, as it has not been examined to date in any systematic manner by either
theory or experiment. Based on the major effects that substituents afford to a wide range
of chemical properties, e.g. pKa and reaction rates to name just two, it is easy to imagine a
scenario where the judicious choice of a proper substituent could make the difference
between an effective and ineffective receptor. In fact, a detailed understanding of
substituent effects and their origins might enable the design of a new receptor that has been
carefully tuned for optimal desired performance.
The present work addresses this issue in a systematic manner. How strong might
these substituent effects be - are they comparable to the rise in binding energy that results
from positive charge on the receptor? Do the substituents affect the halogen bonds to the
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same degree that they alter the H-bonds? Can this effect be evaluated purely on the basis
of the electron-withdrawing or donating capacity of the substituent or are there other
phenomena that must be considered? What are the principal contributing factors to the
binding, and can they be related simply to Coulombic and/or charge transfer? How might
the substituents alter the geometries of both the receptors themselves, and the receptorhalide complex? Does the total charge on the receptor carry the same impact on the binding
when there are substituents present? Does the strong preference of the receptor for F- over
other halides that was found earlier carry over when substituents are present?
In order to answer these questions, the bis-triazole receptor (BTB) shown in
Scheme 8-I was taken as the starting point. As in many of the systems considered
experimentally, I contains a pair of 1,2,3-triazole rings, connected to a central benzene unit.
The two H atoms in the Z position of each triazole are replaced by each of 10 different
substituents, chosen to span a wide range of electron-withdrawal or release. The dicationic
analogues II were constructed by adding a methyl group on each triazole, as illustrated in
the bottom of Scheme 8-I. The binding of each of these receptors to F-, Cl-, Br-, and I- was
considered so as to span a wide range of different halides.

8-2. Computational Methods
Computations were carried out with Gaussian 09, Revision D.01 software.63
Geometry optimizations along with frequency calculations were performed using the DFT
M06-2X density functional64 in conjunction with the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set. With heavier
elements Br and I, aug-cc-pVDZ-PP pseudopotentials from the EMSL basis sets library6566

were used. Only geometries with all positive vibrational frequencies were taken into
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consideration to ensure the obtained structures are in fact true minima. To account for
solvent effects, the polarizable conductor calculation model (CPCM) was applied,67 with
water as the solvent. The binding energy of each optimized complex was computed as the
difference in energy between the optimized complex and the sum of the energies of
separately optimized monomers. The binding energies were corrected for basis sets
superposition error (BSSE) using the counterpoise procedure.68 Charge transfer was
assessed using the NBO 6.0 program.69 Molecular electrostatic potentials were calculated
via the WFA- SAS program.70

8-3. Results
The geometries of a sample subset of complexes are displayed in Fig 8-1, which
illustrate the binding of the F- anion to both neutral and dicationic receptors, with
substituent Z=NO2. The H-bonding species (X=H) are placed on the left and the halogenbonding receptors (X=I) on the right. These geometries are representative of the trends
observed throughout. Comparison of Fig 8-1a with 8-1c illustrates the contraction of the
H-bond lengths that occurs when a charge of +2 is placed on the receptor. The distances of
F- to the X=I atoms on the right side of Fig 8-1 are longer, chiefly due to the larger radius
of I as compared to H. Again, the dication has shorter halogen bonded distances than does
the neutral. Note also that the larger size of I vs H prevents the third H∙∙F- HB that is present
in Figs 1a and 1c from occurring in the halogen-bonded species. In fact, this third HB is
only possible for Y=F-, which is at least partly responsible for the much stronger bonding
of F- as compared to the other halides. Fig 8-2 provides a broader picture of how the
geometries are affected by the nature of the halide, as well as the charge state of the receptor
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and the identity of the binding atom. The substituent chosen for illustration in Fig 8-2 is
NH2, which is on the opposite end of the electron-donation spectrum from NO2 in Fig 8-1.
The fully optimized geometries of all species discussed below are illustrated in the
Supplementary Information, and display very similar trends.
The effects of the various substituents on the binding energy are evident in Fig 8-3
which represents the neutral receptors. As one moves from left to right there is a general
trend toward larger binding energy. The broken lines refer to the H-bonding molecules,
and the halogen bonding species with X=I are indicated by the solid lines. The identity of
the halide anion is color coded.
There are several overall trends that are apparent in Fig 8-3. In most cases, the
electron-releasing amino group yields the weakest binding and NO2 the strongest. The solid
lines lie above their broken counterparts, which represents the stronger halogen vs Hbonding. This preference for I over H varies from 1.6 to 5.8 kcal/mol, and is generally
larger for the more strongly bound species on the right side of Fig 8-3. Another clear trend
is the diminishing binding strength of the halides in the order F- >> Cl- > Br- > I-, whether
by a H or halogen-bonding agent.
Within the overall trends are several other interesting patterns. For example, the
data for the OCH3 substituent suggest a real difference between H and X bonding. Methoxy
seems to provide anomalously strong binding for the broken curves representing Hbonding, in comparison to their halogen-bonding counterparts, indicated by the solid
curves. This distinction is perhaps most readily apparent in the comparison with the similar
OH substituent to its immediate right in Fig. 8-3. Examination of the optimized geometries
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provides a ready explanation for this apparent paradox. When X=H, the methyl groups are
oriented toward that halide, engaging in weak H-bonding with it. These secondary HBs
have (H∙∙Y-) lengths on the order of 3.5 Å, which are rather long but there are four such
bonds in each case, which have a cumulative effect. In addition, there is a Y→σ*(CH)
charge transfer observed in the NBO analysis which reinforces this stabilizing effect.
However, when X=H is replaced by the much bulkier I, the methyl group is forced into the
opposite orientation, where any such interaction is impossible. So one can perhaps attribute
the “bumps” in the H-bonding broken curves of Fig 8-2 to this supplementary CH∙∙Y- Hbonding.
Another substituent which behaves in a perhaps surprising pattern is -COOH. When
X=H, the COOH group is oriented with its -OH turned toward the halide, and cis to the
carbonyl O. However, when the H is replaced by I, -COOH rotates around by 180° such
that it is its C=O which is turned toward the binding halide. On the other hand, this
reorientation has little effect upon the energetics, since the -COOH does not engage in any
bonding with the halide in either of these two conformations, and there is little energetic
difference between these two orientations.
The addition of a double positive charge on the receptor leads to stronger binding
with the halides, as one would expect. The degree of strengthening is illustrated by
comparison of Fig 8-4 with Fig 8-3. Whereas the neutral binding agents with X=H span a
range between 3.9 and 16.6 kcal/mol, the minimum and maximum for the dications are 6.9
and 24.0 kcal/mol, respectively. Similarly, for X=I, the range for the neutrals is 8.5-21.1
kcal/mol, and that of the dications is 12.8-29.6 kcal/mol. It is perhaps interesting that the
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enlargement of the binding energies induced by a double positive charge is no larger than
this.
It is worth noting as well that the patterns for the dications and neutrals are quite
similar, with binding energies rising from left to right, as the substituent alters its character
from electron-releasing to withdrawing. Also consistent with the neutrals in Fig 8-3, the
interactions with X=I are stronger than with X=H for the dications as well. The preference
for I over H is larger for the dications, but only slightly so. For example, the largest I/H
difference for the neutrals is 8.1 kcal/mol, which occurs for the -COCH3 substituent. The
same substituent is responsible for a 9.7 kcal/mol preference of I over H for the dications.
The gap between the solid and broken curves in Fig 8-3 is related to the improved
ability of the I-substituted receptor to bind each halide, relative to the unsubstituted species.
This gap is largest for F-, roughly 7-8 kcal/mol for the neutral receptors and 8-10 kcal/mol
for the dications. In terms of an equilibrium constant, 7 kcal/mol would translate at 25° C
to a 105 enhancement of the binding of fluoride by I-substitution, and this quantity would
be as large as 107 for the dicationic receptor. The interactions of the other halides are also
strengthened by the I-substitution, but not by quite as much, more in the range of 3-6
kcal/mol.
The magnitude of substituent effect is another important parameter. Turning first
to the neutral H-bonding receptors, the broken curves in Fig 8-3, the change of substituent
from NH2 to NO2, raises the binding energy by 2-5 kcal/mol, largest for F- and smallest for
I-. This same increment is larger for the halogen-bonding receptors in Fig 8-3, in the range
between 3 and 7 kcal/mol. Adding double positive charge to the receptor results in a small
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increase of roughly 0.5 kcal/mol in the aforementioned NO2 - NH2 difference for the Hbonding receptors, about 0.7 kcal/mol for the halogen bonding agents. In summary, the Isubstituted receptors, whether neutral or cationic, display a greater sensitivity to substituent
than do their H-bonding counterparts.
Just as in the case of the neutrals in Fig 8-3, the dications also present an
anomalously large binding energy for the OMe substituents when X=H, as indicated by the
broken curves in Fig 8-4. Again, this effect is the result of secondary H-bonding to the
methyl groups. A similar inflation appears in Fig 8-4 for the COCH3 group which has a
similar origin: CH∙∙Y- H-bonding. This interaction is absent in the neutrals because the
COCH3 group adopts the opposite configuration there, with CH3 trans to the Y- anion. One
may note that the binding energies of the OH substituent in Fig 8-4 are also somewhat
higher than in Fig 8-3, relative to the other substituents. Again, secondary H-bonding is the
culprit, in this case OH∙∙Y-.
8-3.1. Electrostatics and Charge Transfer
The interaction of each receptor with a halide will clearly have a strong electrostatic
component. The anion will be attracted toward the positive region of the pertinent atom,
whether H or I. The molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) surrounding each receptor was
evaluated on a surface corresponding to an isodensity contour of 0.001 au. The maximum
value of this potential on the binding atom, either H or I, and pointing directly toward the
incoming halide, is illustrated in Fig 8-5 for all binding agents. The potential is clearly most
positive for the dications, shown in red, compared to the neutrals in green. Secondly, the
potentials are uniformly higher for X=H (broken curves) than for X=I (solid). This trend is
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opposite to the binding energies in Figs 8-3 and 8-4 where X=I engages in stronger binding
with the halides. Another point of difference is related to the magnitudes. As indicated
above, the dications bind more strongly to the halides than do the neutrals, but not by a
wide margin. The dication/neutral ratio of binding energies is between 1.2 and 2.0. In
contrast, however, there is a much larger ratio of electrostatic potentials between the
charged and neutral species in Fig 8-5, some three to fourfold. Also, the curves in Fig 8-5
flatten out toward their right extrema, while the binding energies rise up more quickly,
suggesting that the MEP does not adequately represent the effects of the strongly electronwithdrawing substituents. Clearly, then, Coulombic forces cannot be considered the only
factor, or perhaps even the dominant one, in the binding of halides.
On the positive side, the rise in the potentials from left to right in Fig 8-5 does
conform at least in a general sense to the trends in the binding energies in Figs 8-3 and 84. It is interesting to note that the broken green curve in Fig 8-5, corresponding to the
neutral agents with X=H, shows the same bump at OMe as appears in the four broken
curves of Fig 8-3. This similarity, absent in the solid curves of both figures, indicates that
the position of the methyl group has an influence on the MEP commensurate with its effect
on the binding energy.
The interaction between an anion and receptor can be expected to lead to a
substantial polarization component. That is, the presence of the halide ought to induce a
shift in electron density within the binding agent, as well as the obvious transfer of density
from halide to receptor. The energetic consequence of such charge shifts can be assessed
via the NBO procedure. In the case of a CH∙∙Y- HB for example, the shift of charge from
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the lone pairs of the halide into the σ*(CH) antibonding orbital accounts for a second order
perturbation energy E(2); a similar quantity is calculated for a halogen bond where the
charge is transferred into the σ*(IC) antibonding orbital. (It should be noted that in a few
cases, there is a secondary HB, as for example the -OCH3 substituents mentioned above.
In these cases, the E(2) of these secondary interactions with the halide are included in the
data below so as to furnish a more complete treatment of charge transfer.)
These values of E(2) are displayed in Figs 8-6 and 8-7 for the neutral and dicationic
complexes, respectively, where several familiar trends are again present. These quantities
are larger for the dications than for the neutrals, and become larger from left to right in the
figures. They are more reflective of the binding energies than are the MEP maxima in Fig
8-5 in that the difference between dication and neutral is not overly dramatic. Also, their
shapes are rather similar. They both rise at a good clip, even at the right extrema. Both sorts
of curves contain the bump at the OMe substituent for the neutrals, for X=H, but not for
X=I. Regarding the dications, both Figs 8-4 and 8-5 contain what appears to be a dip for
X=H (which is in reality a supplement to the surrounding substituents from secondary
interactions). On the other hand, the NBO values are like MEP quantities in that they are
both larger for X=H than for X=I, in contrast to the binding energies. However, the larger
values of E(2) for HBs as compared to XBs is not surprising as it is a general feature of
NBO E(2), in a wide range of different systems.71-73
One may ask whether MEP maxima or NBO quantities represent a better means of
predicting or measuring binding strength. Figs 8-8 and 8-9 display the correlation
coefficients in a linear fit of Eb to each quantity, respectively. The fits are clearly superior
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for E(2) in Fig 8-9. For example, the correlation coefficients are especially good for the
halogenated binding agents, whether neutral or dicationic, with R20.97. One might
conclude that the energetic representation of interorbital charge transfer, as encapsulated
by NBO, provides a more rigorous reproduction of the full binding energy than does the
electrostatic approximation, although neither can be said to be perfect.
8-3.2. Geometries
The charge transferred into the σ*(CH)/(CI) antibonding orbitals is well known to
lengthen these covalent bonds upon formation of the relevant complexes.74-78 The
elongation that occurs in these bonds obey many of the same patterns as do the binding
energies. They are uniformly larger for the halogen than for the H-bonded complexes, and
the dicationic systems manifest longer elongations than do the neutrals. Also in parallel
with the binding energies, the stretches follow the rule F- >> Cl- > Br- > I-. In moving from
left to right, i.e. from electron-releasing to electron-withdrawing substituents, there is a
clear pattern of increase in the elongation. Regarding the range, the smallest stretch
amounts to 0.003 Å for the neutral species H-bonded to I-, and the largest elongation of
0.049 Å occurs for the cationic halogen-bonded receptor interacting with F-.
Both HBs and XBs have a strong preference for linearity. There is some question
as to how the internal restraints within the receptors might accommodate this preference,
given their nonplanarity, the difference in length between CH and CI bonds, as well as the
variable size of the four halides. All of the complexes are able to maintain near linearity,
with the largest deviation being only 14°. There is little distinction between H-bonding vs
halogen-bonding receptors, nor does the presence of charge or the degree of electron-
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withdrawing character of the substituent have an appreciable effect. In fact, the only
substantive trend is that the small size of the fluoride anion leads to about 5° larger
deviations from linearity than do the other halides.
The unbound receptors are not planar species. The two triazole rings are rotated
around the CN bond connecting them to the central benzene by varying amounts. The
φ(CNCC) dihedral angle (where the latter two C atoms lie in the phenyl group) is taken as
the measure of this nonplanarity. This nonplanarity lies in the 28-35° range for the neutral
H-bonding receptor, and becomes about 8° larger for the analogous dication. The much
larger size of the I atom leads to greater nonplanarity in the halogen-bonding receptors,
averaging 61° and 69° in the neutral and dications, respectively.
However, the strong HB forces pull the two triazole rings into much closer
coplanarity when the anions are bound. The two rings are held within 1° of coplanarity for
the F- anion. Although the larger sizes of the other halides prevent attaining this level of
planarity, one can still observe a much diminished φ(CNCC). The measure of nonplanarity
decreases on average by 16° upon binding of Cl-, 8° for Br-, and 6° for I-, consonant with
the enlarging sizes of these halides. The corresponding reductions for the dicationic Hbonding receptors are 13, 12, and 7°, respectively. The XBs exert a similar pull trying to
bring the two triazole rings closer to coplanarity, but the much larger size of the I atoms
opposes this trend, keeping φ(CNCC) up around 50-60°. The reduction in this angle arising
from binding of the anions is thus only 3-6° for the neutrals and 6-9° for the dications.
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8-4. Conclusions and Discussion
The receptors considered here engage in strongly bound complexes with the various
halides, in the order F- >> Cl- > Br- > I-. The binding energies vary from 4 to 21 kcal/mol
for the neutral receptors, rising to the 7-30 kcal/mol range for dications. In all cases, the
replacement of the H atom of the receptor by I strengthens the interaction. This differential
amounts to between 3 and 10 kcal/mol, which equals 20-100% on a percentage basis. The
binding grows steadily stronger as the substituent Z becomes more electron-withdrawing.
The largest increment, that between the NH2 and NO2 substituents, amounts to a 30-50%
rise. Sensitivity to substituent is larger for I-substituted receptors than for their H-bonding
counterparts, and dicationic receptors of both sorts show a heightened sensitivity. There
are minor deviations from the strict ordering of binding energy with electron-withdrawing
capacity of the substituent, most of which can be attributed to direct but weak secondary
interactions between the halide and the substituent itself.
The total binding energies can be correlated with their chief contributing forces,
viz. Coulombic attraction and charge transfer. The former is measured by the magnitude
of the MEP on the X=H or I atom to which the halide is attached, and charge transfer is
assessed via the NBO second-order perturbation energy. Both of these quantities grow
along with the electronegativity of the substituent, but also show certain deviations from
the binding energy than do their H-bonding counterparts. Most notably, while the halogen
bonding agents (X=I) engage in tighter complexes with the halides, both MEP and E(2)
would suggest the opposite pattern. Nonetheless the NBO charge transfer correlates better
with the binding energy than does the MEP.
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The binding produces certain geometrical changes in the receptors. Chief among
these is the elongation of the CH/CI covalent bonds. These stretches are larger for the
halogen than for the H-bonded species, and obey trends very much akin to those observed
for the energetics. The receptors are able to mold their shape so as to engage in nearly linear
HBs/XBs with the bound halide, even accommodating the very large iodide. This linearity
is associated with modification of the internal geometry of the receptor, such that the two
triazole rings come closer to coplanarity with the central benzene ring than in their unbound
state.
Comparison with earlier work62 enables conclusions to be drawn concerning the
effect of the central group to which the two triazole rings are bound. The earlier calculations
used a pyridine rather than a benzene ring as a connector, and the two triazole rings were
bound to this connector by one of their C atoms, rather than N as here. These changes
produced very little effect upon any of the binding energies, with one exception: the Hbonds to fluoride were weakened by some 20-40%.
As one might anticipate in cases involving charged species, there are locations other
than the multidentate H-bonding or halogen-bonding sites of interest here that can attract
the halide anion. In most cases, the other local minima were of considerably higher energy
and thus largely irrelevant to the arguments presented above. The exceptions involved
those substituents like -COOH that contain a highly acidic proton that can engage in a
OH∙∙X- HB with the halide. When F- interacts with the carboxyl-substituted receptors, the
formation of such a -COOH∙∙F- HB is energetically preferred over the usual binding site.
The same is true for the -OH substituents which can again engage in a OH∙∙F- HB. The
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ability of such strong proton donors as substituents must therefore be a consideration in the
design of halide receptors.
There are other more minor perturbations from the global minimum that occur as
secondary minima in a few cases. These other structures involved a rotation of the
substituent. Taking OH as an example, the H atom could be oriented toward or away from
the incoming halide. In the case of the neutral receptors, the OH favored rotation away
from the halide. The other conformation was higher in energy by roughly 1 kcal/mol. The
dicationic receptors favored the OH rotated in toward the halide, by something on the order
of 5 kcal/mol. Very similar observations apply to several other substituents, specifically
OMe, COMe, CHO, and COOH. In any case, it is the global minima that are reported and
analyzed here.
Although only recently engendering detailed study, the use of halogen bonding
receptors to complex with anions has yielded some related principles. While limited to
simpler monodentate receptors and not considering halides directly, Sarwar et al79 noted a
linear free energy relationship between the binding constant and substituent constant or
calculated MEP of the substituted iodoperfluoroarene XC6F4I receptors. Like our own
findings above these authors noted limitations to a purely electrostatic representation of
halogen bonding and differences between halogen bonding and hydrogen bonding. The
following year saw the examination of a bipodal halogen-bonding receptor80 in concert
with halides, but did not explicitly consider substituent effects, also true of slightly later
work.36 A very recent report confirmed our finding that the binding energy increases with
diminished size of the halide,59 as well as the superiority of halogen bonding through I as
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compared to H-bonding, but again little in the way of substituent effects could be gleaned
from this work. The amplification of binding energy resulting from replacement of H by I
had been noted earlier,81-83 albeit without direct evaluation of substituent effects, and this
same effect can be utilized for catalysis.51 The same principles appear to apply to tripodal
receptors56 as well.
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Schemes and Figures

Scheme 8-I. Neutral (I) and dicationic (II) bis-triazole benzene (BTB) receptors.
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Figure 8-1. Optimized geometries of complexes of F- with neutral and dicationic BTB
receptors with X=H (a and c) and X=I (b and d). Distances in Å. C, N, I, O, and H atoms
are grey, blue, purple, red, and orange, respectively.
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Figure 8-2. Optimized geometries of complexes of halides with neutral and dicationic
BTB receptors with X=NH2. Distances in Å. C, N, I, and H atoms are grey, blue, purple,
and orange, respectively.
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Figure 8-3. Binding energy of halides (Y-) to neutral receptors BTB with different
substituent groups Z. 2H indicates H-bonding complexes (X=H) and 2I refers to halogenbonding complexes with X=I.
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Figure 8-4. Binding energy of halides (Y-) to dicationic receptors BTB+2 with different
substituent groups Z. 2H indicates H-bonding complexes (X=H) and 2I refers to halogenbonding complexes with X=I.

Figure 8-5. Maximum electrostatic potential at the binding sites of BTB receptors with
different substituent groups, 2H indicates H-bonding receptors and 2I refers to halogenbonding receptors.
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Figure 8-6. NBO charge transfer energy, E(2), from halides to σ*(C-H) or σ*(C-I)
antibonding orbitals of neutral receptors BTB with different substituent groups Z. 2H
indicates H-bonding complexes (X=H) and 2I refers to halogen-bonding complexes with
X=I.

Figure 8-7. NBO charge transfer energy, E(2), from halides to σ*(C-H) or σ*(C-I)
antibonding orbitals of dication receptors BTB+2 with different substituent groups Z. 2H
indicates H-bonding complexes (X=H) and 2I refers to halogen-bonding complexes with
X=I.
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Figure 8-8. Correlation coefficients R2 between the binding energies of the complexes
and maximum MEP of the receptors at the binding sites.

Figure 8-9. Correlation coefficients R2 between the binding energies of the complexes
and NBO charge transfer energies E(2).
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CHAPTER 9
ENHANCING THE REDUCTION POTENTIAL OF QUINONES VIA COMPLEX
.
9

FORMATION1

Abstract
Quantum calculations are used to study the manner in which quinones interact with
proton-donating molecules. For neutral donors, a stacked geometry is favored over a Hbond structure. The former is stabilized by charge transfers from the N or O lone pairs to
the quinone’s π* orbitals. Following the addition of an electron to the quinone, the radical
anion forms strong H-bonded complexes with the various donors. The presence of the
donor enhances the electron affinity of the quinone. This enhancement is on the order of
15 kcal/mol for neutral donors, but up to as much as 85 kcal/mol for a cationic donor. The
increase in electron affinity is larger for electron-rich quinones, than for their electrondeficient counterparts, containing halogen substituents. Similar trends are in evidence
when the systems are immersed in aqueous solvent.

9-1. Introduction
Quinones represent an important class of organic compounds which are present in
many biologically active sites. For example, plastoquinone and phylloquinone act as the
electron accepters in the electron transport chain in photosynthesis.1 Ubiquinone is the

1

Coauthored by Binod Nepal and Steve Scheiner. Reproduced with permission from J. Org. Chem.,2016,
81, 4316-4324. Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society.
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electron acceptor in aerobic respiration.2,3 Several quinone compounds have been found to
have anticancer, antibacterial4-6 and antifungal activity.7 Similarly, quinone compounds
have a wide range of application in synthetic chemistry, catalysis, and electrochemistry.814

Active research continues to assess the usefulness of quinone in lithium-O2 batteries.15-

17

Quinones are very good oxidizing agents and can undergo one or two electron reduction,

forming monoanion and dianion radical, respectively, depending on the conditions. This
electron transfer to the quinones can be coupled with proton transfer.18,19
A number of studies, both experimental and theoretical, have shown that the redox
potential of quinones can be increased by suitable H-bond (HB) donor systems, which
assist the electron transfer by stabilizing the resulting radical anion by H-bonding.20-24
Depending on the solvent media and the pKa of the HB donor, proton donation may
accompany the electron transfer. Various types of HB donors including charged, neutral
single-H donor, bidentate etc. have been exploited to activate the oxidizing activity of the
quinone compounds.20,25-27 Interestingly, a number of studies indicate that the HB donors
might increase the oxidizing strength of electron-rich quinones but not that much for
electron deficient quinones. Very recently, Nocera and Jacobsen’s research group
published an intriguing article20 which showed that dicationic HB donors can strongly
activate electron-deficient quinones like chloranil, and that the rate of electron transfer can
be increased by more than 12 orders of magnitude when coupled with a suitable dicationic
H-bond donor. Their study also revealed that an equally acidic HB donor can yield
completely different results based on the electrostatic component of H-bond. These
cationic donors display greater activation role in electron-deficient quinones.
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The kinetics of the electron transfer reaction can be explained in terms of Marcus
theory.28 The rate of electron transfer is dependent on both the free energy change ΔG and
the reorganization energy λ. While H-bond donor systems increase the electron transfer
rate of quinone systems by making ΔG more negative, they also affect the reorganization
energy.29 A number of articles dealing with this topic suggest that HB donors activate the
oxidizing ability of the quinones by stabilizing the radical anion quinone formed
subsequent to the electron transfer. One would expect that an anion would participate in a
stronger HB than its neutral counterpart. But if that was the only effect, there should not
be a large difference between electron-rich and poor quinones, since both of their anion
radicals can form this strong H-bond. Another scenario would have HB formation between
quinone and HB donor precede the electron transfer. In such case, an electron-rich quinone
ought to form a stronger HB. In fact, the electrochemical studies of Nocera and Jacobesen
indicated that one HB donor molecule binds to the neutral quinone which is then followed
by electron transfer. Finally, the radical anion is additionally stabilized by a second donor
molecule.20
At this juncture, it remains a bit of a puzzle as to why electron-rich and deficient
quinones act differently towards H-bond activation. There is little known about the details
or even the fundamental nature of the interaction between a proton donor molecule and
quinones, either before or after the electron transfer. There are several important question
which await an answer. If the interaction of the proton donor with the quinone precedes
electron transfer, what are the geometries, energetics and electronic properties of the
complexes? Is a H-bonded geometry indeed the preferred structure, or might another type
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of interaction be favored? It is also important to consider how these issues are affected by
the proton-donating power of the partner molecule. How does each type of interaction
affect the quinone’s reduction potential? These same issues must be addressed for the
interaction following the addition of an electron. And with respect to trends, why do
electron-rich and poor quinones exhibit qualitatively different behavior?
This article reports attempts to answer these questions at the molecular level using
quantum mechanical methods. A set of different proton donors is each paired with a range
of quinones from very electron-rich to highly deficient. The most stable geometries are
ascertained, both before and after an electron is added to the quinone, and the fundamental
nature of each interaction is analyzed. The results enable a distinction to be made between
electron-rich and poor quinones that is reflective of the experimental results, both in vacuo
and in solution.

9-2. Computational Details
A series of o-quinones was considered as indicated in the top portion of Scheme 9I. Either two or four substituents X were added to the quinone in the indicated positions.
These substituents included the set NH2, Me, Cl, and F. The five proton donors considered
here are illustrated in the lower half of Scheme 9-I. Dimethylamine (DMA) is the weakest
donor examined, and the two alcohols are a bit stronger. Dimethylurea (DMU) is a strong
donor, which includes the possibility of engaging in two HBs simultaneously. Strongest of
all is the cationic CNH2(NHCH3)2+.
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Each of the quinone molecules was paired with a donor system and all the possible
minima were identified on the potential energy surface. To ensure each structure represents
a true minimum, only geometries with all positive frequencies were taken into account.
Density functional theory with M06-2X functional30 and aug-cc-pVDZ basis set was
applied using Gaussian-09 software.31 A good deal of recent work has supported the ability
of this level of theory to treat stacked structures with some accuracy as well as H-bonds.3235

Calculations were carried out in the gas phase and in aqueous solvent using the CPCM

method.36 Charge transfers from one monomer to the other, and their energetic effects,
were studied by the Natural Bond Orbital (NBO) method.37 The binding energy of each
complexes was calculated as the difference between the energy of the complex and the
energy sum of the two monomers in their optimized geometries. Each binding energy was
corrected for basis set superposition error using the counterpoise method.38 The binding
energies were further dissected into their constituent components using Symmetry Adapted
Perturbation Theory (SAPT)39 implemented in the MOLPRO software package.40 Atomsin-Molecules(AIM)41 calculations were performed by the AIM ALL program.42 The
electron affinity of each quinone and its various complexes was determined in both vertical
and adiabatic schemes. Deprotonation energies were evaluated as the difference in energy
between each species, and the entity resulting from removal of the proton of interest.
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9-3. Result and Discussion
9-3.1. Monomers
As a first issue, we consider the ease of reduction of the various quinone species.
One measure of this property is its electron affinity, eA. The energy released upon
acquiring an electron which converts each quinone to its semiquinone radical anion is
reported in the first two columns of Table 9-1. The vertical eA was obtained by adding the
electron without allowing the geometry to relax, while the adiabatic analogue permitted
full geometry optimization of the ensuing anion. The various quinones have been listed in
order of greater electron affinity. This order varies from the most electron-donating
substituents such as NH2 at the top, down to the electron-withdrawing halogens which have
the strongest tendency to attract an excess electron. It is perhaps notable that the F
substituent is somewhat less effective than is Cl, as may be seen by comparison of the last
two rows. The last column of Table 9-1 displays the energy of the LUMO of the neutral
quinone, into which the electron is to be deposited. The electron-withdrawing power of the
substituents at the bottom of the table is verified by the stabilization of this molecular
orbital. In summary, all three quantities in Table 9-1 agree on the order of reduction
potential of the various quinones.
The various proton donor species have varying degrees of ability to engage in a HB
with the quinones. The most obvious measure of their acidity in this context is their
calculated deprotonation energy, reported in Table 9-2. As expected the amine’s NH group
requires the most energy to remove its proton, i.e. is the weakest acid, and DMU is the
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strongest acid. The two alcohols are intermediate between these extremes, with EtOH
slightly stronger. The cationic donor of course requires the least energy to remove a proton.
9-3.2. Geometries and Energetics of Complexes
The quinones form two sorts of complexes with the various neutral proton donors.
The first category is characterized by H-bonded structures that take advantage of the two
O atoms as proton acceptors. Examples of this sort of structure are provided in Fig 9-1 for
the dimethylquinones. A second type of heterodimer displayed in Fig 9-2 is a stacked
structure wherein the partner molecule lies above the plane of the quinone ring. As
described in greater detail below, these geometries owe their stability in part to charge
transfer from the lone pair of an electronegative atom (O or N) to the π* antibonding
orbitals of the quinone C=O bonds. The latter stacked complex is the more stable of the
two, with the H-bonded geometries serving as secondary minima.
The BSSE-corrected binding energies of both stacked and H-bonded complexes of
each of the quinones with the various H-bond donors are reported in Table 9-3. It is
important to note that the cationic donors do not engage in stacked dimers, presumably due
to the strength of these charge-amplified H-bonds. The ionic dimers are much more
strongly bound, between 18.8 and 34.8 kcal/mol. The binding energies of the neutral HB
complexes range between 3.9 and 9.4 kcal/mol, with DMU engaging in the strongest
complexes. It might be worthwhile to stress that the greater binding energy of DMU, in
comparison to the other neutral donors, is explained in part by its two NH groups, both of
which participate in HBs with the quinone O atoms.
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In most cases, the strength of the HB follows the anticipated pattern that electronwithdrawing agents such as the halogens weaken the proton-accepting ability of the
quinone O atoms. The dimethylamine HB complexes do not obey this trend precisely: for
example, the electron-poor QCl2 and QCl4 form a stronger HB dimer than does the
electron-rich QMe4, albeit by only a small amount. These deviations are a result of the
structures of these particular dimers wherein the amine lies above the quinone plane and
the NH∙∙O HBs are supplemented by a certain degree of NH∙∙π H-bonding, as well as some
charge transfer from σ(CH) the amine to π*(C=O). This auxiliary bonding also accounts
for the greater binding energy of the amine than the alcohols which contain a more potent
OH proton donor group.
The HB structures contain a strong element of n→σ* charge transfer, as is typical
of H-bonds. These quantities, reported in Table 9-4, reinforce the expected trends. The
weakest HBs are formed by the amine NH as compared to the OH of the alcohols. The
larger quantities for DMU arise due to the formation of multiple NH∙∙O HBs, and the much
higher transfer in the cation donor is typical of ionic HBs. Even more than the total binding
energies, the NBO charge transfers obey the trend of diminishing as the quinone electron
donor becomes progressively electron poorer, from top to bottom in the table.
As mentioned above the HB minima are secondary to the stacked geometries which
form more tightly bound complexes (for the neutral donors). This greater stability margin
is as small as 0.4 kcal/mol for the MeOH∙∙QMe4 dimer but can be as large as 7.8 kcal/mol
for the dimer pairing (Me)2NH with QCl4. The stacked geometries also contain a heavy
element of charge transfer. In the case of dimethylamine and DMU, transfer from the N
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lone pair to the π*(CO) antibonding orbitals of the quinone make up the bulk of this
quantity, leading to their characterization as lone pair/π complexes. A parallel transfer
replaces the N lone pair by the O lone pairs for the two alcohols. The energetic magnitude
of these charge transfers is displayed in Table 9-5 for the stacked heterodimers. Just as was
noted for the binding energies in Table 9-3, (Me)2NH and DMU whose N atoms donate
charge to the quinone present larger values of E(2) than do the O donor alcohols. On the
other hand, E(2) is consistently larger for (Me)2NH than for DMU, even though their
binding energies tend to have the reverse order. The same may be said for MeOH and EtOH
where the latter is more strongly bound even though its E(2) is smaller.
Whereas NBO would characterize the bonding in the stacked structures as primarily
of lone pair/π type based upon the orbitals involved in the primary charge transfer, Atomsin-Molecules (AIM) analysis of the electron density places a bond path between specific
atoms of the two molecules, as is typical of AIM. In the case of the stacked geometry of
MeOH with Q, for example, the bond path leads from the MeOH O atom to one of the two
C atoms bound to O.
It is worth stressing an important set of trends in the energetic data in Table 9-3. As
the quinone transitions from electron-rich to poor, i.e. from top to bottom in the table, the
HB binding energy tends to diminish. The stacked structures, however, obey an opposite
pattern, strengthening as the quinone becomes more electron-deprived. One can understand
this behavior on the basis of the charge transfers detailed above. Formation of a HB is
weakened as the quinone, and thus its O atoms, become less negative as a result of electronwithdrawing substituents. The stacked dimers are dependent on transfer in the other
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direction, to the quinone from the O or N lone pairs of the partner molecule. The presence
of electron-withdrawing groups such as halogens can thus be expected to boost this transfer
and thus raise the binding energy.
Another view of these trends is purely electrostatic in origin. The molecular
electrostatic potentials (MEPs) of three of the quinones are displayed in Fig 9-3 where blue
and red colors respectively indicate positive and negative regions. As one transitions from
the most electron-releasing NH2 substituents on the left to the most electron-withdrawing
Cl on the right, the red negative regions around the O atoms diminish in magnitude, which
would lead to a reduced H-bonding ability, consistent with the pattern in Table 9-3. One
may note also a small blue positive region above the midpoint of the two C atoms that are
bound to O, an area that might be termed a π-hole. The intensity of this π-hole increases as
the substituents become more electron-withdrawing. The magnitude of this hole can be
measured by the maximum of the MEP, which is displayed by the numerical values in Fig
9-3, which shows the expected rise as the substituents vary from electron-releasing NH2 to
electron-withdrawing Cl. It follows then that the electrostatic attraction of the quinone to a
O or N atom that lies above this π-hole will likewise be enhanced, accounting for the larger
binding energies of the stacked geometries from top to bottom in Table 9-3.
Further insight into the stronger binding of the stacked vs the H-bonded structures
can be gleaned from a decomposition of the total binding energies. An SAPT analysis
reveals that all aspects of the interaction are enhanced in the stacked geometries. The
electrostatic component is magnified by a factor of 1.3-2.6. The enlargements of the
dispersion is larger, in the 2.1-3.6 range while induction larger still: 2.4-6.0. The increases
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in the latter two quantities are consistent with the large induction and dispersion expected
for a stacked geometry.
This idea is reinforced by examination of the electronic redistributions caused by
formation of the various complexes. Fig 9-4 was computed by subtracting the electron
densities of the two individual monomers from that of the full complex. The purple areas
represent regions where density is increased as a result of formation of the dimer, and losses
are indicated by green. The system chosen for illustration is the DMU/quinone pair. The
H-bonded structure on the left shows the classic HB fingerprint of loss surrounding the
bridging H atoms, and increases in the regions of the proton-accepting O lone pairs of
quinone. The pattern of the stacked structure on the right shows larger contours and thus
greater charge shifts. These shifts are also more delocalized involving larger portions of
each molecule, consistent with the larger induction energy revealed by SAPT. In more
detail, there is substantial charge gain occurring both above and below the quinone O
atoms, and losses on the attached C atoms. In the context of DMU, The H atoms suffer
some loss, while there appears to be a certain degree of shift from the σ to the π-system in
the vicinity of the two N atoms.
NMR chemical shifts of protons are a common indicator of the presence and
strength of a HB. But they can also provide information about some of the fundamental
characteristics of other types of interactions. The shifts of the H-bonding protons are
reported in Table 9-7 relative to the uncomplexed monomer. As expected these protons
suffer a loss of shielding, i.e. downfield shift, for each of the H-bonding conformations.
Secondly, the shifts are larger for the more strongly H-bonding quinones at the top of Table
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9-7 in the and largest for the cationic proton donor that engages in the strongest HBs. For
the stacked structures, on the other hand, the same protons are more strongly shielded in
the complex than in the monomer, albeit by less than 1 ppm. The density difference map,
with its yellow density loss contours around these protons, might have argued for a lower
shielding. However, the observed increased shielding may be due to the ring currents
within the conjugated quinone system, much as phenyl rings are known to increase the
shielding of atoms placed above them.
It might be added finally, that the lone pair→π* transfers that characterize the
stacked structures is not particular to 1,2 benzoquinone. Parallel calculations with the 1,4
benzoquinones led to similar results, with stacked dimers preferred over HB structures.
9-3.3. Radical Semiquinone Anion Complexes
After accepting an electron, the quinone transitions to a radical anion semiquinone
state. The global minimum for the complexes involving the radicals are of H-bonding type,
with binding energies displayed in Table 9-6. The stacked structures common to the neutral
quinones do not represent minima on the surface of the semiquinone radicals.
Representative structures of the dimethyl semiquinone are illustrated in Fig 9-5.
Comparison with the HB geometries in Fig 9-1 indicates little fundamental differences,
other than a contraction of the intermolecular distances.
The presence of a full charge on one of the subunits is expected to amplify various
facets of the intermolecular interaction. And indeed the binding energies in Table 9-6 are
considerably larger than for the neutral HB structures in Table 9-3. The charge
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magnification effect is smallest for the amine (3.5 - 6.3 kcal/mol) and largest for DMU
with increases between 15.4 and 18.8 kcal/mol. Even more impressive is the increment of
76 - 83 kcal/mol for the cationic proton donor, with binding energies in excess of 100
kcal/mol. In terms of relative growth, the placement of a negative charge on the
semiquinone roughly doubles the HB interaction energy of the amine, and magnifies this
quantity for the alcohols, DMU, and the cation by respective factors of 2-3, 3-4; and 3-5.
Like the neutral systems, the anionic semiquinone HB energies obey the trend amine <
alcohol < DMU < cation, although the two alcohols reverse with one another. The expected
trend of a weakening HB as one moves down a column of Table 9-6, from electron-rich to
electron-deficient semiquinone proton acceptor is not strictly adhered to.
As would be anticipated for the stronger HBs involving the anion, the NBO charge
transfers are similarly enlarged when compared to their neutral analogues in Table 9-4.
One again sees the similar trend of a general weakening as the semiquinone substituent
becomes more electron-withdrawing. Also commensurate with the neutral systems, DMU
shows the largest charge transfer and (Me)2NH the least.
9-3.4. Effect of Complexation upon Reduction
A central issue motivating this work is an elucidation of how the formation of a
complex affects the reduction process of each quinone. In other words, does the
complexation raise or lower the electron affinity of the quinone. The change in the electron
affinity can be equated by simple Hess’s Law considerations with the difference between
the binding energy of the quinone as compared to the corresponding anionic radical
semiquinone. That is, the increase in the electron affinity caused by the formation of the
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complex is equal to the increase in the binding energy caused by adding an electron to the
quinone:
eA(PD-Q) - eA(Q) = Eb(Q-) - Eb(Q)

(1)

where PD-Q refers to the complex and Eb corresponds to the binding energy of the
indicated species with PD.
The quantities in Eq (1) were computed by comparing the binding energies of the
anionic radical semiquinones in Table 9-6 with the comparable quantities in Table 9-3 for
the neutral quinones. (It should be noted that the more stable of the latter dimers were the
stacked structures, not the H-bonded geometries.) The increment of the electron affinity of
each quinone associated with its association with the various proton donor molecules is
depicted graphically in Fig 9-6.
Focusing first on the neutral proton donors in the lower part of Fig 9-6, these
increments are all below 16 kcal/mol. There is a clear trend in that the strongest proton
donor, DMU, causes the largest enhancement, and the weakest amine the smallest; the two
alcohols are intermediate between these two extremes. There is another pattern present,
regardless of the identity of the proton donor. The electron affinity enhancement is largest
for the four quinone species on the left, and smallest for those on the right. That is, the
electron-rich quinones undergo a larger increase in their electron affinity upon association
with a proton-donor molecule than do the electron-deficient species with halogen
substituents. In a quantitative sense, this difference between electron-rich and poor
quinones is roughly 5 kcal/mol.
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It is interesting that there is little difference between the four electron-rich, nor
amongst the three electron-poor quinones. It is also intriguing to observe negative
quantities when the Me2NH associates with the three most electron-poor quinones. This
result is due to the poor proton-donating ability of this amine. Its H-bonding energy with
even the anionic semiquinone (9-10 kcal/mol) is smaller than the strong association energy
of the amine in its stacked arrangement with the corresponding neutral quinones (13-14
kcal/mol).
The patterns for the cationic donor in the upper part of Fig 9-6 are a bit different.
First of all, the cationic species induces a much larger increment in the quinone’s electron
affinity, between 75 and 85 kcal/mol. Secondly, the principle observed for the neutrals,
that the electron-poor quinones undergo a smaller increment than do their electron-rich
counterparts, is largely absent. In fact, it is the unsubstituted quinone that shows the largest
increment, and the nominally electron-rich tetraamino-substituted analogue the smallest.
The reader should recall that the most stable complex of each of the neutral proton
donors with any of the quinones is a stacked geometry. It might be of interest to wonder
how the trends in Fig 9-6 might be affected if the H-bonded geometry were used, not only
for the reduced semiquinone, but also for the neutral species. The results in this case are
illustrated in Fig 9-8 where it may be seen first that the electron affinity enhancements are
quantitatively a bit larger here than in Fig 9-6. But perhaps more importantly, there is much
less alteration of the data from left to right. That is, if the H-bonded geometry is used for
both the neutral quinone and its anionic correlate, there is a much lesser distinction between
electron-rich and poor species. (The results for the cationic donor are identical in Figs 9-6
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and 9-8 because it is the H-bonded species which is the global minimum for the neutral as
well as anionic quinone.)
One might think there ought to be a connection between the electron affinity of a
given species such as a quinone, and the energy of the LUMO into which an added electron
would find itself. For example, a lowering of the LUMO energy ε should make the species
more attractive to an incoming electron, raising its electron affinity. However, the opposite
was noted in the stacked, most stable, geometries of the various quinone/proton donor
complexes. The stacking caused the energy of the quinone’s LUMO to rise, i.e. become
less negative. This rise was on the order of 3-16 kcal/mol. This trend can be understood on
the basis of the observation that the formation of the stacked dimer is associated with a
certain amount of charge transfer from the proton donor molecule into the quinone. This
added electron density would make the quinone less attractive to an incoming electron.
And in fact, the degree of increase of ε is roughly proportional to the charge transfers
documented in Table 9-5. In any case, this trend is opposite to the aforementioned energetic
pattern of enhanced electron affinity of the complex in comparison to the quinone
monomer. One can thus conclude that monitoring of the LUMO energy would lead to an
incorrect conclusion. It is of interest to note finally that because the formation of a HB
results in electron donation from the quinone, the LUMO energy of the quinone drops when
this HB is formed.
9-3.5. Solvation Effects
The methods to this point were designed to get to the most fundamental properties
of the molecules involved, free of complicating effects. On the other hand, as the practical
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applications of these results will generally involve placing the systems within a solvent, it
is worthwhile to examine how the principles might be affected by solvation effects. The
calculations were repeated by reoptimizing the geometries within the context of aqueous
solvation, modeling the effects of hydration by the CPCM approach. The binding energies
of the quinones with the various proton donor molecules are reported in Table 9-8. As
expected the aqueous environment reduces the various interactions by variable amounts.
The binding energies of the amine suffer only a small reduction, on the order of 1 or 2
kcal/mol, with larger decrements for the systems that engage in tighter binding. These
reductions tend to be larger for the stacked structures than for the H-bonded geometries.
On a percentage basis, the decreases are typically on the order of roughly 15-30%, but
larger for the cationic donor, on the order of 70%. The effects of solvation upon the binding
energies of the semiquinones are apparent in a comparison of the data in Tables 9-6 and 99. One again sees reductions, and of a larger magnitude, roughly 50% for the neutral proton
donors, and as much as 85% for the cation.
When all of these solvent effects are considered in terms of the increase of quinone
electron affinity caused by complexation, the graphical form of the data is seen in Fig 9-7.
Comparison with the unsolvated data in Fig 9-6 reveals a reduction in magnitude of the
effects. For example, the gas-phase affinity enhancements were as large as 16 kcal/mol for
neutral donors, and up to 85 kcal/mol for the cation. The respective solvated maxima are 4
and 9 kcal/mol. But perhaps most importantly, the patterns are changed only very little.
Whether gas-phase or solvated, the electron-rich quinones on the left show the largest
change, and the electron-poor quinones the smallest, at least for the neutral donors.
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9-4. Conclusions
In summary, the neutral proton donors prefer a stacked geometry over a HB
structure with the various quinones. N-containing amine and urea derivative form stronger
stacked n→π* complexes with the quinones than do alcohols. Electron-poor quinones, e.g.
with halogen substituents, are more strongly bound than are electron-rich quinones,
consistent with the idea that electron density is being transferred to the quinone. A cationic
proton donor, on the other hand, forms only a H-bonded complex. Following the reduction
of the quinone to a radical anion semiquinone, complexation with each proton donor leads
to a HB structure, much more strongly bound than the pre-reduced complex. For example,
the binding energy with the cationic donor exceeds 100 kcal/mol.
Comparison of the binding energies of the neutral and anionic quinones leads to
evaluation of the increase in electron affinity of the quinone associated with its association
with each proton donor. This quantity obeys the trend amine < alcohol < urea < cation. The
electron affinity increase is as much as 15 kcal/mol for the neutral proton donors, and as
high as 85 kcal/mol for the cation. Most importantly, the increased tendency toward
reduction caused by the addition of the proton donor molecule is largest for the electronrich quinones and smallest for the electron-poor species. These same patterns are in
evidence when the systems are immersed in aqueous solvent, although the numerical values
are smaller. Unlike the other species, the association of the amine induces a reduction in
the quinone’s electron affinity, albeit only in water. It is reasonable to suppose that the
effects of a less polar solvent than water would lead to results intermediate between these
two extremes, but still obeying the same patterns.
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Turek et al20 had recently observed that the electron deficient chloranil,
corresponding to our QCl4, could be activated as an oxidizing agent via addition of a Hbonding agent. This result is consistent with our own finding that the electron affinity of
QCl4 is raised when proton donors such as alcohols or DMU are added, and by much more
so when the donor carries a positive charge. It is anticipated that the incorporation of a
dicationic species, as examined by Turek et al, into the calculations would cause an even
larger enhancement, consistent with their observations.
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Schemes, Figures and Tables

Scheme 9-I. Quinone and proton donor systems studied
Table 9-1. Vertical and adiabatic electron affinity of the various quinone monomers, and
the energy of its LUMO (kcal/mol).
quinone
Q(NH2)4
QMe4
QMe2
Q
QCl2
QF4
QCl4

Vertical
-27.60
-34.82
-39.09
-42.77
-56.83
-57.32
-63.94

Adiabatic
-37.00
-41.07
-45.48
-48.81
-63.25
-65.61
-70.10

ε(LUMO)
-46.43
-53.21
-59.49
-65.66
-76.96
-80.85
-81.85
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Table 9-2. Deprotonation energies (kcal/mol) of proton donor species
Me2NH
MeOH
EtOH
DMU
cation

402.95
389.77
386.97
369.15
253.16

Table 9-3. Binding energies (kcal/mol) of quinones with various H-bond donors
Quinone

(Me)2NH

MeOH

EtOH

DMU

CNH2(NHCH3)2
+

Q(NH2)4
QMe4
QMe2
Q
QCl2
QF4
QCl4

stacked
8.87
9.18
9.92
10.21
12.96
12.96
13.72

a

HB
6.01
6.34
6.15
5.72
5.98
5.40
5.90

stacked
8.02
6.85
6.86
6.87
8.25
8.66
8.51

HB
6.68
6.43
5.94
5.58
4.62
4.05
4.46

stacked
6.58
7.74
7.58
7.03
8.54
8.93
9.00

HB
6.49
6.28
5.79
5.44
4.50
3.92
4.33

stacked
11.19
12.82
10.79
10.73
13.00
12.63
13.35

HB
9.37
8.84
8.13
7.69
6.43
5.48
6.01

HB
34.84
30.46
27.30
26.27
22.55
18.81
21.55

Table 9-4. NBO Olp→σ(XH) (X=O,N) charge transfer E(2) (kcal/mol) for HB
configurations

Q(NH2)4
QMe4
QMe2
Q
QCl2
QF4
QCl4

(Me)2NHa MeOH
3.19
6.09
3.84
6.22
4.22
5.68
4.15
5.29
4.16
4.62
3.91
4.24
4.11
4.55

EtOH
6.36
6.09
5.67
5.21
4.57
4.09
3.35

DMU
12.67
11.96
10.90
10.38
8.98
8.52
9.02

CNH2(NHCH3)2+
36.92
28.79
26.42
24.25
22.28
19.69
21.94
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Table 9-5. NBO charge transfer E(2) (kcal/mol) for stacked configurations

Q(NH2)4
QMe4
QMe2
Q
QCl2
QF4
QCl4

(Me)2NH
12.80
11.93
16.00
13.94
16.80
16.64
17.10

MeOH
5.69
7.75
7.95
8.65
9.61
9.82
8.16

EtOH
6.18
6.16
6.73
7.05
8.62
8.43
6.89

DMU
9.35
6.21
8.65
11.10
9.28
10.88
10.42

Table 9-6. Binding energies (kcal/mol) of radical semiquinone anions with various Hbond donors

Q(NH2)4-∙
QMe4-∙
QMe2 -∙
Q-∙
QCl2-∙
QF4-∙
QCl4-∙

(Me)2NH
10.37
12.32
12.32
11.68
10.51
10.06
9.81

MeOH
13.99
15.95
15.62
15.56
13.44
13.36
12.53

EtOH
14.12
16.96
16.68
16.61
14.19
14.16
13.20

DMU
24.75
26.83
26.52
26.48
23.10
22.84
21.43

CNH2(NHCH3)2+
110.22
111.83
110.51
111.87
102.99
101.33
97.98

Table 9-7. Change in NMR isotropic shielding (ppm) of H-bonding protons due to
complexation.
(Me)2NH
stacked

Q(NH2)4
QMe4
QMe2
Q
QCl2
QF4
QCl4

HB

MeOH
stacked

(CH3NH)2COb

EtOH
HB

stacked

HB

stacked

CNH2(NHCH3)2+,b

HB

HB

0.47

-0.69

0.49

-3.47

0.06

-3.49

0.08

-2.38

-4.58

0.60

-0.90

0.77

-3.57

0.82

-3.51

0.37

-2.48

-4.15

0.66

-0.92

0.85

-3.31

0.87

-3.23

0.52

-2.19

-3.78

0.06

-1.02

0.52

-2.98

0.86

-2.94

0.37

-2.08

-3.52

-0.09
-0.25

-0.98
-0.85

0.26
0.11

-2.75

0.85
0.21

-2.65
-2.33

0.40
0.28

-1.61
-1.58

-3.07
-2.79

0.21

-0.99

-0.07

0.32

-2.64

0.35

-1.62

-3.08

-2.28
-2.70
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Table 9-8. BSSE-corrected binding energies (kcal/mol) of quinones with various H-bond
donors in aqueous solvent
Quinone
Q(NH2)4
QMe4
QMe2
Q
QCl2
QF4
QCl4

(Me)2NH
stacked HB

MeOH
stacked

5.36
8.12
8.96
8.61
11.64
11.58
12.71

3.12
4.39
4.65
4.72
5.98
6.39
7.03

4.65
4.76
4.62
4.11
4.17
3.49
4.04

HB

EtOH
stacked

5.73
5.39
4.99
4.82
4.09
3.74
4.01

3.98
5.19
5.07
4.55
6.02
6.23
6.73

HB

DMU
stacked

HB

CNH2(NHCH3)2+
HB

4.80
5.26
4.03
4.70
3.98
3.65
3.90

5.08
8.07
7.55
6.64
8.93
8.94
10.09

7.19
6.36
5.85
5.61
4.63
4.23
4.46

10.51
9.49
8.62
8.32
6.67
6.09
6.49

Table 9-9. BSSE-corrected binding energies (kcal/mol) of radical semiquinone anions
with various H-bond donors in aqueous solvent
(Me)2NH
Q(NH2)4 ∙ 4.60
QMe4-∙
5.87
QMe2 ∙
5.92
Q-∙
5.18
QCl2 ∙
5.58
QF4 ∙
5.04
QCl4 ∙
5.48

MeOH
6.86
8.35
7.96
7.70
7.01
6.74
6.83

EtOH
6.59
8.68
8.34
8.07
7.28
7.10
6.99

DMU
9.86
11.33
10.83
10.40
9.27
6.74
6.83

CNH2(NHCH3)2+
16.72
17.88
17.04
16.47
14.62
13.87
13.91
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Figure 9-1. H-bonded geometries of complexes formed by dimethylquinone with proton
donors a) (CH3)2N, b) MeOH, c) EtOH, d) dimethylurea, e) CNH2(NHCH3)2+ cation.
Distances in Å.
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Figure 9-2. Stacked geometries of complexes formed by dimethylquinone with proton
donors a) (CH3)2N, b) MeOH, c) EtOH, d) dimethylurea. Distances in Å.
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Figure 9-3. Molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) surrounding each of the indicated
quinones on a surface corresponding to 1.5 x van der Waals radius. Blue and red colors
indicate maxima and minima, respectively, ±0.005 au. Numerical values refer to Vs,max
(kcal/mol) at the π-hole above the C-C bond connecting the two CO groups, on the
ρ=0.001 au isodensity surface.

Figure 9-4. Electron density difference map of a) H-bonded and b) stacked structures of
quinone with dimethylurea. Purple regions indicate increased density resulting from
formation of complex; losses are shown in green. Contours represent ±0.001 au.
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Figure 9-5. Geometries of complexes formed by dimethylquinone anion radical with
proton donors a) (CH3)2N, b) MeOH, c) EtOH, d) dimethylurea, e) CNH2(NHCH3)2+
cation. Distances in Å.
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Figure 9-6. Change in binding energy to proton donor molecule caused by reduction of
the quinone to radical anion semiquinone.

Figure 9-7. Change in binding energy to proton donor molecule caused by reduction of
the quinone to radical anion semiquinone in aqueous solvent.
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Figure 9-8. Change in binding energy to proton donor molecule caused by reduction of
the quinone to radical anion semiquinone, with both complexes in their HB geometries.
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CHAPTER 10
NX∙∙Y HALOGEN BONDS. COMPARISON WITH NH∙∙Y H-BONDS AND CX∙∙Y
.
0
1

HALOGEN BONDS1

Abstract
Quantum calculations examine how the NH∙∙Y H-bond compares to the equivalent
NX∙∙Y halogen bond, as well as to comparable CH/CX donors. Succinimide and saccharin,
and their corresponding halogen-substituted derivatives, are chosen as the prototype
NH/NX donors, paired with a wide range of electron donor molecules. The NH∙∙Y H-bond
is weakened if the bridging H is replaced by Cl, and strengthened by I; a Br halogen bond
is roughly comparable to a H-bond. The lone pairs of the partner molecule are stronger
electron donors than are π-systems. Whereas Coulombic forces represent the largest
fraction of the attractive force in the H-bonds, induction energy is magnified in the halogen
bonds, surpassing electrostatics in several cases. Mutation of NH/NX to CH/CX weakens
the binding energy to roughly half its original value, while also lengthening the
intermolecular distances by 0.3 - 0.8 Å.

1

Coauthored by Binod Nepal and Steve Scheiner. Reproduced with permission from Phys. Chem. Chem.
Phys. 2016., DOI: 10.1039/c6cp03771b. Copyright 2016, PCCP Owner Societies.
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10-1. Introduction
The realm of noncovalent interactions is large and diverse and continues to grow.
The H-bond (HB) has perhaps attracted the most attention over the past decades,1, 2 due to
its widespread occurrence in important chemical and biological processes. The definition
of a HB has greatly expanded from its original inception involving F, O, and N atoms to a
growing list3, 4 of less electronegative atoms as well as π-systems that can serve as electron
donors. Many of the intrinsic concepts of the HB have been found to occur as well in related
noncovalent bonds5 where the bridging H is replaced by tetrel, pnicogen, chalcogen,
halogen, and even the nominally unreactive aerogen atoms, in the eponymously named
bonds.6-16
Of the latter sorts of interactions, the halogen bond (XB) has the longest history of
inquiry and has been successfully exploited in a number of fields such as crystal
engineering, drug development and delivery, catalysis, anion binding and sensing, among
many others. Like the HB, the XB owes some of its attractive force to an electrostatic
attraction between the bridging atom with a certain amount of positive charge and a
negative region of the acceptor molecule. A second contribution arises from charge transfer
into the AH/AX σ* antibonding orbital, which typically weakens and lengthens this
covalent bond. Due in large measure to its very high electronegativity and low
polarizability, the F atom is a reluctant participant in halogen bonding, but the Cl, Br, and
I atoms engage in XBs which typically grow stronger as the halogen atom becomes larger.
While a great deal has been learned over the years about XBs, most of the systems
examined are limited to situations where the bridging halogen is bound to a carbon17-31 or
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other atom.16,32-37 There is a surprising paucity of information available for systems
containing a N-X bond. Taking the parallel world of HBs as an example, there are certainly
commonalities between CH and NH HBs, but there are also some significant differences
as well. For example, the CH bond often shortens when it engages in a HB and its stretching
frequency shifts to the blue, both opposite to what is observed for NH donors. NH HBs are
systematically stronger than those with CH donors. It is therefore of some importance to
consider the corresponding questions for halogen bonds, viz. how NX halogen bond donors
might differ from their CH congeners.
There is a certain amount of information currently available, albeit not as robust as
one would like, in the literature about NX halogen bonds.38-40 Most of this data is structural
in nature and derives from crystal studies, as recently summarized by Troff et al.41 The NX XB bond in halosuccinimides42-44 shows up as a short intermolecular contact. Even
shorter distances are observed when the XB acceptor is an anion,41 an amine or triazine45,
46

, or an imine.47 Halosaccharins have also been observed to engage in XBs48, including

with water and pyridine as halogen acceptor.49 A very recent study50 paired halosaccharins
with a series of pyridine-N-oxides.
But what remains lacking is a thorough and comprehensive body of information
that directly relates and compares NX with CX halogen bonds. Some of the most pressing
questions at present begin with a comparison of the energetic and electronic structural
features of NX halogen bonds. How does changing the identity of the X atom in the NX
bond affect the strength of the interaction, and how do these noncovalent bonds compare
with the analogous NH HBs? What is the sensitivity of the NX XB to the nature of the
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partner electron donor molecule; how do π-donors compare with lone-pair donors? What
are the relative contributions to NX HBs of principal attractive components: electrostatic,
induction, and dispersion energy? How does the formation of a NX XB affect the length
of the internal covalent N-X bond?
The goal of the present work is to attempt to answer these questions via quantum
chemical calculations. We take as a starting point systems where there is available a
significant amount of experimental data to serve as a check on the validity of the
calculations. The succinimide and saccharin systems fulfill this role, harkening back to
their recent study.41-50 As described below, a wide range of electron donor molecules is
considered, including both lone pair and π-donors, and molecules of varying donor ability.
Among this list is included both pyridine and pyridine N-oxide, again because of the
availability of prior experimental data.

10-2. Computational Methods
Most of the calculations were carried out via the Gaussian-09 package.51 The
geometries were optimized at the MP2 level of theory in conjunction with the aug-ccpVDZ52 basis set; the aug-cc-pVDZ-PP53 pseudopotential was used for the heavier atoms
I and Br. The basis sets were taken externally from the EMSL library.54 Only geometries
with non-negative frequencies were taken into consideration to ensure each obtained
geometry is in fact a true minimum. The binding energies were calculated as the differences
between the energy of the complex and the sum of the monomers, corrected for basis set
superposition error using the counterpoise procedure. Charge transfer was examined by
Natural Bond Orbital (NBO)55 calculations using the NBO 6.0 program.56 The binding
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energies were decomposed into various components using Symmetry Adapted Perturbation
Theory (SAPT)57 via the MOLPRO-2010 software package.58 The HF level of theory and
the 6-31+G* basis set for lighter elements, and LANL2DZ basis sets for Br and I, was used
for the SAPT analysis.
Extrapolation to complete basis set was performed via a method originally proposed
by Truhlar59 and which has been shown to work well for systems of this type.60 ChemCraft
software61 was used for visualization of geometries and vibrational frequencies. The
molecular electrostatic potentials were analyzed by the Multiwfn software package.62
The molecular structures of succinimide and saccharin are displayed in Scheme 10I. The NH proton of each was replaced in turn by Cl, Br, and I so as to enable the formation
of halogen bonds. The nine electron donors considered here are illustrated in Scheme 10I. They include those that donate electrons via lone pairs, as well as π-donors ethene,
acetylene, and benzene.

10-3. Results and Discussion
10-3.1. Optimized Geometries and Binding Energies
The optimized geometries of the H-bonded succinimide complexes with NH3, H2O,
acetone, pyridine, and pyridine N-oxide are presented on the left side of Fig 10-1. The right
side illustrates the structures of the X-bonded complexes, as exemplified by X=Br; the
structures for the Cl and I dimers are very similar. The analogous diagrams of the πcomplexes with C2H4, HCCH, and benzene are displayed in Fig 10-2. There is more
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Scheme 10-I. Molecules participating in HB or XB interactions.
diversity in the HF complexes, all of which are illustrated in Fig 10-3. Considering the
structures in Fig 10-1, the X-bonded geometries on the right side are all simple and
straightforward XBs, with θ(NX∙∙Y) ~ 180°. In contrast, the H-bonded geometries on the
left all contain indications of a secondary HB, albeit a weak one in several cases. One of
the H atoms of NH3, for example, is oriented so as to form a secondary NH∙∙O HB. The
OH∙∙O HB in the complex with water is as short as the “primary” NH∙∙O HB. There is some
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geometrical evidence of subsidiary CH∙∙O HBs in the other HB geometries in Fig 10-1. A
secondary HB, also CH∙∙O, appears likely in the HB geometry of acetylene in Fig 10-2.
Turning to HF in Fig 10-3, its FH∙∙O HB is shorter and likely stronger than the NH∙∙F HB.
When the H atom of succinimide is changed to Cl, this atom is not a strong enough halogenbonder so one does not see a XB but rather a FH∙∙O HB. Br and I, on the other hand, engage
in strong enough XBs that one does see such F∙∙X HBs.
The BSSE-corrected binding energies are reported in Table 10-1. Focusing first on
the HB geometries in the first column, succinimide engages in fairly strong complexes
when interacting with lone pairs, with binding energies in the 8-10 kcal/mol range. HBs
with the π-systems are weaker, between 3.5 and 5.5 kcal/mol, in the order ethene <
acetylene < benzene. (The binding energy of acetylene is likely inflated by the presence of
the secondary CH∙∙O HB, as is the case also for the OH∙∙O HB for H2O.) The XB structures
in the next three columns obey a consistent pattern: Cl < Br < I. As a general rule of thumb,
I XBs are roughly twice as strong as Cl XBs. In most cases, the HB binding energy falls
between Br and I. These trends are true whether the bond is formed to lone pairs, or to πsystems. There is one distinction between HB and XB complexes. Ethene forms stronger
XBs than does acetylene, in contrast to the HB pattern where it is acetylene that engages
in stronger interactions. However, the HB energy of acetylene is likely inflated by the
presence of the secondary CH∙∙O HB. Whether HB or XB, pyridine and pyridine-N-oxide
form substantially stronger complexes than do the other electron donors studied here.
Table 10-2 lists the intermolecular distances of the various optimized complexes.
In most cases, the HBs are shorter than XBs, not surprising in view of the much smaller
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atomic radius for H. Within the class of XBs there are two competing trends. The increasing
atomic radii would tend toward Cl < Br < I, but the strengthening bond that is associated
with larger halogens would push toward an opposite pattern. The final result is a
compromise wherein Br generally has the shortest XB and Cl the longest. There is an
exception to this trend involving acetone wherein the Cl∙∙O distance is shorter than that for
Br, probably due to the presence of a CH∙∙O HB in the former case which draws the two
molecules together.
The lower halves of Tables 10-1 and 10-2 allow a comparison of succinimide with
saccharin. The latter differs from the former first by the presence of a phenyl group fused
to its five-membered ring. Also, one of the two CO groups adjacent to the NX group is
replaced by a SO2 unit. These replacements lead to an overall strengthening of the various
bonds, both H and X. The increments are largest for the HBs, ranging up to 2.4 kcal/mol,
whereas the increases for the XBs are less than 1 kcal/mol. Importantly, the patterns are
largely retained. I-bonds are the strongest of the halogen bonds, and Cl-bonds the weakest.
HBs are usually a bit weaker than I-bonds but there are a few exceptions where the reverse
if observed, e.g. acetone, pyridine-N-oxide, acetylene, and benzene. The former can be
explained by the presence of a pair of CH∙∙O HBs that add to the stability of the HB
configuration, while the others would appear to be an intrinsic property of the systems
involved.
As a last bit of geometrical information, it is well known that the formation of a HB
or XB will typically elongate the pertinent N-H or N-X covalent bond. These bond stretches
are contained in Table 10-3 and reproduce some of the energetic trends in Table 10-1 but
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not all. Like the binding energies, the stretches increase in the order Cl < Br < I. On the
other hand, the NH stretch is less than that for X=Br, although the HB energy is greater
than the Br-bond energy. Within the subset of π-donors, the energetic order acetylene <
ethene < benzene is altered, with ethene showing the largest bond stretch and acetylene the
smallest. The uniformly stronger bonds formed by saccharin vs succinimide are less
consistent with respect to bond stretches.
There is always the question as to how well any particular level of theory
reproduces data that might be computed at a higher level. In order to address this issue,
succinimide, and its three variants of halosubstituted derivatives, was paired with both NH3
and OH2, and the binding energies computed at higher levels. The results, displayed in
Table 10-4, show that enlargement of basis set from aug-cc-pVDZ to aug-cc-pVTZ, and
then extrapolated to complete basis set, each result in a small increase in binding energy,
but less than 1 kcal/mol. On the other hand, the improvement of the treatment of electron
correlation from MP2 to CCSD(T) leads to only a very small decrease, suggesting MP2 is
quite good for treatment of these systems. As a final point of comparison, the M06-2X
variant of DFT uniformly overestimates the binding energies, whether compared with MP2
or with CCSD(T).
10-3-2. Electronic Structure Analysis
A myriad of prior studies have pointed to electrostatic attraction as a primary
component of both H and X bonds. For that reason, it is instructive to inspect the molecular
electrostatic potential (MEP) that surrounds each of the proton or halogen-donor molecules
being considered here. These potentials are displayed in Fig 10-4 wherein blue and red
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regions correspond respectively to positive and negative regions of the MEP. Each of the
molecules contains a blue area at the site of its bonding, i.e. its H or X atom. This blue area
is smallest for X=Cl and grows larger for Br and I, and is even broader for H. The
numerical values in Fig 10-4 refer to the value of the potential where it reaches its maximal
value, Vs,max, on the contour wherein the electron density is fixed at 0.001 au. These
quantities increase in the same Cl < Br < I < H order as the size of the blue region. There
are only small differences between the succinimide values in the top of Fig 10-4 and the
saccharin quantities in the lower half. It is perhaps important to note that even though X=H
is associated with the largest Vs,max values, the binding energies of the HB complexes are
usually surpassed by those for X=I.
While the MEPs provide useful insights into the electrostatic interactions, they are
silent concerning the effects of mutual polarization and charge transfer between the two
subunits in each complex. The latter can be understood via NBO analysis which quantifies
the energetic consequences of charge transfer between pairs of individual orbitals. It is
known that the largest share of charge in H or X-bonded systems is transferred into the
σ*(NX) antibonding orbital. These quantities are displayed in Table 10-5 where the
donating orbital is either the lone pair(s) or the π-orbitals of the electron donor molecule.
It must be recalled that in those cases where a secondary interaction occurs, there are other
important charge transfers. For example, the 9.61 kcal/mol E(2) for the HB complex of
succinimide with OH2 is supplemented by an additional 9.08 kcal/mol by the transfer into
the σ*(OH) antibonding orbital of the water from the OH∙∙O HB.
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With the obvious exception of those cases of a strong secondary interaction, the
E(2) quantities mirror the binding energies in Table 10-1 fairly well. Taking the HB
systems with succinimide as an example, the acetone < NH3 < pyridine < pyridine-N-oxide
trend in binding energy is the same order as is observed for E(2). The two quantities are
even more closely related for the set of six I-bonding systems: FH < OH2 < acetone < NH3
< pyridine-N-oxide < pyridine. There are also parallels in that both E(2) and binding energy
follow the general pattern of Cl < Br < H < I. The quantities are not as closely related for
the various π-complexes in that E(2) is largest for ethene but benzene is more strongly
bound. Part of this discrepancy may be related to a secondary charge transfer from the
halogen lone pair to the π* orbitals of the alkene.
Given the large values of some of the NBO quantities in Table 10-5, it was
considered prudent to examine how sensitive they might be to basis set.63 Parallel
calculations were thus carried out for the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set, and the data compared
with aug-cc-pVDZ. Examination focused on those systems with the largest values of E(2)
to check for possible basis set inflation. A reduction was observed with the larger basis set,
but this decrease was fairly small, only 4-12%, for the I-bonded structures that show the
largest values of E(2). For example, E(2) was reduced from 42.2 kcal/mol for the
succinimide-I complex with pyridine-N-oxide to 38.7 kcal/mol with the larger basis.
The decomposition of the total binding energy into separate components, each with
a physical significance, can add further insights into the nature of the bonding. Fig 10-5
illustrates the fractional contribution of each of the electrostatic (ES, blue), induction (IND,
red) and dispersion (DISP, green) components to their total, the entire attractive energy in
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the complexes containing succinimide. The distinction between H and X bonds is
immediately apparent. The blue electrostatic energy accounts for a large share of the total
attraction for the H-bonds in Fig 10-5a, more than 50% in most cases. Induction makes a
smaller contribution 20-30%, followed by dispersion at less than 20%. The principal
exception is the H-bond to benzene, where the three components are roughly equal. This
disproportionately large ES contribution is consistent with the larger values of Vs,max for
the H-bonding molecules in Fig 10-4.
The pattern is different for the halogen bonds in Fig 10-5. In the first place,
induction energy is comparable to and sometimes larger than the electrostatic component.
The larger induction is especially noticeable for the three π-systems on the right side, where
IND hovers around 50%. But even for the XBs formed to the lone pairs on the left, IND is
nearly as large as ES. Where the HBs and XBs are most similar is in the percentage
contribution of DISP, which is the smallest of the three components. The three components
compose very similar percentages of the total attraction for the corresponding saccharin
complexes.
The absolute magnitudes of the various quantities also offer insights into the nature
of the interactions. With regard to each attractive term, one sees a clear Cl < Br < I trend.
This pattern is especially noticeable with respect to induction energy, where it can increase
by a factor of as much as 4 between Cl and I. While obeying the same pattern, dispersion
is not quite as sensitive to the nature of the halogen atom. With respect to the nature of the
electron donor species, pyridine and pyridine-N-oxide exhibit the largest components in
general. Induction and dispersion are disproportionately large for the π-donors ethene,
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acetylene, and benzene. The latter is associated with especially high dispersion, while the
former shows large induction. The quantities related to H are a bit more variable but
generally hover between Cl and I.
10-4. Discussion
The generally lesser ability of π-systems, as compared to lone pairs, to donate
protons to XBs matches earlier findings for related pnicogen and chalcogen bonds.64-67 The
Cl < Br < H < I order of binding energy of the N-X donors examined here is consistent
with similar patterns observed previously for the many C-X donors that have been studied
in the past.25, 68-75
It is already well established that NH H-bonds are typically considerably stronger
than the related CH HBs. But the comparisons between NX and CX halogen bonds remain
relatively unexplored. This issue was examined here in a direct manner by replacing the
NH of succinimide by CH2, so as to retain the basic structure and internal bonding. The
resulting 1,3-cyclopentadione was thus taken as the CH donor, and XBs were formed by
replacing one of the two H atoms by F, Cl, Br, and I in turn. Each of these molecules was
then paired with NH3 as prototypical electron donor. The counterpoise-corrected binding
energies are presented in Table 10-6, along with the optimized intermolecular distances.
Also contained in Table 10-6 are the corresponding data for the analogous NH/NX donor
succinimide. (Like the complex with succinimide, the H-bonding cyclopentadione
complex with NH3 also contains secondary attractive interactions in addition to the HB.)
The first row of Table 10-6 confirms the weaker CH∙∙N HB, as compared to NH∙∙N by a
factor of ½. In fact, this weakening CX/NX ratio is fairly typical of the XBs as well.
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Consistent with their weaker nature, the various CH/CX complexes are also characterized
by longer intermolecular separations, by 0.3 Å for the three XBs, and by 0.8 Å for the HBs.
Another comparison between N and C H/X donors derives from a prior M062X/aug-cc-pVDZ study of the CI∙∙N bond between pentafluoroiodobenzene and pyridine76
which obtained a binding energy of 6.9 kcal/mol. This quantity is considerably smaller than
the 12.8 kcal/mol calculated here for the NI∙∙N bond between I-succinimide and pyridine.
Pentafluoroiodobenzene was also the I-donor with acetone in another study.77 At the same
level of theory used here, this CI∙∙O XB had a binding energy of 4.9 kcal/mol, less than the
7.6 and 8.5 kcal/mol respectively calculated above for the NI∙∙O bond between acetone and
both I-succinimide and I-saccharin. Moreover, this quantity dropped further when some of
the electron-withdrawing F atoms were removed from the I donor of the CI∙∙O bond.
A very recent set of calculations74 dealing with simpler systems affirmed the
weaker CX XBs in a set of methyl halide oligomers when compared to the analogous NX
XBs in aminohalides, wherein the former amount to roughly 60% of the latter. This
weakening is not very different than the 50% reduction noted above for our comparison of
succinimide with cyclopentadione in Table 10-5. Calculations on the nitrohalides78,79
affirmed the I > Br > Cl trend of NX HBs. Recent work by McDowell and Maynard80
computed the cooperativity experienced by a N-Cl XB when the N atom acts
simultaneously as electron donor, but did not draw parallels with the analogous C-Cl XB.
With regard to the energy decomposition, earlier calculations81-83 had also concluded that
both dispersion and charge transfer were vital ingredients in XBs, in addition to
electrostatics.
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There are experimental results available with which we can directly compare some
of our data. Puttreddy et al50 reported the solid state geometrical parameters for complexes
of I-succinimide and I-saccharin with pyridine-N-oxide, and Makhotina et al48 reported
analogous quantities for pyridine. In Table 10-7, the numbers outside and inside the
parentheses respectively represent our calculated parameters and experimental values from
the crystal. The internal N-I bond lengths are reproduced very well by the calculations,
while the calculated XB R(I∙∙∙O/N) distances are a bit longer (by about 0.1 Å). The
intermolecular distances in the crystal may be shortened by the strengthening effects of
cooperative interactions with neighboring molecules. The XB angles in the final column
of Table 10-7 are all close to linearity, both experimental and computed. The association
constants measured by Puttreddy et al50 were also consistent with our finding (Table 10-1)
that pyridine-N-oxide is considerably more strongly bound with I-succinimide than are
water or acetone. The results of Makhotina et al48 offer additional support for our calculated
finding that I-saccharin forms a stronger I-bond with pyridine than does I-succinimide.
In summary, the calculations presented here indicate that the strength of a XB with
Cl as donor is much weaker than the corresponding HB. Replacement of Cl by Br yields a
XB that is of comparable strength to the corresponding HB, while I presents the strongest
interaction of all. Lone pair electron donors lead to stronger interactions than π-donors,
particularly pyridine and pyridine-N-oxide. Mutation of succinimide to the larger NX
donor saccharin results in a modest enhancement of the binding. The strengths of the
interactions correspond to the NBO charge transfer energies E(2) and to the intensity of the
positive MEP in the vicinity of the binding atom, whether H or X, although these
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correlations are imperfect. Decomposition of the binding energies suggests that
electrostatics account for the lion’s share of the HB. The induction energy is substantially
larger for the XBs, surpassing electrostatics in a number of cases.
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Tables and Figures

Table 10-1. Counterpoise-corrected binding energies (kcal/mol) of H and X bonded
complexes

NH3
OH2
FH
acetone
pyridine
Pyridine-Noxide
ethene
acetylene
benzene

NH3
OH2
FH
acetone
pyridine
Pyridine-Noxide

Succinimide systems
H
Cl
Br
8.20
3.83
7.09
8.22d
2.52
4.11
a
b
10.09
7.22
2.00
7.60
3.81
5.83
10.04
5.12
9.21
10.33
5.63
8.23
π-complexes
3.46
2.37
3.93
4.38
2.16
3.24
c
5.46
3.14
4.46
Saccharin complexes
H
Cl
Br
9.65
4.12
7.91
7.92 d
2.60
4.33
a
b
9.57
5.51
2.07
e
8.77
3.96
6.14
11.53
5.43
10.39

I
9.83
5.43
2.48
7.58
12.77
10.95
5.15
4.05
5.56
I
11.28
5.92
2.69
8.48
14.66

12.76
6.22
8.79
12.52
π-complexes
ethene
4.38
2.59
4.36
5.90
acetylene
4.58
2.18
3.37
4.40
benzene
7.29
3.86
4.75
6.15
a
FH acts as the proton acceptor from NH and as donor to O
b

no halogen bond; FH acts as the proton donor to O

c

small negative frequency

d

NH∙∙O supplemented by OH∙∙O

stabilized by pair of CH∙∙O HBs

e
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Table 10-2. Intermolecular H/X bond distances (Å) of the optimized geometries.

NH3
OH2
FH
acetone
pyridine
Pyridine-Noxide
ethene
acetylene
benzene

NH3
OH2
FH
acetone
pyridine
Pyridine-Noxide
ethene
acetylene
benzene

Succinimide systems
H
Cl
Br
1.935
2.754
2.608
1.996
2.801
2.747
2.154
2.421
1.853
2.739
2.907
1.813
2.617
2.421

2.653
2.810
3.000
2.677
2.497

1.764

2.720
2.515
π-complexes
2.375
3.046
2.633
2.403
3.101
3.025
2.052
3.050
2.965
Saccharin complexes
H
Cl
Br
1.832
2.702
2.536
1.931
2.785
2.716
2.100
2.869
1.842
2.710
2.588
1.713
2.579
2.332

2.537

1.656

2.451

2.472

2.838
2.980
2.968

2.881
3.060
2.997

2.384
2.302
2.164

2.723
π-complexes
2.997
3.070
3.166

I

2.968
3.126
3.051
I
2.586
2.762
2.969
2.618
2.434
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Table 10-3. Stretch (mÅ) of the covalent bond, Δr(N-H/X) caused by the formation of
the HB/XB.

NH3
OH2
FH
acetone
pyridine
Pyridine-Noxide
ethene
acetylene
benzene

NH3
OH2
FH
acetone
pyridine
Pyridine-Noxide
ethene
acetylene
benzene

Succinimide systems
H
Cl
Br
19.2
13.4
32.9
7.9
4.2
8.9
4.89
1.86
14.7
5.4
14.9
28.5
19.2
56.1
23.1
7.8
27.2
π-complexes
4.5
7.3
19.0
4.3
4.2
9.9
2.7
3.5
12.0
Saccharin complexes
H
Cl
Br
29.8
13.8
37.5
10.8
2.4
6.2
2.9
0.1
14.8
7.4
12.9
43.4
21.4
73.6
41.0
6.4
30.8

3.7
5.7
4.0

π-complexes
8.6
4.6
-0.3

22.6
9.8
12.2

I
44.7
13.6
3.19
22.8
66.2
41.3

26.1
12.9
16.8
I
43.5
4.4
-5.7
17.5
71.5
41.2

24.2
5.7
11.3
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Table 10-4. NBO charge transfer energies E(2) for transfer into σ*(NH/X) antibonding
orbital. All in kcal/mol.

NH3
OH2
FH
acetone
pyridine
Pyridine-Noxide
ethene
acetylene
benzene

NH3
OH2
FH
acetone
pyridine
Pyridine-Noxide
ethene
acetylene
benzene

Succinimide systems
H
Cl
Br
23.99
8.17
23.05
9.61
3.86
8.38
4.03
3.27
21.83
4.57
13.21
31.23
10.78
37.36
34.43
5.68
24.39
π-complexes
7.24
4.34
12.17
5.63
2.91
6.91
6.99
2.46
8.44
Saccharin complexes
H
Cl
Br
36.11
9.87
29.82
14.40
4.13
9.97
5.12
3.85
20.88
5.21
15.76
48.26
11.98
52.86
54.16
5.32
31.84
π-complexes
7.05
5.19
15.48
7.89
3.28
8.29
8.79
1.23
9.32

I
34.58
13.13
4.91
21.68
49.81
42.15

19.63
9.99
13.02
I
43.36
15.43
5.41
26.81
62.74
53.33
26.19
12.77
15.75
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Table 10-5. Comparison of counterpoise-corrected binding energies and intermolecular
distances for the complexes of substituted 1,3-cyclopentadione and succinimide with
NH3.
Eb, kcal/mol
1,3-cyclopentadione
succinimide
H
4.31a
8.20
Cl
1.64
3.83
Br
4.91
7.09
I
5.42
9.83
a
Not completely H-bonded complex

R(X∙∙N), Å
1,3succinimide
cyclopentadione
2.720
1.935
3.076
2.754
2.944
2.608
2.945
2.653

Table 10-6. Comparison of calculated with experimentally determined geometrical
parameters, in parentheses.
complex
R(N-I), Å
Succinimide-I···Pyridine-N2.090(2.094)
Oxide
Saccharin-I···Pyridine-N-Oxide 2.107(2.139)
Succinimide-I···Pyridine
2.115(2.116)
Saccharin-I···Pyridine
2.137(2.254)
a
X-ray quality was reported to be poor

R(I∙∙∙O/N), Å
2.537(2.453)

θ(N-I∙∙∙O), degs
173.(179)

2.472(2.328)
2.497(2.493)
2.434(2.254a)

174(177)
180(180)
180(180)
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Figure 10-1. Geometries of complexes of succinimide and Br-succinimide with five
lone-pair electron donors. Distances in Å.
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Figure 10-2. Geometries of complexes of succinimide and Br-succinimide with three πelectron donors. Distances in Å.
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H
Cl

Br

I

Figure 10-3. Geometries of complexes of HF with succinimide and halosuccinimides.
Distances in Å.
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H

Cl

Br

I

au

Figure 10-4. Molecular electrostatic potentials (MEPs) of succinimide (top) and
saccharin (bottom), and their halosubstituted derivatives. Numerical values correspond to
Vs,max.
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H

NH3 OH2 FH

acet pyr pyr-N-O C2H4 C2H2 C6H6

Cl

NH3 OH2 FH

Br

NH3 OH2 FH

acet pyr pyr-N-O C2H4 C2H2 C6H6

acet pyr pyr-N-O C2H4 C2H2 C6H6

I

NH3 OH2 FH

acet pyr pyr-N-O C2H4 C2H2 C6H6

Figure 10-5. Fractional contributions of electrostatic (blue), induction (red), and
dispersion (green) to total attraction energy in complexes with succinimide and its
indicated halosubstituted derivatives.
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CHAPTER 11
SUMMARY

This dissertation has presented a number of electronic and energetic aspects of
various charge assisted noncovalent interactions. First of all, the effect of charge on charge
assisted C-H···π and N-H···π interaction were investigated by directly comparing the
charge assisted model systems with their neutral analogues. The π electron sources
employed for the studies were ethene, acetylene, butadiene, benzene, imidazole, phenol
and indole which cover both aliphatic and aromatic as well as systems with biological
interest. The C-H···π H-bonds formed by trimethyl amine(TMA) with various π electron
donors varies from less than 1 kcal/mol for simple ethylene or acetylene to as high as 4.5
kcal/mol for the imidazole system. But once TMA is replaced by tetramethyl ammonium
cation (TMA+) H-bond energies increase to 4.7 kcal/mol for simple ethylene or acetylene
to as high as 15.5 kcal/mol for indole. These results clearly show the two ways by which
the strength of C-H···π H-bonds can be increased. First, by increasing the number of
electrons in the electron donors. There is a trend of increasing HB strength as the simple
C=C bond of ethylene or acetylene is conjugated, as in butadiene. The aromaticity of
benzene enhances the binding, which is further enhanced by a –OH substituent as in
phenol, with even greater effects arising in the heteroaromatic imidazole or indole. The
second and the most effective way is introducing positive charge in the proton donor
systems. Due to the introduction of the positive charge on the proton donor in our model
systems, the binding energies increase by a factor between 4 and 7. Regarding the most
important question, whether these charge assisted C-H···π interactions are truly H-bonds
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or mostly other kinds of interaction, different quantum mechanical tools like SAPT
analysis, NBO charge transfer studies, electron density shift calculation as well as NMR
studies clearly show that these charge assisted bonds fall under the definition of H-bonds
and hence are true H-bonds.
Some previous studies suggested hydrogen bonds formed by C-H donors can be
strong enough to extract anions from the solution both selectively and effectively.1-3 Our
quantum mechanical study is able to not only quantify the strength of C-H···Anion
interactions but also able to provide the basic and fundamental understanding of these
interactions. Firstly, C-H···Anion interactions are very sensitive to the magnitude of charge
present in the anion. With CF3H as the exemplary proton donor the binding energies are
12-17 kcal/mol for the mono anions like CN-, Cl-, Br-, NO3-, HCOO-, CH3COO-, HSO4and H2PO4-, ~27 kcal/mole for dianions like SO42- and HPO42- and 45 kcal/mole for trianion
PO43-. One exception to above is F- anion, which has a binding energy of 26 kcal/mol. The
anionic H-bond energies are not very sensitive to the nature of the anions. But an increase
in the number of acceptor atoms in the anions decreases the binding energy due to the
dispersal of the charge on the anion. One of the interesting features of C-H···X H-bonds
where X is the acceptor, is compression of the C-H bond length or blue-shifting of the CH stretching frequency which is opposite to the classical notion that H-bond formation
leads to the elongation and red shifting of the D-H bonds, where D is the proton donor. But
opposite to the neutral C-H···X hydrogen bonds, in C-H···Xn- hydrogen bonds, the C-H
bond is elongated and its stretching frequency red-shifted.4-6 The energy decomposition
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analysis by SAPT method reveals that the binding energies are composed of 52-65%
electrostatic, 20-38% induction and remaining dispersion components.
Owing to the energetics of C-H···Xn- H-bonds, the potency of the C-H hydrogen
bond donors to solvate the above anions and their micro solvation energetics were analyzed
taking CF3H as the prototypical proton donor. Our studies show that C-H···Xn- H-bonds
form well-structured solvation cage around anions. The monoatomic anions like halides
tends to form a geometry based on VSEPR theory. For example, with two CF3H molecules,
a liner geometry is obtained. Similarly, trigonal planar, tetrahedral, trigonal bipyramidal
and octahedral geometries were obtained with coordination number 3, 4, 5 and 6
respectively. Such types of regular geometries are not possible for larger asymmetric
anions with multiple H-bond acceptor atoms. Although, the total binding energy increases
with the increase in number of coordinated CF3H molecules, the binding energy per solvent
molecule undergoes a steady decline. The plots of the free energies of the solvation as a
function of number of CF3H molecules yield a more or less parabolic curve which means
free energy of solvation increases in the negative direction first, becomes most negative
and starts to increase in the positive direction.
Similar to the covalent bonds, some special types of noncovalent interactions like
hydrogen and halogen bonds have certain directional properties and they try to maintain
linearity in their bond angles as much as possible.7,8 The distortion of the bond angles from
the equilibrium geometry always involves certain amount of destabilization energy. This
dissertation compares charge assisted H-bonds with their neutral analogues for the
sensitivity of bond angle distortion. Our results show that ionic H-bonds suffer a greater
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loss of H-bond energy than their neutral analogues. However, if the bending force constant
is normalized with the intrinsic H-bond energy, the distinction is less. SAPT analysis
further shows that the source of destabilization arises from exchange repulsion. Similar to
the bond angle distortion, the non-covalent interactions are also sensitive to bond
stretching. The drop in interaction energy with the bond stretch were studied and fitted to
the equation, ΔRn and Rn where n indicates the exponent, R indicates noncovalent bond
length and ΔR indicates bond length change from the equilibrium values. The values follow
the pattern H-bond < pnicogen < chalcogen < halogen bond which means halogen bonds
are most sensitive to the bond stretching. Similarly, ionic H-bonds have lower values of n
than the neutral ones. SAPT analysis shows that among three components, the decay is
slowest for the electrostatic term, followed by induction and then by dispersion.
The remaining portion of this dissertation has explored some of the practical
applications of the charge assisted hydrogen and halogen bonds. Most articles or books still
say that hydrogen bond is the strongest force of interaction among different noncovalent
interactions. However, some recent experimental results suggested that the halogen bond
is actually superior to the H-bond under similar conditions.9-11 That is the reason the
halogen bond has replaced the H-bond in some degree in some applied fields like anion
receptor chemistry, crystal engineering, catalysis etc.12-14 The detailed comparative studies
between neutral as well as charged hydrogen and halogen bonds has been made for their
performance to extract halide anions from aqueous solution using bis-triazole
pyridinium(BTP) model system. Our results indicate that in both neutral and charged
systems the strength for halide binding follows the order, I-bond > Br-bond =͂ H-bond >
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Cl-bond. Except for the F- binding, the binding energies for other halides with I-bond donor
is almost double that of H-bond donors in both charged and neutral systems. Another
important implication of this study is the positive charge in the binding unit largely affects
the binding performance of the halides. By using dicationic systems, the binding energy
for F- can be increased by as much as 8 kcal/mol with respect to the neutral system.
Molecular electrostatic potential maps fail to explain why I-bond is stronger than H-bond
as the maximum in the electrostatic potential is much higher for H-bond donor than I-bond
donor. So it might be induction or dispersion component which makes I-bond stronger than
H-bond. Another important way to increase the binding performance of anion receptors is
introducing suitable electron withdrawing functional groups into the system. The electronic
effects of the different substituent groups, both electron releasing and electron
withdrawing, on the binding of halides in bis-triazole benzene (BTB) systems has been
studied in detail. Our study shows that the binding energy for halides can be increased as
much as 30−50% when NH2 group is substituted by NO2. Sensitivity to substituent is larger
for I-bond donor receptors than H-bond donors on a magnitude basis. Similarly, dicationic
receptors have higher substituent effect than neutral receptors if results are compared again
on a magnitude basis.
The charge assisted H-bonds can be applied to the activation of the quinones for
their use as oxidizing reagent. The H-bond donors help to increase the electron affinity of
the quinones by stabilizing the semiquinone radical anions by charge assisted H-bonds.
This type of activation is effective only for the electron rich quinones and only a small
amount of activation is achieved in case of electron deficient quinones unless the H-bond
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donor is cationic.15 This marked discrepancy between electron rich and electron deficient
quinones has been explored by taking a series of electron rich and electron deficient
quinones and varying strengths of H-bond donor systems. The discrepancy is due to the
tendencies of the neutral H-bond donors to undergo stacking interactions with the quinones
before the reduction. The stacking propensity is higher for electron deficient quinones than
electron rich which results in the discrepancy between electron rich and electron deficient
quinones towards H-bond activation.
The last part of the dissertation has explored the energetics and the properties of NX···Y halogen bonds and made the direct comparisons with N-H···Y H-bonds. Our results
indicate that the strengths of bonds follow the order Cl-bond < Br-bond =͂ H-bond < I-bond.
Coulombic forces represents the largest attractive component in the H-bond while
induction energy surpasses electrostatics in several cases in halogen bonds.
Overall, this dissertation has explained some fundamental properties of charge
assisted hydrogen and halogen bonds. In most of the cases, comparative studies have been
made between them. This dissertation has also provided some insightful results in anion
receptor chemistry. I believe the works presented in this dissertation will have large
implications in chemistry and biochemistry. For example, the study of effect of charge on
noncovalent interactions provides an important way to tune the strength of these
interactions in a more rational way for various applications like catalysis, anion receptor
chemistry, drug design, crystal engineering, self-assemblies etc. The results from the study
of long range behavior of noncovalent interactions will be helpful for incorporation of these
interactions into the force field for molecular dynamics simulation. The results from the
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study of angular distortion of various noncovalent bond angles from their equilibrium
geometry will have similar application in force field development. The parallel and
comparative study of hydrogen and halogen bonds is able to change the longtime notion
that H-bond is the strongest noncovalent interaction. This might lead to the more extensive
use of halogen bond for various applications.
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licensing transaction, you agree that the following terms and conditions apply to this
transaction (along with the billing and payment terms and conditions established by the
Copyright Clearance Center Inc., ("CCC's Billing and Payment terms and conditions"), at
the time that you opened your RightsLink account (these are available at any time at
http://myaccount.copyright.com).

Terms and Conditions


The materials you have requested permission to reproduce or reuse (the "Wiley
Materials") are protected by copyright.



You are hereby granted a personal, non-exclusive, non-sub licensable (on a standalone basis), non-transferable, worldwide, limited license to reproduce the Wiley
Materials for the purpose specified in the licensing process. This license, and any
CONTENT (PDF or image file) purchased as part of your order, is for a onetime use only and limited to any maximum distribution number specified in the
license. The first instance of republication or reuse granted by this license must be
completed within two years of the date of the grant of this license (although copies
prepared before the end date may be distributed thereafter). The Wiley Materials
shall not be used in any other manner or for any other purpose, beyond what is
granted in the license. Permission is granted subject to an appropriate
acknowledgement given to the author, title of the material/book/journal and the
publisher. You shall also duplicate the copyright notice that appears in the Wiley
publication in your use of the Wiley Material. Permission is also granted on the
understanding that nowhere in the text is a previously published source
acknowledged for all or part of this Wiley Material. Any third party content is
expressly excluded from this permission.
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With respect to the Wiley Materials, all rights are reserved. Except as expressly
granted by the terms of the license, no part of the Wiley Materials may be copied,
modified, adapted (except for minor reformatting required by the new Publication),
translated, reproduced, transferred or distributed, in any form or by any means, and
no derivative works may be made based on the Wiley Materials without the prior
permission of the respective copyright owner.For STM Signatory Publishers
clearing permission under the terms of the STM Permissions Guidelines only,
the terms of the license are extended to include subsequent editions and for
editions in other languages, provided such editions are for the work as a whole
in situ and does not involve the separate exploitation of the permitted figures
or extracts, You may not alter, remove or suppress in any manner any copyright,
trademark or other notices displayed by the Wiley Materials. You may not license,
rent, sell, loan, lease, pledge, offer as security, transfer or assign the Wiley
Materials on a stand-alone basis, or any of the rights granted to you hereunder to
any other person.



The Wiley Materials and all of the intellectual property rights therein shall at all
times remain the exclusive property of John Wiley & Sons Inc, the Wiley
Companies, or their respective licensors, and your interest therein is only that of
having possession of and the right to reproduce the Wiley Materials pursuant to
Section 2 herein during the continuance of this Agreement. You agree that you own
no right, title or interest in or to the Wiley Materials or any of the intellectual
property rights therein. You shall have no rights hereunder other than the license as
provided for above in Section 2. No right, license or interest to any trademark, trade
name, service mark or other branding ("Marks") of WILEY or its licensors is
granted hereunder, and you agree that you shall not assert any such right, license or
interest with respect thereto



NEITHER WILEY NOR ITS LICENSORS MAKES ANY WARRANTY OR
REPRESENTATION OF ANY KIND TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY,
EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR STATUTORY, WITH RESPECT TO THE
MATERIALS OR THE ACCURACY OF ANY INFORMATION CONTAINED
IN THE MATERIALS, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED
WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, ACCURACY, SATISFACTORY
QUALITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, USABILITY,
INTEGRATION OR NON-INFRINGEMENT AND ALL SUCH WARRANTIES
ARE HEREBY EXCLUDED BY WILEY AND ITS LICENSORS AND WAIVED
BY YOU.



WILEY shall have the right to terminate this Agreement immediately upon breach
of this Agreement by you.



You shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless WILEY, its Licensors and their
respective directors, officers, agents and employees, from and against any actual or
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threatened claims, demands, causes of action or proceedings arising from any
breach of this Agreement by you.


IN NO EVENT SHALL WILEY OR ITS LICENSORS BE LIABLE TO YOU OR
ANY OTHER PARTY OR ANY OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR ANY
SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT, EXEMPLARY OR
PUNITIVE DAMAGES, HOWEVER CAUSED, ARISING OUT OF OR IN
CONNECTION WITH THE DOWNLOADING, PROVISIONING, VIEWING OR
USE OF THE MATERIALS REGARDLESS OF THE FORM OF ACTION,
WHETHER FOR BREACH OF CONTRACT, BREACH OF WARRANTY,
TORT, NEGLIGENCE, INFRINGEMENT OR OTHERWISE (INCLUDING,
WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES BASED ON LOSS OF PROFITS, DATA,
FILES, USE, BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY OR CLAIMS OF THIRD PARTIES),
AND WHETHER OR NOT THE PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION SHALL APPLY
NOTWITHSTANDING ANY FAILURE OF ESSENTIAL PURPOSE OF ANY
LIMITED REMEDY PROVIDED HEREIN.



Should any provision of this Agreement be held by a court of competent
jurisdiction to be illegal, invalid, or unenforceable, that provision shall be deemed
amended to achieve as nearly as possible the same economic effect as the original
provision, and the legality, validity and enforceability of the remaining provisions
of this Agreement shall not be affected or impaired thereby.



The failure of either party to enforce any term or condition of this Agreement shall
not constitute a waiver of either party's right to enforce each and every term and
condition of this Agreement. No breach under this agreement shall be deemed
waived or excused by either party unless such waiver or consent is in writing signed
by the party granting such waiver or consent. The waiver by or consent of a party to
a breach of any provision of this Agreement shall not operate or be construed as a
waiver of or consent to any other or subsequent breach by such other party.



This Agreement may not be assigned (including by operation of law or otherwise)
by you without WILEY's prior written consent.



Any fee required for this permission shall be non-refundable after thirty (30) days
from receipt by the CCC.



These terms and conditions together with CCC's Billing and Payment terms and
conditions (which are incorporated herein) form the entire agreement between you
and WILEY concerning this licensing transaction and (in the absence of fraud)
supersedes all prior agreements and representations of the parties, oral or written.
This Agreement may not be amended except in writing signed by both parties. This
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Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the parties' successors,
legal representatives, and authorized assigns.


In the event of any conflict between your obligations established by these terms and
conditions and those established by CCC's Billing and Payment terms and
conditions, these terms and conditions shall prevail.



WILEY expressly reserves all rights not specifically granted in the combination of
(i) the license details provided by you and accepted in the course of this licensing
transaction, (ii) these terms and conditions and (iii) CCC's Billing and Payment
terms and conditions.



This Agreement will be void if the Type of Use, Format, Circulation, or Requestor
Type was misrepresented during the licensing process.



This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of
the State of New York, USA, without regards to such state's conflict of law rules.
Any legal action, suit or proceeding arising out of or relating to these Terms and
Conditions or the breach thereof shall be instituted in a court of competent
jurisdiction in New York County in the State of New York in the United States of
America and each party hereby consents and submits to the personal jurisdiction of
such court, waives any objection to venue in such court and consents to service of
process by registered or certified mail, return receipt requested, at the last known
address of such party.

WILEY OPEN ACCESS TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Wiley Publishes Open Access Articles in fully Open Access Journals and in Subscription
journals offering Online Open. Although most of the fully Open Access journals publish
open access articles under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY)
License only, the subscription journals and a few of the Open Access Journals offer a
choice of Creative Commons Licenses. The license type is clearly identified on the article.
The Creative Commons Attribution License
The Creative Commons Attribution License (CC-BY) allows users to copy, distribute and
transmit an article, adapt the article and make commercial use of the article. The CC-BY
license permits commercial and nonCreative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial License
The Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial (CC-BY-NC)License permits use,
distribution and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited
and is not used for commercial purposes.(see below)
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Creative Commons Attribution-Non-Commercial-NoDerivs License
The Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial-NoDerivs License (CC-BY-NC-ND)
permits use, distribution and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is
properly cited, is not used for commercial purposes and no modifications or adaptations are
made. (see below)
Use by commercial "for-profit" organizations
Use of Wiley Open Access articles for commercial, promotional, or marketing purposes
requires further explicit permission from Wiley and will be subject to a fee.
Further details can be found on Wiley Online Library
http://olabout.wiley.com/WileyCDA/Section/id-410895.html

Other Terms and Conditions:

v1.10 Last updated September 2015
Questions? customercare@copyright.com or +1-855-239-3415 (toll free in the US) or
+1-978-646-2777.
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NX⋯Y halogen bonds. Comparison with NH⋯Y H-bonds and CX⋯Y halogen
bonds
B. Nepal and S. Scheiner, Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2016, Advance Article, DOI:
10.1039/C6CP03771B
If you are not the author of this article and you wish to reproduce material from it in a
third party non-RSC publication you must formally request permission using RightsLink.
Go to our Instructions for using RightsLink page for details.
Authors contributing to RSC publications (journal articles, books or book chapters) do
not need to formally request permission to reproduce material contained in this article
provided that the correct acknowledgement is given with the reproduced material.
Reproduced material should be attributed as follows:







For reproduction of material from NJC:
Reproduced from Ref. XX with permission from the Centre National de la
Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) and The Royal Society of Chemistry.
For reproduction of material from PCCP:
Reproduced from Ref. XX with permission from the PCCP Owner Societies.
For reproduction of material from PPS:
Reproduced from Ref. XX with permission from the European Society for
Photobiology, the European Photochemistry Association, and The Royal Society
of Chemistry.
For reproduction of material from all other RSC journals and books:
Reproduced from Ref. XX with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.

If the material has been adapted instead of reproduced from the original RSC publication
"Reproduced from" can be substituted with "Adapted from".
In all cases the Ref. XX is the XXth reference in the list of references.
If you are the author of this article you do not need to formally request permission to
reproduce figures, diagrams etc. contained in this article in third party publications or in a
thesis or dissertation provided that the correct acknowledgement is given with the
reproduced material.
Reproduced material should be attributed as follows:


For reproduction of material from NJC:
[Original citation] - Reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of
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Chemistry (RSC) on behalf of the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique
(CNRS) and the RSC
For reproduction of material from PCCP:
[Original citation] - Reproduced by permission of the PCCP Owner Societies
For reproduction of material from PPS:
[Original citation] - Reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of
Chemistry (RSC) on behalf of the European Society for Photobiology, the
European Photochemistry Association, and RSC
For reproduction of material from all other RSC journals:
[Original citation] - Reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of
Chemistry

If you are the author of this article you still need to obtain permission to reproduce the
whole article in a third party publication with the exception of reproduction of the whole
article in a thesis or dissertation.
Information about reproducing material from RSC articles with different licences is
available on our Permission Requests page.
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